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Abstract
Cahokia is the earliest and largest settlement of pre-Columbian North America. Located 
in the American Bottom floodplain, a few kilometers from present day St. Louis, MO 
(USA), this archaeological site had risen to be the greatest Mississippian settlement by 
the middle of the 11th century until its abandonment at the end of the 14th century. The 
archaeological investigations led at the site have involved only a small part of its extension. 
One of the most extensive excavations took place in the Merrell Tract and has been led by 
the University of Bologna (IT) from 2011 to 2016. The results obtained by University of 
Bologna’s excavations, combined with data coming from previous researches led in that 
same area since the 1920s, enabled us to formulate a new hypothesis concerning the settle-
ment dynamics and the use of space in the interested area, as well as its contextualization 
in the wider picture of the history of this Mississippian center. The aim of the research is to 
use the sum of archaeological and iconographic data for artistic and socio- political inve-
stigation purposes, focusing on a specific typology of pottery and using it as main research 
tool. The Mississippian culture is characterized by a set of distinctive traits, including the 
adoption of the shell-tempered Ramey Incised pottery which, through its iconographic 
meaning, aided the development and the diffusion of a system of religious beliefs known as 
South-Eastern Ceremonial Complex. These pots had a huge geographic distribution and 
they have been frequently found in both ceremonial and domestic contexts, highlighting 
their value and significance in the Mississippian communities. Traditionally, it is granted 
that the presence of Cahokia-style cosmograms outside of the American Bottom represents 
an expression of Cahokian religious ideology as adopted by hinterland groups, revealing 
a local desire to participate in the Cahokian cultural phenomenon. Through the compa-
rative analysis of a variety of iconographic and archaeological data, it was proved that 
peripheral inhabitants, from northern American Bottom area to the South-eastern of the 
United States surely were in contact. However, these populations did not passively adopt 
the practices of more powerful core polities but in some way reinterpreted them according 
to local knowledge, understandings and histories. By supporting this theory and exten-
ding the same inquiries to the Amerindian area, the author concludes that at the moment 
we cannot confirm the cultural contact between the Mississippian and the Amerindian 
areas. However, with the support of the evidences provided we were able to demonstrate 
the circulation, across the Pre- Columbian American territory, of the same socio-political 
meaningful concepts accompanied by their iconographic contextualized representations, 
and so we were able to re-open the debate on this interesting topic and to suggest some 
reflections for further investigations.
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Introduction
Located in southern Illinois, a few kilometers from present day St. Louis (MO), Cahokia was once 
the largest polity of pre-Columbian North America. It became the most prosperous Mississippian 
settlement by the middle of the 11th century, reaching the acme of its greatness throughout the 12th 
century, to be then progressively depopulated by the end of the 14th. With its 120 earthen pyra-
mids arranged in clusters around plazas, it reached an estimated population ranging from 10,000 to 
15,000 individuals (Milner, 2006; Pauketat and Lopinot, 1997) spread over an area of 16 km2 (Fow-
ler, 1997; Kelly, 2000; Chappell, 2002; Dalan, et al. 2003; Iseminger, 2010; Pauketat and Alt, 2015). 
The size and monumentality of the settlement made this site an exemplary case in North America. 
Multiple hints suggest that it was in Cahokia that the egalitarian societies that had been prospering 
for millennia in the Eastern Woodlands developed their first ranked political system (Mehrer, 1995; 
Roger and Smith, 1995; Brown and Kelly, 2015).
Because of its complexity, Cahokia has been at the center of a longstanding debate concerning the 
degree of its economic and political system and its relationship with the hinterland (e.g. Blitz, 1999; 
Cobb, 1993; Rogers and Smith, 1995; Emerson, 1997; Welch, 2006; Brown and Kelly, 2015). 
The site has been initially categorized as chiefdom (Milner, 2006) or a “Complex Chiefdom” (Pau-
ketat and Emerson, 1997: 3), but later on other scholars attributed to Cahokia the role of capital of 
a state, the extension of which would have encompassed the American Bottom region as a whole 
(O’Brien, 1989; Zimmermann Holt, 2009). Today the general consensus is that Cahokia was a city 
able to flourish while yet detached from the state-making process (Kelly and Brown, 2014; Brown 
and Kelly, 2015; Alt, Pauketat and Kruchten, 2010). Nonetheless, however we choose to label it, 
Cahokia has positively been an example of urban development among the Pre-Columbian societies 
of North America. 
Before extensive excavations at the site, scholars believed Cahokia a big ritual center with no residen-
tial areas (Young and Fowler, 2000); this prevalent view changed after the extended investigations 
carried out in the 1960s in Tract 15A and 15B (Pauketat, 1998; Valese, 2017; Pauketat, 2013). As a 
matter of fact the archaeological records unveiled the presence of a dense and continued occupation 
of the site from the Emergent Mississippian phase until the demise of Cahokia (Wittry and Vogel, 
1962; Fowler, 1997). Moreover, after a huge salvage excavation project that encompassed the entire 
American Bottom area had been put into effect in 1977, several more Mississippian settlements were 
brought to light, revealing a much more complex picture of the Mississippian world than previously 
believed (Young and Fowler, 2000). 
The Merrell Tract is located in the central core of the site, approximately 300 meters West of Monks 
Mound, Cahokia’s main earthwork. In 2011, the University of Bologna’s research in the area aimed 
at clarifying the settlement dynamics and its use of space, and more specifically at understanding 
the transition from a residential area to a large open arena complete with public buildings during 
Cahokia’s apogee (Valese, 2017). The location of the excavation has been chosen due to the proximi-
ty to the above mentioned 15B Tract, to which it can be considered as a continuation. The archaeo-
logical explorations undertaken by the Italian team over a six-year period have revealed hundreds of 
archaeological features spanning through the entirety of Cahokia’s chronology, from the Emergent 
Mississippian to the Sand Prairie occupation, in line with the results of former investigations of the 
area (Valese, 2017). The results obtained by the University of Bologna’s excavations combined with 
data provided from previous researches, enabled us to formulate new hypotheses about the settle-
ment’s dynamics and use of space in the interested area, as well as its political influence and con-
textualization in the wider picture of the history and role of this Mississippian center (Valese, 2017).
The choice of specific methods has had an essential role during these last three years of researches. 
The starting point of this dissertation has been the systematic collection of information regarding all 
previous and contemporary archaeological and iconographic investigations related to this area of in-
terest. Then data sets from different researches have been integrated and compared to one another. 
The results thus obtained suggest a more complex picture in regard to the development and the 
diffusion of a system of religious and political beliefs than previously thought.  
One of the main objectives at the base of this research has been the use of the newly-found results of 
the Italian excavation and the post-processing of the data for iconographic and socio- political inve-
stigation purposes, and more specifically to focus the author’s inquiries on a particular Mississippian 
pottery typology and using it as main research tool.
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From 2011 to 2016, throughout University of Bologna’s excavations, the author of this dissertation 
has been in charge of ceramic analysis and of the supervision of laboratory operations (Valese, 2017 
and Mattioli, 2017). Amongst all of the ceramic specimen collected throughout the six years of the 
excavation, I decided to focus my attention on the Ramey Incised variety of pottery, basing my rese-
arch on the iconographic comparison between pottery sherds recovered from the Italian excavation, 
which are in the classic Ramey Incised style, to those detected across the sites of the Cahokian hin-
terland to clarify the nature of the relationship between different communities.
The Mississippian culture is characterized by a set of distinctive traits, including the adoption of the 
shell-tempered Ramey Incised pottery which, through the dissemination of its iconographic mes-
sage, laid the basis for the development and the diffusion of a system of religious beliefs known as 
South-Eastern Ceremonial Complex all over the Mississippian area. 
Early theories of cultural contact suggest that inhabitants of peripheral settlements unquestioningly 
adopted the practices of a core polity. In reality, as many experts believe, they may have resisted 
the dominant influence or negotiate it on their own terms and according to their own histories and 
existing worldviews (Dietler, 2010; Lightfoot and Martinez, 1995; Pauketat and Alt, 2005; Silliman, 
2005; Stein, 2002). Traditionally, it is widely accepted that the presence of Cahokia-style cosmo-
grams outside of the American Bottom represents an expression of Cahokian religious ideology 
as adopted by hinterland groups, revealing a local desire to participate in the Cahokian cultural 
phenomenon (Friberg, 2017). However, through iconographic analysis, the author intends to support 
the theory that inhabitants of peripheral settlements, from northern American Bottom area to the 
South-eastern of the United States, did not passively adopt the practices of more powerful core poli-
ties, but more likely, there was an entanglement between Cahokian and local ideas and symbolism.
For this research, the author strongly believed in the use of the interdisciplinary perspective. We 
combined the archaeological research and the iconographic methodology approach to investigate 
how political and religious concepts were transmitted and adapted across the Mississippian area.
This research is mostly based on archaeological and iconographic data collected from the Merrel 
Tract- Unibo excavation, and also from several other American Bottom sites. The data collection 
has been carried out through the use and the comparison of original data sheets and published or 
unpublished site reports and analyses.
This study can be framed as a final stage following the conclusion of a bigger archaeological project 
which the author was lucky enough to follow from the very beginning. The entire research has been 
composed of 4 stages: archaeological excavation, data collection and analysis, creation of computeri-
zed databases, comparison and interpretation of archaeological and iconographic data.
The dissertation will be organized as follows: the first chapter will be devoted to introduce a general 
overview of Cahokia, providing geographical, archaeological and socio- cultural information. 
The second chapter will introduce the reader to the archaeological excavations occurred in the in-
terested area and more in specific on the University of Bologna’s project, providing archaeological 
results and summarized conclusions (Valese, 2017 and Mattioli, 2017). 
The third chapter will provide an accurate summary of the ceramic report from the Italian excava-
tion, with a detailed description of the ceramic material assemblage recovered from the field as well 
as methodological aspects applied to field and laboratory operations and data management (Valese, 
2017; Mattioli, 2017). 
A following fourth chapter will be devoted to deepening the Ramey Incised ceramic iconographic 
study and to provide information about the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex phenomenon. 
In each related chapter, detailed maps, drawings, photographs, and metric information will be pro-
vided as a support for the author’s considerations, plus at the end of the dissertation the reader will 
find an appendices showing all the Ramey Incised findings discovered during the Merrel Tract- 
Unibo excavation, with related  database records (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017). 
The second part of the fourth chapter is dedicated to deepening the research topic. We investigated, 
through the comparative analysis of a variety of iconographic and archaeological data the diffusion 
and interpretation of specific Mississippian iconographic motifs across Cahokia’s hinterland regions. 
Finally, in the last paragraph the author investigated some iconographic similarities detected betwe-
en the Mississippian, the Mesoamerican and Andean area, with the intent to extend the cultural 
contact discussion and reflections to a wider area. 
The final chapters will be focused on the interpretation of the data presented in the previous ones 
and on the elaboration of the related conclusions.
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Chapter 1  
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Cahokia and the 

Mississippian 
Culture
The Mississippian centre, known as Cahokia, is located in the American Bottom floo-
dplain, at the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi River, near the modern city of 
St. Louis, in south western Illinois, USA. This region, known as American Bottom, is 
a broad alluvial plain bounded on the north by the bluffs at present day Alton, Illinois, 
just north of the confluence of the Missouri River, and to south by the town of Chester, 
Illinois just south of the mouth of the Kaskaskia River. Today, the Mississippi River flows 
along the western edge of the American Bottom, and the floodplain is circumscribed 
to the east by bluffs between 50 meters to over 100 meters high (Milner, 1998:35). The 
Cahokia site is situated on the floodplain of the American Bottom, approximately 13 km 
east of the Mississippi River. 
The archaeological site expands over an area of 13sq km including 120 mounds arran-
ged in clusters around plazas. Cahokia was the largest polity of pre-Columbian North 
America with an estimated population ranging from 10,000 to 15,000 individuals (Mil-
ner, 2006; Pauketat and Lopinot, 1997) spread on 16 km2 (Fowler, 1997; Kelly, 2000; 
Chappell, 2002; Dalan et al., 2003; Iseminger, 2010; Pauketat and Alt, 2015).
An even greater area, encompassing the Cahokia Mounds State Historic Site and sur-
rounding lands, is recognized as a federally designated National Historic Landmark 
(Fowler, 1997:8), is on the National Register of Historic Places, and is a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site.
This archaeological site had risen to be the greatest Mississippian settlement by the 
middle of the 11th century until its final abandonment marked by the arrival of French 
colonists in 18th century and coincided with the general depopulation of a wider region 
later known as the Vacant Quarter (Kelly, 2009). 

Figure 1.1 Aereal Ricostruction of Mon-
ks Mound and Downtown Cahokia, 
Cahokia Mounds Historic Site.
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1.1 Site Environment 

The area was rich in fertile alluvial soils and wet areas hosting abundant animal and 
vegetal life, providing perfect conditions for human occupation that started since the 
tenth millennium BC with small groups of Paleoindian hunters and gatherers followed, 
from 8000 BC, by Archaic hunters and gatherers (Iseminger, 2010 and Valese, 2017).

Due to the dynamic of the Mississippi River, the American Bottom is characterized by 
diverse geomorphic microenvironments and therefore diverse floral and faunal resources 
(White et al., 1984). Three primary geomorphic zones comprise the American Bottom 
area: the uplands, the colluvial veneers and alluvial fans and the floodplain. Although 
the American Bottom is within the temperate deciduous forest biome characteristic of 
much of the eastern of the United States, the aforementioned diversity of environmental 
zones made the American Bottom an especially rich and attractive resource base for 
human occupation. 

Based on earlier work by Gregg (1977) and Welch (1975), White et al. (1984:30-31) de-
scribe five general ecological zones: the river edge; the floodplain forest; the lake, slough, 
and pond zone; bottomland prairie and the floodplain oak-hickory zone. Together these 
zones encompassed a great species diversity within a relatively small area, where plant 
resources were available throughout the annual cycle (White et al. 1984). Faunal resour-
ces, important as food and raw materials for clothing, tools, and decorative items were 
equally rich and diverse.
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Figure 1.2 Map of the American Bottom 
showing rivers, lakes and streams as well 
as the location of Cahokia and other Mis-
sissippian towns, villages and farmsteads. 
Adapted from a map by Mikels Skele.
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1.2 Cahokia Chronology

The earliest chronology for the prehistoric occupation of Cahokia was proposed by A. Kelly 
(1933) based on stratigraphic differences in ceramic materials from a small mound excavated 
in 1931. Originally labeled the “pure village site” culture and “Bean pot-effigy bowl” cul-
ture by A. Kelly (1933), this two-period chronology was subsequently divided into the “Old 
Village Focus” and the “Trappist Focus” by Griffin (1949), who also delineated the ceramic 
types associated with each period. Hall (1966:8) later proposed the following dates for these 
periods: Old Village - A.D. 1050-1300 and Trappist - A.D. 1300-1550. A significantly more 
detailed chronology, portions of which remain in use today, was devised by participants in 
the Cahokia Ceramic Conference in July, 1971 (Fowler and Hall 1972, 197 5). Refinemen-
ts have been proposed several times since 1971 (e.g., Bareis and Porter 1984; Hall 1991; J. 
Kelly l 990a· Milner et al., 1984). This overview is based in large part on Bareis and Porter’s 
(1984) and J. Kelly’s (1990a) American Bottom Chronology, and on the calibrated American 
Bottom Region Chronology developed by Hall (1991) and utilized in Pauketat and Emerson 
(1997a).
Late prehistoric occupation in the American Bottom is divided into the Emergent Mississip-
pian and Mississippian periods (but see Fortier and McElrath 2002). The Emergent Missis-
sippian period ranges from A.D. 900-1050. At A.D. 1050, the Mississippian period begins 
with the “Big Bang,” Pauketat’s (1994) term for the sudden increase in size and complexity at 
Cahokia. The Mississippian period is divided into four phases. The Lohmann (A.D. 1050-
1100) and Stirling (A.D. 1100-1200) are the Early Mississippian phases, a time of complexity 
and aggregation. The Late Mississippian is also divided into two phases: Moorehead (A.D. 
1200-1275) and Sand Prairie (A.D. 1275-1350). This is a time of reorganization and disper-
sal. The Late Mississippian has been described as a decline in complexity (Milner 1990, 1991 
a; Pauketat 1994), a social reconstitution (Kelly et al. 2001), or a shift in social and political 
networks or strategies (Trubitt 1996, 1997b; Peregrine 1998), this is a time of change with 
population dispersing from the Cahokia site (Mehrer 1995; Milner 1986).
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Table 1.1 Chronological phases, adapted from Iseminger 2010.
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1.2.1 Pre Mississippian Period

Archaeologists involved in the FAI-270 project (e.g., J. Kelly 1990b; Kelly et al. 1984) 
advocate the use of a transitional period, the Emergent Mississippian, between the Late 
woodland and Mississippian periods for the American Bottom. 
The term denotes the time period from A.D.900-1050 for Cahokia and American Bot-
tom.
Kelly J. (1990a:117) notes that the Late Woodland to Mississippian transition focuses on 
“five general areas of change that are central to any and all definitions of Mississippian:
 1. Dramatic changes in technology and material culture,
 2. A shift to maize dominated field agriculture,
 3. Interregional exchange,
 4. An increase in size and organization of sociopolitical units,
 5. A marked increase in social differentiation.”
Kelly L. (200:41) adds:
 6. Changes in faunal exploitation or provisioning strategies.
Kelly et al. (1984) describe a general continuity in the patterns of population increase 
and community plans from the Late Woodland to the early Emergent Mississippian. 
The aforementioned change in sociopolitical units and increase in social differentiation 
is reflected in an increasing number of sites as well as greater differentiation in size and 
site function. Two centers grew in importance during this time: the Cahokia site and the 
Lunsford-Pulcher site. At the end of the ninth century, new forms of community orga-
nization and a rapid increase in sociopolitical complexity led to the growth of a series 
of Emergent Mississippian villages (AD 850-1050) organized in a variety of community 
plans including numerous small, kin-based units; a single, large nucleated settlement; or 
scattered farmsteads (Kelly et al. 1984: 156). These settlements, arrangements of semi 
subterranean, single-post houses and structures, were “permanent, agrarian communi-
ties” (Kelly et al. 1984: 156) often set in four oriented with the cardinal directions (Kel-
ly, 1990b) or by large communal and/or ceremonial structures. The analysis of formal 
construction patterns suggests the emergence of a ranked society maybe led by some sort 
of chiefs.  
Archaeological findings attest that the chunkey game was practiced in the courtyards 
scattered across Emergent Mississippian villages; the game itself was probably an occa-
sion for public gatherings, since it was associated with religious ceremonies and feasts in 
which people belonging to different social groups interacted; the bonds that were created 
during these feasting are probably attested by the wide circulation of red slipped pottery 
(Iseminger, 2010 and Valese, 2017).

Two distinct ceramic “traditions” were present in the American Bottom during the 
Emergent Mississippian period (Kelly, 1990a). The northern portion of the American 
Bottom, including the Cahokia site, was dominated by the “Late Bluff tradition,” while 
the “Pulcher tradition” was centered on the southern portion of the region (i.e., Monroe 
County), which includes the Lunsford-Pulcher site (Kelly, 1990a: 117). These ceramic 
traditions differ primarily based on tempering materials. Vessels from the Late Bluff 
tradition are grit and grog tempered, with limestone temper dominating assemblages of 
the Pulcher tradition (Kelly et al. 1984; Porter, 1962) and can also be identified based 
on paste composition. Emergent Mississippian ceramic vessels in the American Bot-
tom were made from a variety of muds (Porter, 1963a, 1963b). The salmon paste color 
is characteristic of Emergent Mississippian ceramic assemblages from the Late Bluff 
tradition of the northern portion of the American Bottom. Typical vessel forms of the 
period are jars and bowls with miniature vessels also present in low frequencies (Kelly et 
al. 1984). Stumpware - crude, footed vessels with undefined functions - are added to the 
assemblage ( J. Kelly 1990a). Later in the Emergent Mississippian, new vessel forms such 
as seed jar and bottles are introduced. Surface treatments for Emergent Mississippian 
vessels include plain surfaces, red slipping and cordmarked. When decoration is present, 
it is typically focused on elaboration of jar lips; specifically, lips thickened by appliques, 
extruding or flaring lips, or lip notching/impressions (Kelly et al. 1984).
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Figure 1.3 a-e) Mississippian Cul-
ture traits.

1.2.2 Mississippian Period

During the Mississippian period (AD 1050 – 1400) Cahokia began to expand (Kelly and 
Brown, 2014). The Mississippian culture is defined on the basis of a set of cultural traits: the 
construction of earthworks, cultivation of maize, wall trenched structures, shell tempered 
pottery, lithic technology which reflects the creation of a trading net linking Cahokia and 
other Mississippian centers such as Kinkaid, Angel and Siloh (Koldehoff and Carr, 2001) 
and the development and diffusion of a system of religious beliefs known as South-Eastern 
Ceremonial Complex (Brown and Kelly, 2000).
Significant changes clearly differentiate the Mississippian Lohmann phase from the pre-
ceding Emergent Mississippian period, however. The small villages and centers of the 
Emergent Mississippian were eclipsed by the large community centered around Cahokia.
It was during the Lohmann phase (AD 1050-1100), defined by Pauketat (1997a) as the time 
of “Cahokia Big Bang” (Pauketat, 1994), that the village became a real urban center built 
on a plan that envisaged a real engineering effort such as the leveling of a central area of 
19ha to form the mayor plaza and the construction of some of the site’s biggest mounds. 
The Emergent Mississippian communities were relocated in order to create a brand-new 
settlement, whose monumental epicenter was centered on Monks Mound, a huge earthen 
mound around which four plazas were placed at the cardinal direction following the Na-
tive American cosmological pattern (Kelly, 1996a; Kelly and Brown, 2014). During the 
Cahokia Big Bang (Pauketat, 1994), the village become a real urban centre with complex 
social classes and hierarchies, but just few decades after, at the end of the Moorehead phase 
(AD 1200 – 1275), Cahokia began to collapse and to be abandoned (Kelly, 2009). 
Most of the archaeologists consider that Cahokia was built following a preconceived plan 
based on the cardinal directions and the principles of centrality, quadrilateralism and dua-
lism, adopting Monks Mound1 as the center of the scheme; in fact the four site’s plazas, each 
with its own development, are arranged around this focal point tracing a cross, the basic 
element of the Native American world (Kelly, 1996; Dalan et al., 2003; Emerson, 1997; 
Fowler, 1997; Young and Fowler, 2000; Iseminger, 2010; Kelly and Brown, 2014; Milner, 
2006; Pauketat and Emerson, 1997; Pauketat, 2004, 2009; Pauketat and Alt, 2015). 
We usually distinguish a nuclear area of the site, called “Downtown Cahokia”, which 
includes the space enclosed by the palisade and goes from the Cahokia Creek group on 
the north, south to Mound 72; and from the mounds in State Park place on the east, west 
to the woodhenges (Kelly, 1996).
During the beginning of the Mississippian period the introduction of a new kind of 
building technique is attested: the new structures that surrounded the plazas and the 
mounds, forming household clusters, were now built with a “wall trench” method that 
excluded the employment of single posts. The walls, in fact, were made up in a unique 
item and erected inside a trench (Dalan et al., 2003) previously dug into the floor of 
the foundation basin, allowing the inhabitants to build structures of different shapes; 
Lohmann, in fact, is a phase of experimentation in which a wide typology of buildings 
with different plans flourished, probably reflecting the performing of different activities 
(Iseminger, 2010 and Valese, 2017).
T-shaped and L-shaped structures, because of the prominent position they occupied at 
the center of the plazas, have been interpreted as religious or political buildings (Kelly, 
1996b) and the little chamber, which gave the structure the peculiar shape, could have 
been a shrine, the “sancta sanctorum” where the paraphernalia was exposed or stored.
During this time population increased due to a rapid income of people from surrounding 
regions, a process that led to the establishment of more complex and well-defined social 
classes and hierarchies; it is possible that the population quadrupled over a fifty-year 
period (Pauketat, 2004) and excavations’ records testify that this growth was followed by 
a settlement rearrangement.  
Artisanal production itself became more developed, as attested by craft specialization 
associated with areas of the site, such as the shell beads production area identified in 
the Kunneman mound group; political alliances became more important and ritualism 
tied and reflected those aspects of Lohmann phase. The major expression of this bond 
between ritual and political sphere is the mortuary complex at Mound 72 (Fowler et al., 

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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1999), below which was an élite burial consisting of a double interment composed by two 
individuals separated by a shell-bead falcon-shaped mantle (see Figure 1.3 a) surrounded 
by burials of a few retainers and exotic grave goods such as chunkey stones and hundreds 
of arrows divided by type and suggesting the participation of groups of different origins 
(Iseminger, 2010).
Surrounding the bead burial were four mass interments of dozens of young foreign wo-
men and one of four headless and handless men that, together with another big mass 
grave, testify the performance of human sacrifices (Iseminger, 2010 and Valese, 2017). 
As mentioned above Cahokia was built following a master plan that involved the con-
struction of mounds. There were three kinds of earth pyramids: the platform, or Temple 
mounds, the conical and the ridge top ones. The majority of the mounds were flat topped 
and the archaeological record shows that they were built as supports for different kind 
of buildings that could be interpreted as religious or ceremonial structures or maybe as 
élites dwellings.  The mounds have sometimes additional terraces or extensions, as can 
be seen in the case of Monks Mound and these extensions are often associated with co-
nical mounds; the comparison with Woodland period examples suggests that this kind 
of mounds had a funerary function.  In most cases conical and platform mounds were 
built together and linked by a causeway, as we can see in the Grand Plaza area where 
the Twins Mounds stand; it is possible that they had a complementary function and that 
the structures above the platform mound could be interpreted as charnel houses, where 
the bodies of the élites were prepared or stored, while the conical mound was the resting 
place where the bones were moved thereafter (Iseminger, 2010).
The third type of mound is the ridge top, “longer than it is wide and coming to a crest at 
the top, roof-like in appearance”; there are at least six ridge top mounds at Cahokia and 
most of them are oriented following the north-south or west-east axis of the Cahokia site, 
because of their location at the margins of the site they are sometimes called “marker 
mounds” but they could have had several functions as attested in the cases of the Ratt-
lesnake Mound, Powell Mound and Mound 72, where burials were found (Iseminger, 
2010 and Valese, 2017). 
The construction of those mounds involved the moving of great quantities of earth, an 
activity that also produced the so called “borrow pits”, the depressions that dot Cahokia’s 
terrain. 
These depressions were created by mining the clay used in mounds construction and the 
archaeological researches have revealed that some of them were left open and let them 
fill up with rainwater while some others were filled in a short time, maybe during cere-
monial activities, as happened for sub-mound 51in which a great amount of well-preser-
ved goods was detected testify the performance of a ritual act in which a great amount 
of people was involved.  
Site and community planning are evident at Cahokia, massive landscape alteration were 
undertaken to create the Grand Plaza.
As suggested by the investigations , the main plaza, the Grand Plaza, located south of 
Monks Mound would have been the theatre of public gatherings such as festivals, games 
(possibly the chunkey, also performed by some historic Native American tribes – Pauke-
tat, 2009), rituals and possibly market activities (Dalan, 1993; Iseminger, 2010).  
The North Plaza was located in the lowest zone of the settlement which is today a swam-
py area created by the presence of the Cahokia Canal. Since the area was possibly pe-
riodically flooded even during the Mississippian times, as the Canteen and the Cahokia 
Creeks ran in its proximity, the mounds were possibly built during a dry phase. As 
hypothesized by Byers (2006) and Kelly and Brown (2014), it is possible that the creation 
of the plaza in that specific location was tied to world renewal rituals, since during the 
floods the mounds would have symbolically risen from a “primordial sea”. A different 
scenario, pictured by Iseminger (2010: 99), describes the Plaza as a port of entry for 
travellers and foreign traders arriving in dugout canoes. On the eastern side of Monks 
Mound, the analysis of the material retrieved from a controlled survey made by the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (Benchley, 1974) confirmed the presence of an open 
space between Mound 36 and 51, the East Plaza. This open space was relocated after the 
erection of the Cahokia stockade that surrounded the core of the settlement; at its place 
the so-called Ramey Plaza.

1 This Mound takes the name of the 
nearby XIXth century French Trappist 
Monks’ settlement. Its size was calcu-
lated in 1988 as about 30 m high, 291 
m and 236 m wide. This makes Monks 
Mound comparable to the Great Pyra-
mid of Giza and the Pyramid of the Sun 
at Teotihuacan
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Figure 1.4 General map of Cahokia. 
The four plazas coloured in blue, black, 
yellow and red courtesy of J. Kelly.
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Social ranking and status differentiation are already revealed in archaeological remains 
from the Lohmann phase. This phase is also characterized by the first fully Mississip-
pian period assemblages at Cahokia and throughout much of the American Bottom 
region. Jar, bowl and seed jars are common in Lohmann phase ceramic assemblages, a 
variety of tempering material including crushed shell, grit, grog, and limestone are used 
in the Lohmann phase. Lohmann phase jars typically have plain or slipped (predomi-
nantly red) exterior surfaces and rarely cordmarked.
The following Stirling phase (AD 1100-1200) marks the apogee of Cahokia’s develop-
ment, during this time in fact population reached its acme, the occupation spread rea-
ched the limits of the site, the major number of mounds was raised during this period 
and the external contacts reached their peak, as attested by the diffusion of “Ramey-in-
cised” pottery - mostly exchanged during ceremonial meetings and flintclay figurines 
that embodied some sort of Cahokian mythology based on fertility feminine figures and 
male warriors. 
The Stirling phase is generally accepted as the apex of Cahokia’s power and population. 
The effect of social ranking and site organization continued, and, perhaps, increased. 
During the Stirling phase, “highly ranked people began to tum former residential areas 
into places used for rituals and other activities related to their ostentatious way of life ... 
“ (Milner 1998: 157).
Stirling phase ceramic assemblages were dominated by jars but with bowls common, 
and beakers, bottles, platters, pans, hooded bottles, seed jars, funnels, and stumpware 
vessels present. It is during the Stirling phase that this jar type, characterized by shell 
tempering, slipping, and wide incised line decoration forming linear and curvilinear 
patterns, becomes common in the Mississippian ceramic inventory (Holley 1989: 113). 
During this phase Ramey Incised pots, as other objects, were most popular at Cahokia 
and had a huge geographic distribution. These pots reflect the Mississippian cosmolo-
gical model including upper and lower world and showing the quadripartition model 
represented around a central axis, or axis mundi (Emerson, 1989; Lankford, 2004, 2007; 
Pauketat, 2004; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991). These pots were widely distributed and 
are commonly found in both ceremonial and domestic context, highlighting their value 
in Mississippian communities (Emerson and Pauketat, 2008; Griffith, 1981; Pauketat 
and Emerson, 1991). As suggested by Kelly (1996b) the quadripartite layout of the site, 
which involved the creation of the four plazas placed at the cardinal directions in a 
cross-shaped manner, being the cross one of the main symbols of the Mississippian ico-
nography, was possibly set by the end of the Emergent Mississippian and the beginning 
of the Lohmann phase (Kelly and Brown, 2014).
Mostly during the latest phases of the Mississippian period all the civilizations touched 
by the Mississippi river shared these vessels ( see Figure 1.5).
We can assume that these interactions were based on political and economic aspects 
(Milner, 1998; Muller, 1997), but it is clear that many of these contacts had strong reli-
gious characteristics and implications (Brown and Kelly, 2000; Conrad, 1991; Emerson, 
1989; Emerson, 1991a; Emerson and Lewis, 1991; Fowler et al., 1999; Hall, 1991; Kel-
ly, 1991; Knight et al., 2001; Pauketat, 1997; Pauketat, 2004; Wilson, 2011). In an era 
of increasing social complexities, Cahokians relied on religious ceremonies and ritual 
objects to frame relationships among different social groups and the supernatural forces 
comprising the broader cosmos (Alt and Pauketat, 2007; Emerson et al., 2008; Emerson 
and Pauketat, 2008; Pauketat, 1997; Pauketat, 2002; Pauketat, 2003; Pauketat, 2010; 
Pauketat, 2013; Wilson, 1996). 
The propagation of these items in the Mississippian world and the mythological meanin-
gs they carried let some scholars think that Cahokia was a purely ceremonial center, in 
which people from the hinterlands gather to perform rituals, while some others underli-
ne that the spread of artefacts made in Cahokia could be a hint for interpret the site as a 
node of redistribution which inspired the part-time specialization that characterizes the 
rural nodes surrounding it. 
Although we cannot still establish what Cahokia was, we know for sure that during the 
Stirling Phase something changed in the political order.
Structure size increases from the Lohmann to Stirling phases and throughout the rest 
of the Mississippian period (Milner 1998; Milner el al. 1984:173). Mehrer (1995:97-100) 
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Ramey Incised pottery

Ramey Incised rich greater Cahokia 
region

Figure 1.5 Geographic Distribution of 
Ramey Incised Pottery. Adapted from 
Emerson et al. 2002, 2003; Hall 2001; 
Kelly 2002; Pauketat 2004.
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found the greatest diversity of building types and “obvious architectural distinctions 
based on floor plans” during this phase, as well.
Another major change in the history of the settlement was marked by the construction, 
during the Late Stirling phase, of a 3 km bastioned stockade encircling Monks Mound, 
the Grand Plaza and adjacent mound. The stockade, which cut through the East Plaza 
leaving outside the North Plaza, broke the old quadripartite arrangement of the site 
isolating “Downtown Cahokia”, the central area of the settlement also known as “cen-
tral precinct” (Dalan, 1989; Iseminger et al., 1990; Trubitt, 2003). There are a lot of 
hypothesis regarding this enclosure: someone thinks it was built for defensive purposes, 
but no archaeological clues of clashes have been found; what is unquestionable is that the 
structure was meant to be a barrier, maybe just visual, that cut off someone who wasn’t 
anymore allowed to see or to take part of what happened inside (Valese, 2017).
During the Late Mississippian times (the Moorehead Phase AD 1200-1275 and the Sand 
Prairie Phase AD 1275-1400) Cahokia began to collapse; nevertheless its influence in 
other regions was still strong, even reaching its apex during the Moorehead phase. 
A general depopulation of the Cahokia site and the floodplain began in this phase (Mil-
ner 1986, 1998; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997) However, the monumentalization of the 
settlement continued through the later Stirling (AD 1100-1200), and Moorehead (AD 
1200-1275) phases with the erection of more than hundred earthen mounds used as 
boundaries of the plazas and the settlement itself and as support for élite residences, 
charnel houses, mortuaries or sacred buildings. The wall-trenched structures became 
squarer and larger but fewer comparing to the earlier phases. The new East Plaza, mo-
ved and rebuilt nearby outside the eastern palisade wall, became one of the foci of the 
cahokian Moorehead phase life as attested by the finding of ceremonial copper pro-
duction residues under Mound 34 (Kelly, 2008).
The Moorehead Phase ceramic assemblage is dominated by shell-tempered jars. Exte-
rior surfaces are most commonly plain, but may be cordmarked or slipped, with dark slip 
colors becoming more common than brown or red slips (Holley 1989). Cahokia Cord-
marked jars, characterized by shell tempering and cordmarked exteriors, are added to 
the ceramic inventory during the Moorehead phase, and a particular variant Cahokia 
Cordmarked var. Perino (Kelly, 2001), characterized by a red slipped interior also beco-
mes relatively common. Ramey Incised vessels continue to be manufactured during this 
phase (Pauketat, 1993a).
At the Cahokia Conference in 1972 (Fowler and Hall, 1975), the Sand Prairie phase was 
defined on the basis of Vogel’s (1975) analysis of Late Mississippian materials from the 
tracts 15A and 15B after the division of the Trappist Focus, a phase named by Griffin 
in 1949, into an earlier Moorehead phase and a later Sand Prairie phase (Kelly and 
Koldehoff, 1995). This period was characterized by the disappearance of polished and 
slipped wares, Powell Plain and Ramey Incised replaced by assemblages composed by 
Wells Fine Incised plates, effigy head bowls, deep wide bowls, fabric-impressed pans and 
pans with vertical walls; among the new assemblage, beakers and Cahokia Cordmarked 
jars were kept in use (Vogel, 1975; Kelly and Koldehoff, 1995). 
The shift to the Sand Prairie phase was characterized by the decline of population, a 
decreasing trend reflected in the dissolution of the upper levels of social hierarchy (Mil-
ner, 1986 and Merher et al, 1995). Sand Prairie phase structure, constructed with the 
wall-trench technique, tended to be larger and more squared than earlier Mississippian 
phase structures (Milner et al. 1984).
The great constructions scattered through the site were thrown down and replaced by 
new residential areas which were moved back in the proximity of the Cahokia precinct, 
close to Monks Mound, where public areas were converted to residential use, as attested 
for the West Plaza Area.
Little or no ceremonial construction of mounds is attested at Cahokia; additionally, 
on top of Monks Mound traces of non-elite residential activities were found (Benchley, 
1974). Across the hinterland temple towns fell in disuse and floodplain mortuaries served 
smaller rural communities; this local segmentation has been interpreted as a consequen-
ce of the lack of Cahokia’s integrating influence (Merher et al, 1995). 
The Sand Prairie phase occupation at Cahokia, as defined by Holley (1989) and Dalan 
(et al, 2003), consisted in a “rump” population scattered around what once was the Cen-
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tral Precinct confined around the flanks of Monks Mound with a higher concentration 
on the western edge, where structures were located and excavated (Rogers and Smith, 
1995: 53). 
This reorganization of the public space probably reflected increasing internal factional 
competition that, finally, could have led to Cahokia’s decline and to its abandonment at 
the end of 14th century (Kelly, 2009).
It is possible to speak of a Greater Cahokia (see Figure 1.6) with a population probably 

surpassing the 30,000 in-
dividuals, since there were 
no boundaries between 
Cahokia and the two other 
large Mississippian towns, 
East Saint Louis (IL) and 
Saint Louis (MO) located to 
the West (Kelly, 1994, 1996, 
1997). Moreover, the whole 
American Bottom, formed 
an integrated region econo-
mically and politically gravi-
tating around Cahokia (Pau-
ketat, 2008) and as proposed 
by Pauketat (2003) and Alt 
(2006a, 2006b, 2008) it was 
probably multiethnic envi-

ronment due to migrations and population resettlements.
Starting from AD 1275 Cahokia was mostly abandoned, and very few Sand Prairie 
constructions were built at the site; its final abandonment coincided with the general 
depopulation - lasted until the arrival of French colonists in XVIII century – of a wider 
region known as the Vacant Quarter (Kelly, 2009). As long as Cahokia was declining 
other powerful centres arose in the wider Mississippian world, such as Moundville – Ala-
bama (Knight, 2010; Knight and Steponaitis, 1998), Spiro – Oklahoma (Brown, 1996; 
Brown, Brues et al., 1996) and Etowah – Georgia (King, 2003); all of them were linked 
by the presence of cahokian artefacts and beliefs that spread all over the Mississippi 
Valley creating a unique cultural sphere called by Pauketat “Pax Cahokiana” (Pauketat 
2007; Pauketat and Alt, 2015), whose cultural apogee is reflected in the construction of 
Spiro’s burial mound, the so called “American King Tut’s Tomb” (Brown, 1996).
The size and monumentality of the settlement made this site an exemplary case in North 
America; multiple hints suggest that at Cahokia the egalitarian societies that had pro-
spered for millennia in the Eastern Woodlands developed in the first ranked political 
system (Mehrer, 1995; Roger and Smith, 1995; Brown and Kelly, 2015).

Figure 1.6 Map of the Greater Cahokia 
(Pauketat, 2004)
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1.3 Cahokia Society 

It is attested, chiefdom level societies were present in prehistoric North America, this topic 
was long time debated.
One of the best archaeologically documented prehistoric chiefdoms was centered in pre-
sent- day Illinois at Cahokia, in the American Bottom of the Central Mississippi Valley.
Archaeologists use the term “Mississippian” to denote a prehistoric, chiefdom-level cul-
tural tradition (A.D. 1000 - 1600) in the southeastern United States (e.g., Smith, 1978; 
Steponaitis, 1978, 1986).
The Mississippian tradition included settlement hierarchies with planned ceremonial and 
residential centers; extensive trade networks; distinctive material culture in a variety of me-
dia; and a hierarchical social, political and religious system (Griffin, 1985; Emerson, l997). 
Mississippian societies were extremely dynamic cultural entities, individual centers and 
chiefdoms did not function in cultural or geographic isolation. Hence, an examination of 
these centers must include consideration of 
both internal and external dynamics. 
Most archaeologists (e.g., Anderson, 1994a; 
Milner, 1998; Muller, 1997) characteri-
ze Cahokia as a complex chiefdom. The 
Cahokia chiefdom is also referred to, by 
Pauketat and Emerson (1997b:5), as “the re-
gional Mississippian capital” and has been 
characterized as a state (O’Brien 1989) or 
centralized political-administrative center 
(Emerson, 1997; Fowler, 1997; Pauketat, 
1994) while, other scholars such as J. Kelly 
(1996) have focused on its importance as a 
ritual center. 
The social and political system in place at 
Cahokia reached an apex of complexity du-
ring the late 11th and early 12th centuries 
A.D. (i.e., Pauketat, 1994). 
Two important interpretive differences are 
presented here about the structure of the 
Cahokia polity. The first one is the domina-
tion model (i.e., Pauketat and Emerson) de-
scribed as a highly centralized, elite-control-
led chiefdom with a large, densely populated 
administrative center at Cahokia arising suddenly in the Lohmann phase. This polity opera-
ted via a tribute-based sociopolitical system, and with corvee labor to construct monumental 
earthen mounds. 
This cultural hegemony is archaeologically visible in centralized and subsidized production 
activities, such as the production and dissemination of stone axe-head and shell beads. By 
Cahokia’s peak, according to Pauketat (1994) and Emerson (1995), maintenance of authority 
by the elites depended on mobilization of tribute and public labor, control of prestige and 
exotic goods, and socio-ideological reinforcement through the iconography of the Ramey 
Incised pottery. It has been suggested that the ability to mobilize labor for the construction 
of mounds, plaza, woodhenges and a series of palisades attests to the social and organizatio-
nal power of a small segment of Cahokia’s population (e.g., Pauketat 1997:37; Pauketat and 
Emerson 1997). 
The ideological message carried by the Ramey vessel, of legitimizing the relationship betwe-
en the elite, non-elite, and the cosmos, was presented to Cahokians during calendrically- 
based, community-forced rites of intensification, and through distribution of the vessels, fol-
lowing such ceremonies (Pauketat, 1994; Emerson, 1995).
The second model, the decentralized (i.e., Milner, 1990; Muller and Saitta, 1994), proposes 
that a smaller, more dispersed population with a less centralized sociopolitical hierarchical 
system could have constructed the earthen mounds. 
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Other models (e.g., J. Kelly and L. Kelly) focus on non-coercive mechanisms for creating the 
community centered on Cahokia. Unlike Pauketat and Emerson’s emphasis on dominance 
and control, Kelly et al. (2001) emphasize the power of Cahokia as a force of integration and 
community-building, and describe Cahokia as “not coercive but rather alluring in its ability 
to integrate the extant differences among various corporate entities into a “Megaconglome-
rate” of kin groups. They assert that the relatively large number of people living, fanning, 
and constructing monumental earthen mounds were attracted to Cahokia at A.D. 1050 “to 
celebrate its creation as a world center shrine” (Kelly et al., 2001:6).
The typical culture-historical overview of Cahokia (e.g., Pauketat, 1994) situates its sociopo-
litical peak during the Stirling phase (A.D. 1100 - 1200) with decline beginning in the Moo-
rehead phase, and abandonment compete by the end of the Sand Prairie phase. Many sugge-
stions have been offered to account for the Moorehead-Sand Prairie decline: resource (land, 
timber, and animal) overexploitation (Brown et al., 1988; Fowler, 1975; Lopinot, 1994: Lo-
pinot and Woods, 1993; Milner, 1984, 1990); disputes among internal sociopolitical factions 
(Milner, 1998); environmental degradation (Brown et al., 1988); climatic change (Hall, 1991; 

Lopinot, 1994); hydrologic changes such as 
a rising water table, possibly associated with 
overexploitation of wood resources (Lopinot 
and Woods, 1993; Woods and Holley, 1991); 
and even political and economic competition 
from other Mississippian centers (Fowler, 
1975). 
The nature and meaning of those changes 
have been interpreted in a variety of ways. 
Emerson (1995) suggests that the American 
Bottom was home to a number of competing 
chiefdoms or elite groups during the Missis-
sippian period. During the Lohmann and 
Stirling phase, these competing groups were 
consolidated into a powerful complex para-
mount chiefdom at Cahokia with power over 
much of the American Bottom. This political 
situation was unstable, however, and the con-
solidated power at Cahokia disintegrated du-
ring the Stirling phase and “was gone forever 
by 1200” (Emerson, 1995:91). The resulting 
political and social instability and opposition 
from elites from other centers necessitated 
the construction of the palisade. 

J. Kelly, Brown, and Trubitt (2001) propose a very different situation for the Moorehe-
ad phase at Cahokia. They acknowledge the abrupt and visible changes at Cahokia and 
throughout the American Bottom during the Moorehead phase, but also point out the 
continuity and modification of existing traditions. The structure and organization of the 
Cahokia site underwent many significant changes. The construction of the massive pali-
sade wall around the central precinct entailed a reorganization of the site outside the pali-
sade. Many Moorehead phase changes may be related to increased warfare. The palisade 
wall provided a fortified barrier for the central portion of the site and many residential 
areas are organized outside this protected area (Kelly et al, 2001).
This area may also be the place of origin for the iconography of the Southeastern Cere-
monial Complex, which subsequently spread throughout the southeastern United States 
(Brown and Kelly, 2000; Kelly et al., 2001). Kelly et al. (2001) propose that during the 
Moorehead phase at Cahokia “there is a reconstitution and florescence of this communi-
ty on a different order and magnitude,” referred to by Brown (2001) as the “Moorehead 
Moment.” Perhaps the clearest indication for their assertion concerning the importance of 
the Moorehead phase is their reference to this time period as “Cahokia’s Second Climax” 
(Kelly et al. 2001).
These experts are more inclined to think the Moorehed phase as a time for socio political 
change rather than to define it as a decline. Trubitt’s (1996) investigation of household status 

Figure 1.7 View from the North 
Plaza. Michael Hampshire, Cahokia 
Mounds State Historic Site.
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and marine shell bead production provides evidence for the continuation of a tribute-based 
sociopolitical system through the Moorehead phase, this phase should be interpreted as 
the mature or late stage of a prestige goods system in the American Bottom region “ as a 
time of expansion of relations outside the American Bottom, with elites increasing contacts 
with other areas and importing more exotic goods into the American Bottom, resulting in 
increased separation between elites and commoners at the local levels”.
During the Moorehead phase at Cahokia an “international art style” (Blanton et al., 1996) 
a marker of a network strategy, was created (Brown and J. Kelly, 2000). This art sty-
le, the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC), became an elaborate, pan-regional 
iconography, appearing on a variety of media including shell, copper, and pottery (e.g., 
Galloway, 1989; Knight et al., 2001). Artifacts bearing this imagery have been recovered 
from Mississippian sites throughout the Southeast, from Oklahoma to Georgia and Illinois 
to Florida.
While Cahokia was the largest and most complex prehistoric polity in the Eastern Wo-
odlands (e.g., Emerson, 2002), it was also part of the larger, southeastern, Mississippian 
cultural and sociopolitical phenomenon. Although evidences does not support a scenario 
of Cahokia as dominating or even directly influencing the development or operation of 
other Mississippian centers, Anderson (1997: 262) argues that: “events in the American 
Bottom between ca. A.D. 900 and 1250 profoundly shaped the character and evolution of 
Mississippian societies throughout the Southeast, even in areas where people never saw a 
Ramey-Incised pot or met anyone who had visited Monks Mound.”
The Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC), succinctly defined by Brown and Kelly 
(2000:470) as an “archaeological complex of artifacts and motifs,” was first codified by Wa-
ring and Holder (1968). Using archaeological material primarily from the Mississippian 
centers of Moundville, Etowah and Spiro, Waring and Holder (1968) formulated a trait list 
for the SECC, divided into four categories: motifs, god-animal representations, ceremonial 
objects, and costume. The SECC does not include “all Mississippian representational art, 
nor even all Mississippian art of ritual use or religious reference”(Knight et al. 2001: 132).
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1.3.1 Ceramic as Social Indicator

Not only Ramey Incised pottery but ceramics in general are a rich source of information 
for investigating internal dynamics of chiefdoms. In the American Bottom and at Cahokia, 
ceramics have been used to explore temporal trends and as sensitive indicators of change. 
Ceramics can also be used to monitor the nature of social interaction, production, subsi-
stence changes, and the role of ideology (Hamlin, 2004).
Ceramics are one class of material culture frequently utilized by archaeologists to address 
issues of social status, elite and commoner differentiation and interaction, and the remains 
of special activities such as ritual or feasting. Arnold (1985:1) writes: “Ceramics are one of 
the tangible products of man’s culture. Their relatively widespread manufacture among 
cultures of the world, their relatively imperishable quality, their persistence through time 
and their almost universal presence have made them a very important tool for the archa-
eologist in the study of the past” to address inquiries related to the social, ceremonial, 
economic, and political dynamics of human group. 
Several elements on ceramics, such as the decoration, the exotic provenience, the posi-
tion and place did serve to mark status and other differences (Muller, 1986). While many 
Cahokia scholars have suggested ceramics can be indicators oh high status (Emerson, 
1989, 1995, 1997b; Holley, 1989; Pauketat, 1994; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991; Trubitt, 
1996; Wilson, 1998, 1999), the specific types or attributes marking high status are not 
widely agreed upon.
Ceramic vessels provide archaeologists with various data, such as community occupation 

span (e.g., Pauketat, 1989), household size and occurrence 
and frequency of social interaction and trade between com-
munities (e.g., Brunson, 1985). Three of the most important 
and basic roles of pottery vessels are as food processing, 
storage, and presentation tools. Dietler (1996:87, 89) notes 
that “food is a prime political tool, it has a prominent role 
in social activity concerned with relations of power” and 
that “food and drink are highly charged symbolic media 
because they are a basic and continual human physiologi-
cal need. Food and drink are also a form of ‘highly con-
densed social facts embodying relations of production and 
exchange and link the domestic and political economies.” 
Not only food but also such containers embody significant 
“politico-symbolic potential” (Dietler, 1996), pottery can 
tell us something about the social, politico-economic, and 
symbolic life of prehistoric people (Dietler, 1996; Emerson, 

1989; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991).
Studies focusing on variation among and between ceramic assemblages have provided 
social, political, and economic data. Archaeologists have long been interested in the many 
elements of variation in ceramic assemblages, particularly morphological, stylistic, and te-
chnological variation. Ethno- archaeology has provided information about morphological 
variation in ceramic assemblages, as well as relations among vessel morphology and vessel 
function, discard behavior, and breakage rates (e.g., DeBoer and Lathrap, 1979; Henri-
ckson and McDonald, 1983; Rye and Evans, 1976). The analysis of ceramic assemblages 
from within a single site or between comparable sites (e.g., Graves and Spielmann, 2000) 
can provide insight into site function, intra-site structure, and inter-site interaction.
Hamlin (2004) proposes that, cultural behaviors, specialized ritual/ status activity in par-
ticular, is reflected in the make-up of and variation within and among American Bottom 
Mississippian period ceramic assemblages. Elements theorized to be important indicators 
of ritual/ status activity, include variation in and patterning of the surface finish and de-
coration of vessels, vessel size, temper material and size, and vessel form and function. Di-
scussion of vessel form and function includes not only the technomic categories of cooking, 
storage and serving ware, but also the sociotechnic category of ritual/ status ware (sensu 
Binford, 1972). 
The exterior and/or interior surface of a ceramic vessel may be modified by surface fi-

Figure 1.8 De Bry engraving of Le 
Moyne’s “Preparing for a Feast” (Lo-
rant, 1946:91)
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nish and/ or decoration. A surface finish, such as polishing, cordmarking, or slipping, 
can affect both the appearance of a vessel and its mechanical properties. Decoration, an 
intentional modification of the exterior and/or interior surface of a vessel, is, by definition, 
primarily aesthetic or stylistic rather than functional. Braun (1991:363) follows Rye (1981) 
in his definition of decoration on pottery as “any ‘nonessential’ manufactured characteri-
stics of the pottery. Nonessential characteristics are those that go beyond what is needed for 
a pot to work as a physical tool, and that demand extra time and effort by the artisan for 
their creation.” In contrast, the aforementioned surface finishing techniques (e.g., slipping) 
are not considered decoration because of their functional utility. A slipped surface may 
serve solely or primarily to make a vessel more aesthetically pleasing but adding a layer 
to the exterior and/or interior of a vessel can create a water-tight seal on a vessel surface.
Artifact requiring more time and skill to produce may indicate higher status and/or spe-
cial activities such as ritual or feasting, and such investment may be reflected in decorated 
ceramics (e.g., Binford, 1972; Dietler, 1996; Drennen, 1976; J. Kelly et al., l990; Leventhal 
and Baxter, 1988; McElrath et al., 1987; Milner, 1996; Pauketat, 1992; Trubitt, 1996). 
Archaeologists have noted a relationship between decorated ceramics and high status, 
irrespective of time or geography. Hagopian (1995) assumed that non-local, rare, or la-
bor-intensive, specifically decorated, vessels had more social value. She concluded that 
differential access to vessels with painted decoration implied a higher social standing and 
status. Decoration including techniques such as incising, trailing, engraving, punctating, 
slipping, lip notching, and modeling into effigy form was Trubitt’s (1996) single, general 
criterion for identifying high status ceramics in American Bottom assemblages. Emerson 
(1995) also considers decorated vessels to be “Rituali Status Ceramics.” Obviously, the 
presence of a slip or decoration should not be the sole defining criterion of high status ce-
ramics, although it is a useful starting point. Differentiating between serving and cooking 
vessels allows archaeologists to draw conclusions about food consumption behavior and re-
lated socio-political activity (Dietler, 1996:89). The proportion between cooking to serving 
wares, have been used as indication of high status activity in Mississippian assemblages 
(Dalan et al., 1993; Holley, 1990; Michals, 1998; Scarry, 1998; Welch, 1991; Welch and 
Scarry, 1995). Hamlin (2004) proposed that certain ceramic types or forms in the Missis-
sippian world had sociothechnic functions. As Johnson (2000: 125) plainly states: “It was in 
ceramic vessels that food was cooked and presented in meals associated with rituals, feasts, 
and political negotiations.” 
Dietler and Hayden (2001) have concluded that “feasts are an extremely significant aspect 
of social life on a worldwide scale, and that understanding them is crucial for apprehen-
ding and comprehending many social and cultural processes in ancient society.” Dietler 
(1996:89) characterizes feasts as ritualized social events in which food and drink constitute 
the medium of expression in the performance of what Cohen (1974) has called “politico- 
symbolic drama”. As public ritual events, in contrast to daily activity, feasts provide an 
arena for the highly condensed symbolic representation of social relations. Feats are ideali-
zed representations of the social order, an individual or group may take the opportunity to 
fortify or alter their social status within that social order. In Dietler’s view, then, commen-
sal hospitality functions like gift exchange to “establish and maintain social relation” and 
provides “mechanisms of social solidarity that serve to establish a sense of community” 
(Dietler, 1996:91; Welch and Scarry, 1995). The purpose of this social activity may be to 
acquire or legitimize unequal social power by emphasizing a superior/subordinate, donor/
receiver, or insider/outsider relationship between host and guests (Hayden, 2001).
Hayden (2001) presents a number of archaeological signatures of feasts covering topics 
such as “Food,” “Preparation vessels,” “Serving vessels,” “Food- preparation facilities,” 
‘’Associated prestige items,” “Paraphernalia for public rituals,” “Food-storage facilities” 
and “Pictorial and written accounts of feasts.”
The importance of ceramic vessels in the execution of feasts as well as the typical abun-
dance of ceramic artefacts on archaeological sites makes ceramic assemblages a significant 
source of information about feasting activities (e.g., Blitz, l993a; Dietler, 1996; Graves and 
Spielmann, 2000).
A feasting event, therefore, is one type of ritualized sociopolitical activity often associated 
with high status individuals or groups that may be indicated by the make-up and context 
of a ceramic assemblage. Serving vessels of high quality, well-made with attractive surface 
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finishes and decorative motifs on those vessels may convey not just a message of quality, but 
also information about the ideological leaning of the hosts and participants.
The Moorehead phase is generally described as a time of decline for the largest Mississip-
pian community with particular reference to a decreasing population and lessening socio- 
political complexity. Others, such as Kelly J., Brown, Trubitt, have focused on change ra-
ther than decline and have, in fact, referred to the Moorehead phase as “Cahokia’s Second 
Climax” (Kelly et al., 2001). The ceramic analysis confirmed Cahokia continues to be a 
dynamic force in the Mississippian world, and in the lives of the residents of the American 
Bottom. Significant changes are evident at Cahokia and throughout the American Bottom 
during the transition from Stirling to Morehead phase and they continue during the 13th 
century A.D. Several of these local changes may reflect transformations in the greater 
Mississippian world of the Southeast.
Anderson (l994b) suggests, in contrast with Trubitt’s (1996, 1997b) and Peregrine’s (1998), 
that during the Late Mississippian, mound building and inter-regional exchange dimi-
nish while warfare increases, however ceramics assemblages reflect the participation of 
Cahokia and the American Bottom in a pan-Southeast system of symbolism, iconography, 
and ceremonialism.
There were changes in the social, political, and economic structure of the Cahokia po-
lity concomitant with Cahokia’s changing and perhaps expanding participation in the 
greater Mississippian world during the Moorehead phase. Pauketat (1997) suggests that 
Cahokia shifted from a political capital in the Loman and Stirling phase to a sacred center 
in the Moorehead phase. Alternatively, Kelly et al. (2001) characterized the nature of the 
Cahokia polity from its inception as alluring rather the coercive, a sacred center able to 
integrate the extant differences among various corporate entities into a “Megaconglome-
rate” of kin groups.
Several archaeological elements demonstrated the Cahokia general demise at the final 
phase of the Mississippian period, but the author in accord with many other experts wants 
to suggest, providing relevant information, that we can look at this phase under a different 
light as well. In such difficult period for a structured society to stay alive and to maintain its 
social composition, intentionally or not, Cahokia found alternative ways to survive.
After the analysis of a variety of political, social and artistic elements, the author decided 
to focus this iconographic study on Ramey Incised ceramic variety because, as previously 
mentioned, pottery can provide several information regarding societies. The author star-
ted from the analysis of Ramey Incised pottery fragments detected in the Merrell Tract-U-
nibo excavation and, in a secondary moment, we will compare the iconography displayed 
on it to the once detected across Cahokia hinterland selected sites.
By this comparative approach, the research intent is to provide a wider picture regarding 
the diffusion and the adaptation of the Ramey Incised iconography between different Mis-
sissippian  populations and to investigate socio- political implications.
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Figure 2.1 Detail of the West Plaza from general map made by Moorehead in 
1923 (adapted from Fowler 1997).
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After its slow abandonment, beginning at the end of the XIII century, the Mississippian 
Cahokia was forgotten. The French colonists who settled the site centuries later never had 
any idea what those hills, over which they built their houses, represented for those who had 
preceded them. Not even 1800s’ explorers such as Lewis and Clark ever wrote anything 
about Cahokia during their expedition through the West (1803-1806), even when they pas-
sed by the huge site. The first man appreciating the historical importance of those mounds 
was Henry Marie Breckenridge, who in 1813 wrote to his friend, the President Thomas 
Jefferson, describing what he saw two years earlier while he was visiting Saint Louis.
He had heard about a Trappist Monks’ mission established close to some Indian mounds, 
so he decided to cross the Mississippi river and explore the swampy lowland of the Cahokia 
Creek, reaching the East Saint Louis Mound Group first, and then the Cahokia Mounds, 
a few miles away. However, during the first decade of the 1800s the interest in ancient 
mounds was mainly related with supporting the idea of Manifest Destiny. A race of 
Mound-builders was thought to have built those earth-works, an idea that helped justify 
the colonists’ westward expansion; they were believed to have come from ancient Israel, 
India and Wales or even from mythological places such as Atlantis. 
Those Eastern “imagined” predecessors deprived the American Indians of their origi-
nal possession of the land, thus legitimating campaigns and wars against them (Pauketat, 
2004). 
It took seventy years before someone got interested in the Mississippian centre from a 
scientific point of view. In the 1880s John J.R. Patrick, a veteran and dentist from Belle-
ville, made an accurate mapping of the area between Saint Louis and Cahokia, leaving us 
an important document through which we can retrieve the location of the mounds which 
have been destroyed by the constant process of urbanization.  In 1894, to counter the 
“Moundbuilders myth”, the government archaeologist Cyrus Thomas conducted a series 
of excavations with the aim of proving that mounds were made by Native Americans. Even 
though Breckenridge tried to emphasize Cahokia’s importance, it was only in 1911 that 
a physician named John Francis Snyder established the Cahokia Mounds Association in 
order to submit to the Illinois legislature a law for the conservation of the site. 
To achieve its goal, Snyder persuaded the nationally recognized archaeologist Warren 
King Moorehead to visit Cahokia and to express his opinion about it. It was ultimately 
thanks to the intervention of this archaeologist that in 1925 the State of Illinois established 
the Cahokia Mound State Park, consisting of 582.80 km2 of land bought whit money col-
lected through fund-raising. This event took place after the release of Moorehead’s pamph-
let “Help save The Cahokia Mounds”, in which he emphasized the relevance and the need 
to preserve the biggest group of Indian mounds he had ever seen (Valese, 2012). 

Discovering 
Cahokia
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2.1 Archaeological Researches 
at Cahokia

In 1921, Warren King Moorehead led the first scientific archaeological investigations 
in Cahokia (Iseminger, 2010; Pauketat, 2004; Kelly, 2000). In two months he tested 
the Kunnemann Mound, Schmidt’s Mound, Edwards Mound, Jesse Ramey Mound, 
Mound 64 and two other mounds South of Highway 40. Moorehead also tried to lo-
cate the prehistoric cemetery that McAdams had investigated in the vicinity of Monks 
Mound in the 1880s. During the following year’s spring, fieldworks were carried out in 
several areas between mounds. 
After Moorehead’s excavations and the establishment of the Cahokia Mounds State 
Park, only salvage or private interventions were carried out into the site. 
The constant urbanization of the area, in fact, put the preservation of the mounds in 
danger, so that in 1930-31 A.R. Kelly dealt with the destruction of Powell Mound as 
Harriet Smith did in 1942 on Murdock Mound. After that, the United States entered 
World War II and works at Cahokia stopped since no institution had enough money to 
invest in such an extended site. Only a few archaeologists watched over Cahokia during 
this period, with Preston Holder between them. In 1956 he obtained funding to excavate 
a group of six mounds at the northern edge of the site, which was about to be levelled to 
clear space for a new bridge. Even if the process of urbanization has been a great pro-
blem for the preservation of the site, it has also been an important mean to give impulse 
to the archaeological research (Valese, 2012). 
In 1960 a group of archaeologists was involved in a huge salvage project carried out in 
Cahokia and the whole American Bottom: The “Federal Alignment Interstate (FAI) 
270” aimed at the preservation of the sites encountered during the implementation of 
those new infrastructures. Many scholars, such as Charles J. Bareis, Melvin L. Fowler, 
Robert L. Hall, James W. Porter, and Warren Wittry, put their best efforts in this project, 
which included the excavation of tract 15A and 15B. Those excavations highlighted the 
fact that Cahokia had been a big ceremonial center ruled by an élite and that thousands 
of people used to live there. The discovery of the Woodhenges by Warren L. Wittry 
during tract 15A’s excavation encouraged Melvin Fowler to look for similar structures 
within the site, and after a few astronomical calculations in 1967 he decided to dig next 
to Mound 72. Not only he did find what he was looking for, but the ridge-top mound 
turned out to be the aforementioned unique élite burial. It was a time of great discove-
ries: in 1971 the Washington University excavation on top of Monks Mound discovered 
the birdman tablet, which is now Cahokia’s logo, while 
Charles Bareis dug up the borrow pit under Mound 51, 
where a huge amount of refuse from ceremonial mass fe-
asting, such as pottery, food remains and ritual parapher-
nalia had been dumped into the pit. As for Fowler’s work 
at Mound 72, this excavation underlined the importance 
of Cahokia as a ceremonial center (Valese, 2012).
In the years that followed, archaeologists have carried out 
lots of excavations in Cahokia in order to reconstruct the 
history of the settlement. Scholars have focused on va-
rious areas: 
The Grand Plaza: In 1986-87 Bill Iseminger and Bob 
Gergen conducted test excavations into Mound 50; in 
1993 Rinita Dalan and George Holley (SIUE9), using 
remote sensing technology, found out that the plaza was 
an artificial creation (Holley, Dalan and Smith, 1993).  
In 1994 Pauketat, on behalf of University of Oklahoma, 
made some tests into the North and South edges of Mound 72 (Pauketat, 1994); in 1995 
Bill Woods (SIUE) led a field school around Mound 48, and in 1997 Pauketat and col-
leagues Susan Alt and Jeff Kruchten (State University of New York-Buffalo) surveyed 

Figure 2.2 1970’s Excavation photo 
of an Emergent Mississippian House 
(H34) kept at RCC
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Figure 2.3 Map of the West Plaza Area 
indicating the location of the investiga-
tions led since 1920 (Valese, 2017)..
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the works for a new waterline which would have crossed the site (Alt, Kruchten and 
Pauketat, 2010). 
The East Plaza:  In the summer of 1998 James Brown (Northwestern University) and 
John Kelly (Washington University) started a project that is still in progress. They de-
cided to reopen a few of the former excavations led in 1956 by Gregory Perino, and to 
relocate and integrate them with new data, in order to better understand the dynamics 
that interested the East Plaza and its abandonment. From 1984 to 1986 Bill Woods 
(SIUE) supervised the works for the construction of the new Interpretative Center, which 
led to the identification of one of Cahokia’s residential neighborhoods. That proved to 
be one of the most important examples of Cahokia’s house-clusters which respected the 
site’s grid during the Lohmann phase and evolved until the Moorehaed phase, giving us 
a complete picture of Cahokia’s life development through the centuries (Collins, 1990).
The West Plaza: As previously mentioned, the first scientific archaeological investiga-
tions in the area were conducted by Moorehead during the 1920s (Kelly, 2000). In the 
spring of 1922, Moorehead dug trenches and test pits in Mound 39, also known as Saw-
mill Mound because of the facility that stood on it in the 1800s and that eventually 
blew up, killing several workers (Moorehead, 1929; Fowler, 1997; Kelly, 2000). On the 
basis of the good amount of archaeological data Moorehead suggested that an extensive 
habitation area once surrounded this mound- hypothesis later confirmed by the results 
of the 1960s’ excavations. In 1923, Moorehead investigated the small and conic-shaped 
Mound 77, which only appeared on two pre-existing maps made by C. Thomas in 1894 
and by the Ramey family in 1916. 
Between 1969 and 1972 Beloit College, under the direction of Robert Salzer, conducted 
excavations on Merrell Tract, identifying two monumental T-shaped structures (Kelly, 
1982). In 1969, E. Benchley (1974), of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, ran some 
test excavations, focusing on the smaller mounds added during the Moorehead phase on 
the summit of flat-topped mounds, also known as secondary mounds. 
In 1971, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee placed test units on top of Mound 42, 
which led to them actually locating a Moorehead/Sand Prairie structure on its summit, 
but unfortunately they could not clarify the relationship between the Merrell and its 
secondary mound. 
Delimiting the North-West corner of West Plaza area is Mound 76, which has been inve-
stigated for the first time by J. B. Griffin and A. Spaulding from the University of Michi-
gan’s Museum of Anthropology (UMMA) in 1950 (Kelly and Brown, 2001); their effort 
was the first professional non-salvage work in the American Bottom area since Moorehe-
ad’s works at Cahokia, which implied a careful and controlled method of excavation. 
The first investigations on Mound 48 date back to 1995, when a joint field school from 
Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville, under the direction of W. Woods, and the 
University of New Mexico, under R. Santley, was carried out (Ringberg, 1996). The 
ceramic and faunal evidence located in a midden deposit dated to the Moorehead phase 
suggests the presence of élite residences located on top of the mound (Ringberg, 1996: 
100). Furthermore, the recovery of Sand Prairie phase ceramic material attests a long 
occupational sequence for the Mound.
Extensive excavations that changed the perception of what Cahokia had been in the 
Mississippian time took place in 1960s’. During those years, an intense campaign of 
highway construction in the American Bottom area was under way; this meant that 
several archaeological sites were in danger, since various of the major East-West and 
North South interstate highways of the Federal highway system cut through the St. Louis 
area (Wittry and Vogel, 1962). To address the issue, the Illinois Archaeological survey in 
cooperation with the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, United States Department of Com-
merce and the Division of highways of the state of Illinois Department of Public Works 
and Buildings, decided to establish an Archaeological Salvage Program for Interstate 
Highway areas. The cooperating institutions worked at the same time in different areas 
of the American Bottom: the Illinois State Museum Field Parties, under the direction of 
W. L. Wittry, was in charge of the two major areas - designated as tract 15A and 15B, 
while the University of Illinois Field Parties, under the lead of D. Lathrap and C. Bareis, 
conducted the excavation on the area located North of the former Powell Mound; also, 
for the same institution, James Porter directed the fieldworks at the Mitchell site, located 
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Figure 2.4 15B Tract, Cahokia. Ge-
neral Shot, Research and Collection 
Centre (Springfield, IL).

seven miles North of Monks Mound. The excavation of tracts 15A and 15B revealed the 
presence of hundreds of features, such as pits, houses and uncommon buildings such as 
the Woodhenges in Tract 15A and the sequence of rotundas and compounds in Tract 
15B. 
Before the discovery of these dense occupational areas, scholars thought that Cahokia 
had been a vacant ceremonial center where people gathered only for ritual occasions. 
Scholars believed that very few people lived sedentarily in the center, but the great num-
ber of houses and pits found during the excavations of tracts 15A and 15B attested to 
the contrary Cahokia was something more complicated than previously thought (Young 
and Fowler, 2000). Tract 15B excavations were conducted by Wittry in cooperation with 
R.J. Salzer, P. J. Munson and W. M. Hurley directed the fieldworks, a large number of 
workers dug the features, collected the artifacts in bags and left them in the features they 
belonged, while the archaeologists mapped, collected the bags and recorded the data. 
Tract 15B excavations brought to light evidences of an intense occupation starting from 
the Emergent Mississippian phase (ca. AD 950-1050) to the Sand Prairie phase (AD 
1275-1400), testified by the presence of houses, associated with pits and diagnostic mate-
rials (Wittry and Vogel, 1962; Kelly, 1980, 1996b).
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Figure 2.5 Localization of the Mer-
rel Tract- Unibo excavation in the 
Cahokia West Plaza

2.2 The Merrell Tracto-Unibo Project

ITALIAN
EXCAVATION
AREA
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Figure 2.6 Particular of the localiza-
tion of the Merrell Tract – Unibo exca-
vation and 15 B Tract
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In 2011, the “Cahokia Project: An Effort Toward the Integration of Different Scientific 
Traditions” was born from an idea of M. Tosi and based on a research agreement si-
gned by the two organizing institutions, the Department of History and Cultures of the 
University of Bologna (Italy) and the Department of Anthropology of the Washington 
University, St. Louis (MO, USA). The project, carried out in the context of the wider 
“Cahokia Epicenter Project”, led by J. E. Kelly, has been directed by D. Domenici and 
J. E. Kelly, while since 20131 I. Valese has been the vice-director and coordinator of the 
fieldwork activities and the author of this thesis, as well as the vice-director and coordi-
nator of the laboratory analysis.
The six-year fieldworks were financed and received logistical support from multiple or-
ganizations: University of Bologna, Washington University in St. Louis, as well as from 
the Italian Ministero degli Affari Esteri e della Cooperazione Internazionale (Direzione 
Generale per la Promozione del Sistema Paese – DGSP – Ufficio VI – Settore Archeo-
logia), Cahokia Mounds State Historic Site, Cahokia Mounds Museum Society, Powell 
Archaeological Research Centre, Illinois State Museum Research and Collections Cen-
ter, and Carisbo Foundation. Furthermore, 2014’s field season was co-funded by the 
National Geographic Society for the project “Settlement dynamics and use of space in 
the Mississippian World. The Compounds: public buildings in Cahokia’s West Plaza” 
(Valese, 2017).
The University of Bologna’s investigations have been carried out in the Merrell Tract, 
more specifically in the North-central section of Cahokia’s West Plaza.  In line with 
the wider purposes of the Cahokia Epicenter Project directed by J. E. Kelly, researches 
have been focused at clarifying the occupational sequence that interested the area and, 
more specifically, at understanding its transformation into a Plaza with public buildings 
during the phases of Cahokia’s apogee. 
The starting point for the Italian archaeological project was to collect and digitize un-
published fieldnotes, maps and photos related to Tract 15B’s previously mentioned exca-
vations. The Italian fieldwork area has then been attached to the older 15B tract grid in 
order to extend the survey to the West side of the highway (Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017). 
During the six fieldwork seasons in the Merrell Tract, an area of 368.823 m2 2 was un-
covered. The approx. 30 cm disturbed plowzone was removed by shoveling and trowe-
ling, in order to expose the underlying undisturbed features. It is quite clear that, in most 
of the excavation area, plowing reached the ancient occupational levels, so that most of 
the original floors were destroyed by modern agricultural activities. Plowed soil was thus 
screened to recover cultural material originating from the upper levels of the underlying 
disturbed features. 
The features were excavated by zones, where present, and were cross-sectioned in order 
to draw profiles; the soil recovered from the features was screened either using ¼-inch 
mesh or collected for soil and flotation samples. Both kind of samples were labeled with 
information about their provenance (feature number, unit number, level and zone) and 
stored in double plastic bags. The flotation samples were processed in order to obtain 
botanical samples (Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017).
The material collected from the field, both from the plowzone and features, was stored in 
paper bags labelled with the indication of site (11 MS 2/3), tract (Merrell Tract), units (N 
and W), bag number (MT2-North-West-sequntial number), feature number, level, date 
and name of recorder. Once taken to the laboratory, after having been washed, the mate-
rial was subjected to preliminary sorting, counting a weighing, and then catalogued using 
the Inventory Sheet form, which refers to the general content of a bag. Subsequently, the 
ceramic material was sorted out by part of the vessel (rim or bodysherd), paste and sur-
face treatment, and catalogued using the relative Rim, Diagnostic and Paste forms2. All 
diagnostic findings, ceramic and lithic, were studied, drawn and photographed (Mattioli, 
2017; Valese, 2017).
As per the ceramic assemblage, the lithics were first sorted by tools and debitage, divided 
by material (chert, sandstone, etc.) and then recorded using the Lithic form. All the infor-
mation recorded on paper forms, concerning excavation data and laboratory analysis, 
was digitized into an electronic database (Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017).

2 More specific information regarding 
ceramic assemblages detected during the 
fieldwork will be provided in chapter 3.

1Maurizio Cattani and Florencia De-
bandi, University of Bologna, coordi-
nated the field and laboratory activities 
from 2011 to 2013.
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Figure 2.7 Detail of West Plaza Area 
with the location of Merrell Tracts and 
15B Tract (Valese, 2017) 50250

Meters
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2.2.1 The Merrell Tract-Unibo 
Project Results and Conclusions 

Cahokia was built following a preconceived plan based on the cardinal directions and 
the principles of centrality, quadralateralism and dualism, adopting Monks Mound as 
the center of the scheme with the four plazas arranged around this focal point (Kelly, 
1996). 
The West Plaza, our area of interest, was an integral part of downtown Cahokia, and by 
the 15B and Merrell Tracts’ excavations, it seems like it played an important religious 
and/or political role. 
The Merrell Tract excavations, in particular the one conducted by the University of 
Bologna, brought to light evidences of an intense occupation starting from the Emergent 
Mississippian phase (ca. AD 750-1050) to the Sand Prairie phase (AD 1275-1400).
During the Emergent Mississippian phase (AD 750-1050) the area was intended for resi-
dential use, meaning the area was mostly destined to domestic activities.
 
The constant superimposition of the buildings, which were rebuilt on the same spot, 
could imply, as suggested by Pauketat (2013), a social meaning related with the continu-
ity of each family’s position, both in social and spatial terms, expressed by the location 
of their houses organized around a main courtyard and distinguished by the presence of 
the typical four pits and central post arrangement. The Emergent Mississippian houses 
were built as semi-subterranean rectangular structures, cut into the sterile clayish or silty 
soil, with single-set perimetral posts (Kelly, 1990; Smith, 1990).

The house basins located on the Merrell Tract-Unibo matched the settlement dynamics 
already noted in the 15B and Merrell-Beloit Tracts3 excavations. These structures were 
possibly part of at least another household cluster4 already located in the 15B Tract; 
moreover, a possible new courtyard might have been located at the southern limits of 
the excavation area. The types of pit features and their content have proven to be diffe-
rent between the two portions of courtyard excavated in the Merrell Tract-Unibo. The 
northern one, which yielded evidences of pottery, lithic materials and plant processing 
and cooking activities with the presence of tobacco and morning glory seeds, could have 
been devoted to the performance of ritual/communal activities such as feasting or ga-
thering. The southern courtyard could have been destined to a common storage area. 
The spatial arrangement of the pit houses located in the Merrell Tract-Unibo confirms 
the predominant East-West orientation already observed in the Merrell-Beloit and 15B 
Tracts (Kelly, 1991a; Valese, 2012; Pauketat, 2013). Such an organization could imply 
the creation of a community grid even before the creation of the “Cahokia grid” (Fowler, 
1997), established at the beginning of the Lohmann phase, as also suggested by Kelly 
and Pauketat (Pauketat, 1998).

3 We use the Merrell Tract-UNIBO term 
to refer to University of Bologna excava-
tion while the term Merrell-Beloit Tract 
is in reference to the Beliot College excava-
tion conducted in the same Merrell Tract 
area between 1969 and 1972.

4 By "household cluster" we intend a com-
plex of buildings and outdoor facilities that 
was the domestic context of a "family" or a 
minimal social unit or corporate residence 
group (Hayden and Cannon 1982).
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Figure 2.8 Map of the Emergent 
Mississippian occupation in the West 
Plaza area (Valese, 2017). 2512,50

Meters
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Figure 2.9 Emergent Mississippian 
phase features located in the Merrell 
Tract–Unibo excavation (Valese, 2017)
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Data suggest a possible anthropic origin for the peculiar “Blue Fill” clayish soil located 
in the area (Pauketat, 2013; Domenici and Valese, 2016). This could be an archaeolo-
gical “unicum” for this chronological phase and it has been interpreted, in the light of 
the Merrell Tract findings, as that to level the area made uneven by the multiple con-
struction episodes (Pauketat, 2013). The communal intent towards the creation of an 
incipient “urban cluster” (Kelly, 2008) may be seen through the landscape modification 
activities that took place at a large scale during this phase (Williams and Kelly, 2017). 
As recently suggested by Brown and Kelly (2015), one of the bases of this phenomenon 
was the increased exploitation of maize and the resulting labor surplus that led slowly to 
social inequality and hierarchization; a political and settlement reorganization process 
that conceivably led to the formation of Cahokia as a “mega village” (Kelly, 2008; 1990)
The transition from the Emergent Mississippian phase to the Mississippian phases (AD 
1050-1400) was marked by a change with respect to the use of space. By the end of the 
Emergent Mississippian and the beginning of the Lohmann phase (AD 1050-1100), the 
entire settlement was subjected to a radical change, which was at the base of the consti-
tution of Cahokia in the Mississippian times. 
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The “Cahokia grid” was established (Fowler, 1997), the former residential areas were moved out-
side the core of the “Cahokia precinct” and the cruciform layout of the four plazas was set around 
a focal point, Monks Mound (Kelly, 1996; Chappell, 2002; Dalan et al., 2003). It was during this 
reorganization of the settlement that the area located to the West of Monks Mound was finally 
designated as a Plaza. The area was cleared of all domiciles, which were moved away from public 
space, outside the central precinct, as shown by the excavations led at the Interpretative Centre 
Tract II (Collins, 1990) and at the 15A Tract (Pauketat, 1998), in which the Lohmann structures, 
organized in clusters gathered around courtyards, were oriented according to the “Cahokia grid”. 
The salvage excavation led in the 15B Tract (Wittry and Vogel, 1962), along with the excavation 
in the Merrell Tract (Salzer, 1972; Kelly, 1996) revealed the presence of monumental architecture 
belonging to the Lohmann phase, hence coeval with the establishment of the public space. 
Thanks to those investigations, the common understanding of Mississippian public spaces chan-
ged. Until Wittry’s fieldwork in Tract 15B, plazas were depicted as empty spaces – and that would 
have been the case for Cahokia’s West Plaza as well if the excavations had not taken place.
As a matter of fact, the archaeological records from the 15B and Merrell-Unibo Tracts, both 
pertaining to the phases in which the area was used as a public space, left limited quantities of 
evidences, as the activities performed in the public areas usually left little artifactual debris (Rogers 
et al., 1982).
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Figure 2.10 Map of the Lohmann 
phase occupation in the West Plaza 
area (Valese, 2017) 2512,50

Meters

N
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Figure 2.11 Early Mississippian fea-
tures located in the Merrell Tract –Uni-
bo excavation (Valese, 2017)
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The West Plaza was not clear from edifices, since Rotundas and Compounds occupied 
part of it. The construction of the rotundas and the absence of residential buildings is an 
undeniable sign that the area was meant as a public space. It is hard to comprehend the 
exact purpose of those structures, since no data have ever been recorded, even though 
the size and the shape of the buildings bring to mind a religious or public function. Even 
if Cahokia rotundas cannot be firmly ascribed to the earth lodge building typology, the 
presence of comparable buildings used for special purposes in other contemporary Missis-
sippian centers may suggest an analogous function (Bartram, 1793).

In the historical accounts, council houses were described 
as circular buildings, located at the margins of the public 
areas or on top of small mounds, whose floor was kept 
clean and free of debris. As reported by Rodning (2009), 
in the 18th century, among the Cherokee, many kinds of 
activities took place in these public buildings, ranging 
from sacred community rituals, such as the Busk Cere-
mony, to routine religious and/or political gatherings, 
such as councils and negotiations. 
The creation of “Downtown Cahokia” following a plan 
based on the quadripartite arrangement of plazas, one of 
the basic tenets of Native American cosmologies that has 
its roots in the Emergent Mississippian community layout, 

has been described as one of the key elements in the creation of Cahokia’s urban plan 
(Kelly and Brown, 2014). 

During the Stirling phase (AD 1100-1200) the West Plaza has seen the erection of new 
special structures.

Figure 2.12 Drawing of a Cherokee 
winter townhouse at Chota, by Thomas 
Whyte. Frank H. McClung Museum 
Photographic Collection, University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville.
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Even though the function the two T-shaped buildings remains uncertain, they probably 
played a different role than simple dwellings; their placement in public areas and their 
size suggest that they could have accommodated large numbers of people and objects, 
and the very peculiarity of their shape implies a special destination (Kelly, 1996). 
Collins (1990: 76) and Alt later (2006) suggested, drawing on ethnographic evidence that 
the T-shaped and L-shaped buildings could have been residences for special people, such 
as religious specialists or chiefs, or some kind of storage facilities, as the smaller room 
had been interpreted as a sancta sanctorum for the storage of ritual paraphernalia. 
During the 15B Tract’s excavations, the remains of two imposing compounds (A and 
B/C) were retrieved in the northern portion of the public space. The two structures were 
studded with circular bastions (Alt and Pauketat, 2010; Pauketat, 2013) or rooms (Kelly, 
1996) and both were dated to the Late Stirling phase. 
The excavations led in the Merrell Tract by the University of Bologna were aimed at 
completing the investigations of Compound A and B/C, and at acquiring further in-
formation that could help understand the purpose of these buildings, but unfortunately 
the features were poorly preserved, so that no specific information could be gathered 
(Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017).  
In the recent re-analysis of the 15B Tract’s archaeological data, Pauketat (2013: 88-96), 
following Wittry, suggested a chronological sequence for the West Plaza enclosures that 
describes the circular bastioned compound A as the first structure to be erected, and 
then later replaced by compound B/C. 
In light of the results of the Italian excavations led in the Merrell Tract, it is possible to 
put forward a different interpretation with respect to Compound B/C and their asso-
ciated buildings. The hypothesis of a possible contemporaneity of the two structures, 
at least in one of their reconstruction episodes, as suggested by their almost perfect N-S 
alignment, is not to be hastily dismissed (Domenici and Valese, 2016).

Figure 2.13 3D reconstruction of 
Compounds A and BC. Realized with 
Google SketchUp (Valese, 2017)
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Figure 2.14 Compound B/C and se-
quence of possible associated buildings 
(Valese, 2017) 100

Meters
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The pairing of rounded and square special-purpose structures was, in fact, a recurring 
trait of Eastern Woodland cultural tradition; this kind of associations were common 
among Ohio Hopewell earthworks such as Hopetown, High Bank, or Newark (Squier and 
Davis, 1848); even the shapes of the Twin Mounds in Cahokia’s Grand Plaza mirrors the 
pairing of round and square shapes (Dalan et al. 2003; Valese, 2012; Kelly and Brown, 
2014; Domenici and Valese, 2016). 
Interestingly, a similar pairing occurred in the plazas of historical Cherokee and Creek 
settlements, often dominated by a rounded and a rectangular townhouse (Rodning, 2009, 
2010, 2011; Domenici and Valese, 2016). Even though it is well known that the two shapes 
were associated to seasonal use (winter vs. summer building), it is not excluded that the two 
shapes may have had deeply entrenched symbolic meanings related to the inherent duali-
sm of Eastern Woodland cosmology (Dalan et al., 2003: 204; Kelly and Brown, 2014: 316-
317). We may also suggest that the compounds, as well as the earlier rotundas, could have 
been the physical embodiment of the corporate identity of specific social groups, precisely 
the same as with earth lodges and townhouses among historical Native American groups 
(Domenici and Valese, 2016). 
Whether the function of these compounds was defensive or not is still debated. However 
here we intend to suggest that their function was in some way connected to the role played 
by the palisade. 
The construction of Cahokia’s Palisade and its chronological relationship to the Com-
pounds introduces yet another inquiry about the spatial organization of Cahokia’s epicen-
ter in Stirling times, regarding whether the compounds A and B/C were built inside or 
outside the central stockade. The compounds being inside or outside of Cahokia’s precinct 
is a factor that dramatically shifts their societal role. If they had been included inside the 
perimeter of Cahokia’s main palisade, the value of the buildings, and of the goods and acti-
vities that they were secluding, would have been higher in significance seeing as it needed a 
double protection. Otherwise, if the compounds were to be found just outside the palisade, 
that could have been interpreted as some sort of “power statement”, mimicking at a lesser 
scale the imposing central stockade, a materialization of the corporate identity of a lesser 
– but still important – social segment of Cahokian society. Whatever their spatial relation 
with the stockade, the buildings of the West Plaza area obviously fulfilled an important 
purpose within Stirling-phase Cahokia epicenter (Domenici and Valese, 2016).
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Figure 2.15 GIS map detail of bastio-
ned compounds. Compound A in blue 
and compound B/C in orange (Valese, 
2017).

N
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Since the function of the stockade was tout-court defensive, the compounds may have played 
an important ceremonial and public role in their location, one of the main plazas of Cahokia. 
Furthermore, the possible association of the special L-shaped building may attest for the 
performance of ritual-related activities inside the compounds (Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017).
The presence of such structures, aimed at limiting both visibility and active participation, 
may suggest a shift in Cahokia’s society. Perhaps factional divisions were emerging among 
the inhabitants of the subcommunities that cooperated during the earlier Lohmann phase in 
the establishment of the settlement (Domenici and Valese, 2016).
As for the chronological aspect, the construction of the palisade has been assigned so far to 
the Late Stirling phase (Fowler, 1997; Dalan et al., 2003; Kelly et al., 2008; Iseminger, 2010); 
however, recent investigations have revealed that the construction of Cahokia’s stockade 
could be post-dated to the Moorhead phase (Schilling, 2010). According to this latest resear-
ch, the compounds may have been built a hundred years before the stockade, representing 
some sort of architectonic prototype for the realization of the palisade. 
In any case, screens and enclosures segregating religious or élite zones serves as an indica-
tor of significant social divisions and, as pointed out by Alt and Pauketat (2010), possibly a 
reflection of the wider process of “compartmentalization” in which households and house 
spaces became highly organized by task (Rogers and Smith, 1995). The erection of the West 
Plaza compounds and of Cahokia’s stockade were part of a radical social change that invol-
ved the whole settlement. The building of walls meant the destruction of social spaces along 
with the material dislocation of entire neighborhoods, (Iseminger and Kelly, 1995) seeing as 
walls divide and redefine communities (Alt and Pauketat, 2010). 
Whatever the spatial and chronological relationship between the stockade and the com-
pounds, the West Plaza area, during the Late Stirling phase, was still playing an important 
role as a special-purpose space in which ritual and/or the élites’ activities were performed 
(Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017).  
By the end of the Stirling and the beginning of the Moorehead phase, the dismantlement of 
the bastioned compounds suggests a radical change in the use of space relative to the former 
West Plaza. The area was in fact fully reconverted to residential use, although before that, 
for a certain time, it seems conceivable that ritual and public activities were still performed. 
Once the compounds were torn down, the West Plaza area was arguably still occupied for a 
brief period of time by a series of non-domestic buildings (Pauketat, 2013). 
This hypothesis is supported by the presence of buildings having a possible sort of “public” 
or élite annex destined to the performance of non-domestic activities. Evidently, Moorehead 
public structures were functionally different from the earlier ones, but that may be regarded 
as one last example of Cahokia’s acme, before the area was fully converted to residential use. 
During the Late Stirling/Early Moorehead phase, borrowing activities took place at the 
northern end of the Merrell Tract-Unibo tract (Mattioli, 2017; Valese, 2017).
Some evidences show that the borrowed areas were rapidly filled by means of repeated epi-
sodes of refuse deposition rich in Late Stirling/Early Moorehead Ramey Incised pottery, 
and the presence of ceremonially significant plants reflects the performance of feasting or 
ritual-related manufacturing activities. (Kelly L., 2001). This extensive borrowing activity 
supports the possibility that the local Early Moorehead Cahokian community was still ca-
pable of coordinating and organizing corporate labor investments (Brown and Kelly, 2015; 
Domenici and Valese, 2016). 
Peculiar to this pit is the presence of both tools and processing residues along with sacred 
woods - which might indicate how the associated big building was ostensibly not a common 
domicile, but possibly an élite building related to the preparation and/or storage of the ritual 
paraphernalia performed in the neighboring buildings. Moreover, it is possible that the pit 
deposit may have been arranged in a precise and ritualistic manner duplicating the “cosmo-
logical order”, with the marine shells laid down at the bottom, representing the underworld 
and aquatic fauna, and the waterfowl placed on top, representing the element of transition 
between the watery underworld and upper world and the sky (Domenici and Valese, 2016).  
This pit might testify, with the presence of exotic and élite goods (Figure 2.17), that the Late 
Mississippian Cahokian community had access to precious materials and still engaged in the 
performance of communal feasting (Kelly and Brown, 2014).
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Figure 2.16 Map of the Stirling pha-
se occupation in the West Plaza area 
(Valese, 2017)
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–Unibo excavation (Valese, 2017)
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Figure 2.18 Some of the objects found 
in F108, Merrell-Unibo Tract excava-
tion
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During the Moorehead phase (AD 1200-1275) and continuing into the Sand Prairie 
phase, the Merrell Tract-Tract 15B area witnessed the sprawling of a new Late Missis-
sippian residential occupation. 
The public area was abandoned and Cahokia was reorganized separating the central 
precinct from the residential areas (Kelly et al., 2008).

The 15B and Merrell-Unibo tracts excavations revealed that the houses were organized 
in clusters grouped around small courtyards, which were kept almost at the same loca-
tion until the end of Sand Prairie phase (Valese, 2012; Pauketat, 2013). The Moorehead 
phase residential structures are characterized by N-S orientation and by the presence 
of a few smaller buildings associated with the larger ones. This could reflect status dif-
ferentiations or different functional destinations and it is conceivable, as suggested by 
Pauketat (1998), that the smaller buildings may have been storage facilities associated 
with larger domiciles being part of a same household. 

One of the biggest dwellings has been uncovered during the University of Bologna’s 
excavation; the large building, with its associated pits and midden areas, turned out to 
be rich in remains of precious materials such as Ramey Jars, decorated plates, quartz 
crystals, and fluorite beads. The presence of exotic and élite goods suggests that the Late 
Mississippian community of the area had access to precious materials and probably en-
gaged in some kind of communal feasting. The area, even if reverted back to residential 
use, was still the theatre of some kind of ceremonial activity, probably of a more “local” 
kind associated with nearby residential clusters and not with monumental buildings any-
more (Domenici and Valese, 2016). 
This more private, domestic-centered ceremonial practices, paired with the increasing 
practice of burying the dead within the residential structures and not anymore in com-
munal funerary facilities, seems to be in accord with the emergence of a Late Mississip-
pian “new ceremonialism” (Pauketat, 2013: 302-303, Baltus, 2014) and with the gene-
ral trend toward a more self-centered and inward-looking Cahokian society (Kelly and 
Brown, 2014: 213-215; Domenici and Valese, 2016). 
University of Bologna located a burial and associated it with a Moorehead phase structu-
re due to the recovery of materials such as: a miniature jar, several decorated plates, va-
rious pottery fragments and small remains of mica. The association between burials and 
houses can be ascribed to the endeavor of the social group to maintain the ties with their 
family members through a mortuary practice exclusive to this area of Cahokia (Pauke-
tat, 2013: 181). During the Lohmann and Stirling phases, only high-status families had 
the right to put exotic goods inside their graves; by the Late Mississippian times a higher 
presence of these kinds of materials associated with burials and dwellings reflects a more 
widespread access for every individual to wealth or power (Pauketat, 2013). 
The Moorehead phase occupation of the West Plaza area support the view of the Mo-
orehead phase as a period of social transformation and creation of “new ways of being 
Mississippian”, in the words of Baltus (2014: 9).

The Moorehead phase was identified by a general sense of insecurity resulted in the 
construction of the palisade5 at Cahokia, which was the response to threats possibly 
coming both from the outside and from the inside of the cahokian community, a drop in 
population and evidence of warfare all over the American Bottom area.
This period has been defined as the “Moorehead Moment” by Brown and Kelly (2000) 
and it has been defined by the appearance of other Mississippian fortified centers scat-
tered throughout the lower Midwest and Southeast (i.e. Angel, Kinkaid, Olin, Aztalan, 
etc.). 
Sand Prairie phase structures (AD 1275-1400) located in the Merrell Tracts can be con-
sidered as part of a larger residential area located in the 15B Tract (Valese, 2017).

The house complex located during the 1970 Merrell Tract excavation (Salzer, 1972; 
Kelly and Koldehoff, 1995), showed evidence of ritual burial and pointed to the perfor-
mance of rituals connected to activities involving the whole community, such as the Busk 
or Green Corn Ceremony (Kelly and Koldehoff, 1995).

5 The exact chronology of the Cahokia pa-
lisade is still debated, fluctuating between 
the Late Stirling and the beginning of the 
Moorehead phase.
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Figure 2.19 Detail of residential buildin-
gs located in the West Plaza area during 
the Late Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017) 500

Meters

25
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Figure 2.20 General map of Sand 
Prairie’s features located in the Merrell 
Tract –Unibo excavation (Valese, 2017)52,50

Meters
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During the most recent excavation led in the Merrell Tract by the University of Bologna, 
another Sand Prairie phase building has been located and partially excavated (Mattioli, 
2017; Valese, 2017).
It is quite clear that the Sand Prairie phase occupation of the West Plaza area involved 
both domestic and ritual activities. This is generally considered as a period of decline 
and demise (Dalan et al., 2003; Iseminger, 2010) that acted as a prelude to the aban-
donment of the site; however, the Sand Prairie phase occupation of the West Plaza area 
suggests a different picture, characterized by the performance of common and private 
rituals, the circulation of exotic and precious goods - no more an exclusive to the élites 
(Iseminger, 2010: 154), and a good degree of residential stability (Kelly and Koldehoff, 
1995). Those characteristics could imply that some degree of social complexity was still 
maintained within Cahokia’s community and possibly between Cahokia and its hinter-
land (Roger and Smith, 1995). 

The causes of Cahokia’s decline are still debated, but it is likely that a concurrence of 
many factors contributed to its demise and progressive abandonment (Iseminger, 2010: 
148). Recent studies6 have found evidences of repeated flood events starting from AD 
1200 that might have led to the abandonment of the site (Muñoz et al., 2015). The ma-
gnitude of this event was sufficient to destroy agricultural fields and surpluses along with 
entire settlements scattered along the floodplain. Maintaining political authority in this 
time of crisis would have represented a significant challenge for a complex non-state 
society like Cahokia, which might have run into a predicament trying to control the 
fragmented hinterland resulting by the relocation of the destroyed settlement to the hi-
ghlands (Munoz et al., 2015). Hence the recurring of large floods may have mined the 
stability of Cahokia’s leaders and have been the active cause of the socio-political disinte-
gration process that resulted in the complete dissolution of Cahokia by AD 1350 (Muñoz 
et al., 2015). 

6 Studies led by a team of geographers 
from the Departments of Geography and 
Anthropology and Center for Climatic 
Research, University of Wisconsin Ma-
dison, Madison, and Department of Ear-
th and Planetary Sciences, Washington 
University in Saint Louis.
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Regardless the role of Cahokia in the American Bottom during the Sand Prairie phase’s 
unstable socio-political landscape, Cahokia’s cultural influence was still felt in the flou-
rishing far away centers of Moundville (Knight and Steponaitis, 1998), Etowah (King, 
2003a) and Spiro (Brown, 1996).
The cultural and possibly political entanglement between these centers and Cahokia is 
evident both in their settling, based on the association of mounds and plazas (Lewis and 
Stout, 1998), and by the diffusion of Cahokia’s myths and systems of belief, embodied in 
the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex, spread along with Cahokian traded or locally 
reproduced artifacts (Brown and Kelly, 2000; Pauketat and Alt, 2015).
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Figure 2.21 Detail map of Sand Prai-
rie phase structures located in the West 
Plaza area (Valese, 2017) 200

Meters

10
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Chapter 3 
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Merrel Tract - 
Unibo Ceramic 
Report
From 2011 to 2016 fieldwork seasons conducted at the Merrell Tract, different ceramic and 
lithic artifacts have been recovered by both plowzone and features along with botanical and 
faunal remains. 
Complete reports of the materials recovered in the Merrell Tract’s excavations have followed 
the analysis of both artifacts and organic residues. In the following chapter a summary of 
the ceramics report will be provided focusing the attention on the materials recovered from 
features.
Six years of excavations led in the Merrell Tract-Unibo yielded a good amount and variety of 
ceramic material. The author of this dissertation conducted the related analysis and supervi-
sed the laboratory operations from 2011 to 2016.

The materials recovered from the field were collected through trowel scraping or screening. 
Once transferred at the laboratory the materials were washed analyzed and sorted. 
Information concerning count, weights and measures were recorded and at the end of each 
fieldwork season all the diagnostic items were photographed and drawn individually. 
The ceramic materials were recorded using different forms provided by the Illinois State 
Museum (see Figure 3.1).

The first form was the “Inventory sheet” in which the materials were divided in: ceramics, 
chert, lithic other than chert, minerals, organic and miscellaneous & historic categories. For 
each of the previous mentioned category we took note of: bag number, date of excavation, 
feature/ plowzone, unit number, level and excavation year. For each material category the 
specialist in charge recorded specific information. Regarding the “Ceramic Form” the au-
thor recorded: bag number, body sherds number, body sherds weight, rims number, rims 
weight, decorated sherds number, decorated sherds weight, decorated rims number, decora-
ted rims weight, handles number, handles weight, ceramic objects number, ceramic objects 
weight, potter clay number, potter clay weight and comments (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017). 
It follows the compiling of a more detailed form, the “Paste Form” concerned the description 
of tempers and surface treatment of each body and rim sherd recovered from the field. As in 
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Figure 3.1 Basic data record sheet 
used in original analyses of unpublished 
ceramic assemblages.

the previous form, in this one, we firs took general note of: bag number, date of record, area, 
feature/ plowzone, unit number, level and excavation year. The “Paste Form” and associated 

database were divided in four temper categories (grog, grit, 
limestone and shell) plus the indeterminate temper category 
one. For each of the above mentioned category was recorded: 
body sherds number, body sherds weight, rim sherds number 
and rim sherds weight and they were distinguished as per 
external surface treatment: plain, cordmarked, red slipped, 
brown slipped, black slipped (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
The last step consisted in the description of each rim sherd 
along with a sketch of the sherd, metric information and a 
more accurate description of the item was provided. The “Rim 
Form” was organized by: unit number, feature/ plowzone, 
excavation year, area, bag number, level, photo, drawing, rim 
number, weight, form, temper, vessel type, chronology, sur-
face treatment, surface interior treatment, decoration techni-
que, decoration location, appendages, design, core color, wall 
thickness, rim type, rim width, lip type, lip length, shoulder 
diameter, orifice diameter, cord twist, cord width, comments 
and date of record.
All these forms were digitized and another database was spe-
cifically designed for the recording of diagnostic items not con-
templated in the above-mentioned forms. This last database, 
named “Diagnostics”, was mostly used to record decorated 
body sherds and ceramic objects and provided both metric 
and qualitative description of the artifacts. Diagnostic cera-
mic elements were recorded using the following categories: 
unit number, bag number, excavation year, feature / plow-
zone, level, area, photo/ drawing, diagnostic number, weight, 
dimensions, definition, temper, form, vessel type, chronology, 
surface treatment, surface interior treatment, decoration te-

chnique, decoration location, design, core color, miscellanea, appendages, cord twist, cord 
width, worked sherds, comments, date of record (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Plain surfaces are unslipped and unpolished. Polishing was 
identified either by a shiny, bumished looking surface or by 
the shallow striations left by the polishing tool.

Cordmarked impressions are left by the application of a 
cord-wrapped paddle or stick to the surface of a vessel. This 
treatment is almost exclusively present on exterior vessel sur-
faces.

A slip is thin clay slurry or suspension of clay in water 
applied to the surface of a vessel before firing (e.g., Holley, 
1989:12; Shepard, 1995:67). Shepard (1995:67, 191) notes 
that the application of a slip can improve both the surface 
color and texture of a vessel and render the vessel less per-
meable. Variations in mineral-enrichment and/or firing 
conditions (i.e., oxidizing or reducing) resulted in a variety 
of slip colors, including a spectrum from black to red to 
white (Holley, 1989; Shepard, 1995).

Plain

Cordmarked

Slipped

3.1 Method

In this chapter, an overview about the ceramic material will be provided along with 
tables of synthesis compiled from data. 
The basic data collection methods and attribute definitions that the author used in the 
following ceramic assemblage analysis have a long tradition in American Bottom Ar-
chaeology (e.g., Griffin, 1949; Holley, 1989; Kelly, 1980, 1997; Milner, 1984; Pauketat, 
1998; Vogel, 1975).

Surface Modification

Surface finish and decorative modification, when present, of the exterior and interior 
surface of vessels were noted.

Surface Finish

A surface finish can affect both the appearance of a vessel and its mechanical properties.
Basically the types of surface treatment recorded were plain, cordmarked and slipped. Plain 
and slipped surfaces were noted as to whether they were polished or smoothed; their location 
on the vessel was noted too: interior or exterior; rim, shoulder or body (Kelly, 1982). Whene-
ver possible, it was noted if slipping was present only on the interior rim and not on the entire 
interior (e.g., restricted to the neck as with some Cahokia Cordmarked jars). Due to breakage, 
however, some jars or vessels may have been recorded as having a slipped interior when, in 
fact, the slip was applied only to the upper interior rim or vessel surface. 
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Figure 3.2 Screenshot of the Ceramic Database (Mattioli, 2017).
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Decoration

Decoration, an intentional modification of the exterior and/or interior surface of a ves-
sel, is, by definition, primarily aesthetic or stylistic rather than functional. 

Techniques of decoration were minimal and generally limited to punctation, perfora-
tion, notching, engraving, incising or design motifs.

Incising is a decorative technique whereby linear and/or 
curvilinear impressions are cut or pressed into a ceramic sur-
face to create a design (Holley, 1989:13; Shepard, 1995:195-
198). This decorative technique is completed when the vessel 
surface is wet or leather-hard, prior to firing and slipping. 
Incised lines may be thin/ narrow like those decorating a 
typical Mound Place Incised bowl or the lines may be wide/
broad like those found on typical Ramey Incised jars. Wide/
broad incised lines may also be referred to as “trailed” lines.

Engraving is like incising, a method of decoration whereby 
lines or designs are applied to the surface of a vessel. Unlike 
incising however, engraving is done “when the paste was 
hard, before or after the vessel was fired” (Holley, 1989: 
13). When a slip is present, engraving is usually done after 
the vessel is fired, thereby removing the slipped surface and 
exposing the color of the vessel paste.

Punctation refers to an impression, often circular, left on a 
ceramic surface by an implement. The impression is pushed 
in toward the interior surface from the exterior surface. Pun-
cations may or may not pierce the vessel wall.

A perforation is a hole, usually circular, that completely 
pierces the wall of the vessel or ceramic disk. If performed 
after firing or to a recycled potsherd to make a disk, such 
a hole is usually drilled and may be noted as a “drill hole.”

Notching, related to punctation, involves the removal ra-
ther than the impression of a discrete portion of a ceramic 
surface to create a design, and is often performed on the 
lip of a vessel. 

Seed jars occasionally display paired holes or perforations 
on opposing sides of the vessel orifice. These holes, refer-
red to as “strap holes,” were presumably used to suspend 
the vessel ( J. Kelly, 1980:350). Therefore, these holes may 
have been decorative and/or functional.

Tabs are thickened or appliqued decorative elements on 
the vessel lip, neck, or body. They are usually formed 
from the clay of the vessel, although a tab may be formed 
separately and then attached as an applique.

Incising

Engraving

Punctation

Perforation

Notching

Strap Hole

Tabs
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Appendages 

Most appendages were restricted to either lip lugs or tabs and handles. Tabs are con-
sidered as decorative additions while handles may be considered both functional and 
decorative additions to vessels. 

Handles

Appliqué

Handles are loops of clay usually appliqued or riveted to 
the lip, neck, and/or exterior surfaces of ceramic vessels. 
Handles may be purely functional additions to a ceramic 
vessel, decorative elements, or both. We noted two diffe-
rent Handle types: Jar handles and Beaker handles. Be-
aker handles are usually longer than they are wide and 
circular or oval in cross-section. They are fashioned in a 
variety of shapes from a simple linear, tapered form to a 
linear form with the shape of a human fist modeled on the 
end. Beakers typically have single handles attached to the 
exterior surfaces of the vessels several centimeters below 
the lips (Hamlin, 2004). 
Even when an actual appendage such as an effigy head, 
tail or appendage, a tab or a handle was missing, a thicke-
ning of the rim indicative of the lateral end of an appen-
dage was identifiable.

An appliqué is a piece of clay added to the exterior surface 
or lip/ rim area of vessel. The appliqué piece can constitu-
te a decoration and/ or can be decorated with punctates 
or notching.

Profile

Profiles sketch were initially traced on each card just to illustrate the correspondence 
with the name number of the fragment. In another paper we traced a precise profile 
providing the right orientation of each rim and diagnostic sherd and later all drawings 
were scanned and digitalized. This process was followed to record rim and diagnostic 
sherds pictures as well and both drawing and pictures were flanked by metric references 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Weight

The entire ceramic amount was weighed following the subdivision of the pertained tem-
per and surface finish categories. The weigh for each rim or diagnostic sherd was recor-
ded individually.

Provenience

The total of the ceramic amount was localized and recorded in the related database as 
per north-west 1 m2 localization. Each significant sherd was entered and named with his 
proper name number. In specific, each rim sherd is identifiable by the last number and, 
in the case of a diagnostic sherd, by the last number plus D, which define each fragment 
as unique through all the amount of material (Mattioli, 2017).
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Temper

Temper is an aplastic material added intentionally to clay to prevent breakage, warping, 
and cracking during drying and firing, and to increase tensile strength and thermal 
shock resistance in the vessel wall or object and may make the clay less sticky and easier 
to work (Shepard, 1995:24-25).
Steponaitis (1983:35) suggests the cultural convention according to which fine paste ves-
sels are “ceremonial” and coarse paste vessels are common “utilitarian” ware. “The 
utilitarian ware did not need to look as nice, and so the Indians did not take the trouble 
to grind up the shell as finely”. He notes that little extra effort would have been needed to 
crush the heated shell to a fine texture, and refers to extensive ethnographic evidence of 
traditional potters consciously distinguishing between the paste composition of cooking 
and non-cooking vessels (e.g., Arnold, 1985; DeBoer and Lathrap, 1979). Steponaitis 
(1983) and other researchers have found that temper size, particularly shell temper ef-
fects the function of ceramic vessel. Research indicates that coarse shell temper provides 
resistance to thermal shock, the repeated heating and fast cooling of a cooking pot, while 
addition of fine shell temper creates a more plastic paste that can be fashioned into sha-
pes with thin, durable walls. The fine shell temper also provides resistance to mechanical 
stress such as that resulting from dropping or kicking the vessel (Hamlin, 2004).
Termpering materials were identified with the use of a hand lens.
The basic categories of grog, grit, limestone and shell temper and combinations thereof 
were recorded and discussed below.
Merrell Trect-Unibo assemblages are characterized by a predominance of grog-tempe-
red pottery with minor quantities of shell, limestone and grit tempered wares (see Table 
3.1). The excavation yielded 3.889 g of grit-tempered pottery; 55.700,6 g of grog-tempe-
red pottery; 4.053 g of limestone-tempered pottery; 26.167,8 g of shell-tempered pottery 
and 3.674,3 g of indeterminate tempered pottery sherds (Mattioli, 2017).  
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Table 3.1 Percentage of tempers in the total amount of pottery sherds recovered from the excavated area (Mattioli, 2017).
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Grit tempering is characterized by the inclusion of coar-
sely crushed rock fragments. Grit tempering is primarily 
associated with Late Woodland and Emergent Mississip-
pian vessels, although limited use of grit temper continued 
throughout the Mississippian period.

Crushed limestone temper was identified primarily by its 
characteristic rounded or subangular shape. Like shell, 
even leached limestone tempering could be identified by 
the distinctively shaped voids (i.e., regular, cubical).

Crushed shell tempering is common in Mississippian pe-
riod pottery. Due to the similar color and reaction to hy-
drochloric acid of shell and limestone, differentiation of 
shell tempering was confirmed by the unique shape- flat 
and angular- of crushed shell.

Grog, a clay temper presumably made from crushed pot-
sherds, was also used by American Bottom potters. 

Holley’s (1989: 11) research reveals that fine grog temper 
was distinguished by fine to medium-sized particles of 
grog occurring in a compact paste. This ware is typical-
ly associated with thin walled, and often decorated bowls 
and beakers. Grog with shell was used in most fine grog 
ware pastes and in some cases the temper is barely discer-
nible to the unaided eye (Holley, 1989). 
Fine grog ware has been previously designated as Type B 
(Collins, 1990). This group is also known in the literature 
as trade ware (O’ Brien, 1972; Porter, 1974); yet, this label 
may include specimens that are not tempered with fine 
grog (Kelly, 1982). 
Fine grog ware vessels and decorated sherds were identi-
fied according to provisional surface finish or decoration 
types (Holley, 1989). Fine grog wares are usually inter-
preted as “tradeware” from the south, particularly from 
the Caddoan area (Bareis and Porter, 1965; Holley, 1989; 
O’Brien, 1972; Porter, 1974). This ware has thin walls, 
fine textured, compact paste tempered with fine grog and 
occasionally miniscule shell fragments or shell tempered 
grog fragments and suggests that the ware is not entirely 
foreign to the Cahokia area (Holley, 1989).
A very low percentage of fine grog temper ceramic was 
discovered from the University of Bologna excavation.

Tempering with a combination of aplastic materials is also 
relatively common in the American Bottom region. When 
a combination of tempering materials is noted, such as 
grit/grog, the potsherd in question exhibits identifiable 
pieces of both (or all) materials as inclusions in the paste. 
Many combinations are possible, such as shell/grog, lime-
stone/grog, and shell/grit/grog. 

Grit

Limestone

Shell

Grog

Fine Grog 

Combination Temper
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Neck

Neck refers to the portion of the upper body that is marked by a shift in the silhouette 
from an incurving body, beginning at the base, to a recurving upper body leading to the 
orifice plane.
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Lip

Lip type refers to the shape of the lip, the crest of the vessel spanning the exterior wall to 
the interior wall of a rimsherd (see Figure 3.3 a-d). Several types were identified: roun-
ded, slightly rounded, flattened, square and indeterminate. 

The Indeterminate category includes damaged, weathered or irregular rims.
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Figure 3.3 a-d) Lip Types, adapted 
from Vogel, 1975.

a) Rounded

b) Slightly Rounded

c) Flattened

d) Square
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Rim 

Rim refers to the exterior projection of the orifice as the lip crest meets the exterior vessel 
wall.
In few cases the orientation of each rim was recorded according to Vogel’s categories of 
vertical, inslant, incurved, everted and so forth. The information recorded to describe 
each rim sherd followed those attributes used by Vogel (1975) in his study.
According to Holley (1989:15), rim shape variability constitutes the most sensitive featu-
re for the Cahokia ceramic sequence (see Figure 3.4 a-f ).

Rolled rims possess clearly rounded exterior margins that 
are distinct from the exterior walls when seen in profile. 
The rolled appearance of this rim type may be due to 
the welding of an applique to the exterior surface (Holley, 
1989), or to folding over of the lip. 

Extruded (Pinched) rims were defined by Vogel (1975:93) 
as a thickening of the lip by apparent extrusion outward 
of the lip area. The upper surface of the lip is generally 
flattened, and beveled inwardly.

Everted (Angled) rims are characterized by sharply out-tur-
ned rim margins with a distinct break or juncture between 
the body and rim on the exterior and/or interior vessel sur-
faces. These out-turned rims may be oriented nearly hori-
zontally to nearly vertically.
 

Bolstered (Thickened) rims are so named because of a thi-
ckening, usually on the exterior surface of the rim mar-
gin, created by folding or the addition of clay at the neck. 
This thickening presumably strengthens and stabilizes 
this relatively weak area of rim attachment. 

Flared rims are characterized by a continuous arc from 
the vessel body to the lip. A break or juncture like that 
characterizing the everted rim is not present. 

Unmodified rims have constricted orifices with little or no 
recurve. This rim form is typically associated with Late 
Woodland and Emergent Mississippian jars (e.g., Kelly, 
Finney et al., 1984)

Indeterminate rims are so identified due to damage or brea-
kage patterns that made a secure identification of a specific 
rim type impossible.

Rolled rims

Extruded (Pinched) rims

Everted (Angled) rims

Bolstered (Thickened) rims

Flared rims

Unmodified rims

Indeterminate rims
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a) Rolled b) Extruded

c) Everted d) Bolstered

e) Flared f) Unmodified

Figure 3.4 a-f) Jar rim types, adapted 
from Milner, 1984.
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Rim Width

Rim width is, also known as Rim Length, measured from the interior neck inflection to 
the exterior lip edge (Kelly, 1997). This measurement was taken with hand calipers to the 
nearest 0.1 cm just for selected Ramey Incised rimsherds (see appendices Table A and B).
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Figure 3.5 Vessel measurements (adap-
ted from Kelly 1997)

rim length a. Lip thickness
b. Rim thickness
c. Wall thickness

RPR=  Wall thickness
              Rim length

Plates

rim length
Jars

rim length

Bottles

a

a

a

b

b

b

c

c

c
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Wall Thickness

Using hand calipers, I measured wall thickness to the nearest 0.1 cm at a point 1 cm 
below the junction of the rim and vessel body just for selected Ramey Incised rimsherds 
(see appendices Table A and B).

During the field work, the Italian team was able to identify 1207 rim sherds and 152 
diagnostic sherds. 

From Table 3.2. we can notice that from the excavation we brought to light a very high 
percentage of grog tempered and shell tempered rim and diagnostic sherds.
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Indeterminated

Shell + Limestone

Grog + Limestone

Fine Grog

Shell + Grog

Limestone

Shell

Grit

Grog

0,00 3.000,00 6.000,00 9.000,00 12.000,00g

Table 3.2 Percentage of temper categories among rim diagnostic sherds recovered from the excavated area (Mattioli, 2017).
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Vessel form

Whenever possible the vessel form of each ceramic piece was identified. Some pieces 
were too small, damaged, or difficult to identify as a particular form and were placed in 
the Indeterminate category.
Vessel form can be a crucial indicator of vessel function. A wide range of vessel forms 
in an assemblage, in other words an assemblage made up of more than simply jars and 
bowls, may indicate a wide range of social activity, particularly beyond the domestic 
sphere. More forms of cooking or serving vessels will be needed if increased social obli-
gations warrant expanded hosting duties or group sizes at communal gatherings (Ham-
lin, 2004).

The morphological analysis of the rim and diagnostic sherds led to the identification 
of nine different vessel categories (see Table 3.3): jar (with an example of a miniature 
jar), seed jar, platter, bowl, bottle, beaker, plate, pan and funnel; and to the recognition 
of three types of miscellaneous ceramic objects: stumpware1, ceramic disc and spindle 
whorl (Mattioli, 2017).

Table 3.3 Vessel assemblages from Merrell Tract-Unibo’s features (Valese, 2017 and Mattioli, 2017).

Bottle 1%

Bowl 15%

Funnel 0%

Jar 48%Min. Jar 0%Pan...

Plate 6%

Platter 6%

Seed Jar 1% Indet. 18% Beaker 4%

Beaker

Bottle

Pan

Plate

Bowl

Funnel

Platter

Seed Jar

Jar

Min. Jar

Indet.

Here follows a brief description of the different vessel typologies identified during the 
Merrell Tract-Unibo fieldwork.

1 Although stumpwares are usually 
not considered as vessel forms, they are 
noteworthy since they are represented 
in high numbers among the Emergent 
Mississippian assemblage of the Mer-
rell Tract-UNIBO. In this research 
they have been recorded as diagnostics 
in the Diagnostic Database.
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Figure 3.6 a-l) Morpholog y of Ame-
rican Bottom ceramic vessels, adapted 
from Holley, 1989.

a) Bowl b) Bowl

c) Platter d) Pan

e) Bottle f) Seed Jar

g) Plate h) Beaker

i) Funnel l) Stumpware
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Jar

Jars are generally defined as vessels with distinct necks and shoulder contours. Jar forms 
are additionally subdivided by rim morphology.
Among jar rim fragments it was possible to identify several jar varieties.

Griffin (1949) originally defined this shell tempered vessel 
type. 
Ramey Incised represents the decorative counterpart to 
Powell Plain and is the primary decoration for the Early 
Mississippian period and iconographic representative of 
the entire Mississippian period (Holley, 1989). Ramey In-
cised jars are shell tempered vessels with slipped exterior 
surfaces. This type is decorated with medium wide, shal-
low incised lines done with a bold, free stroke in a variety of 
design motifs including concentric, arched semicircles and 
scrolls (Griffin, 1949). These broad- lined incised motifs 
are located on the shoulder of the jar. Ramey Incised jars 
are commonly associated with the Stirling and Moorehead 
phases in the American Bottom (e.g., Holley, 1989; Pauke-
tat and Emerson, 1991).
Later on this dissertation more details will be provided re-
lated to this vessel typology, we will go deepen on icono-
graphic, religious and politic meanings related to this sym-
bolic item in charge of broadcasting community values.

St. Clair Plain jar are globular, shell tempered vessels with 
plain exterior surfaces, defined by Griffin (1949) for the 
Mississippian period. Hall (1966) suggests that St. Clair 
Plain should be distinguished from Powel Plain on the ba-
sis of jar shape, although Griffin’s descriptions and illustra-
tions seem to imply this as a criterion (Holley, 1989).

Merrell Red Filmed was defined by Vogel (1975) as red 
slipped, grog tempered bowls, seed jars and jars. The time 
span covered by this type is extensive, ranging from the 
Emergent Mississippian period through the Mississippian 
period (Holley, 1989).

Cahokia Cordmarked was defined by Griffin (1949) as 
globular, shell tempered jar with cordmarked exterior 
surfaces and everted plain rims. This jar type appeared 
during the Moorehead phase (Holley, 1989) for which it 
is a horizon marker and continues to be used during the 
subsequent Sand Prairie phase at Cahokia. J. Kelly (2001) 
defines a variety of this type, Cahokia Cordmarked Peri-
no variety, distinguished by a red slipped interior surface.

Defined by Griffin (1949), this vessel type is most common 
in Early Mississippian contexts. Powell Plain is shell tem-
pered with slipped exterior surfaces and associated with 
undecorated jars and bowls, particularly early in the chro-
nological sequence Lohmann- Stirling (Holley, 1989). 

Ramey Incised

St. Clair Plain 

Merrell Red Filmed

Cahokia Cordmarked

Powell Plain
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Monks Mound Red was originally designed by Griffin 
(1949) for limestone tempered, red slipped and undecora-
ted bowl, seed jars and jars. The time span covered by this 
type is extensive, ranging from the Emergent Mississippian 
period through the Mississippian period (Holley, 1989). 

This is a shell-tempered type, characterized by a plain and 
red slipped exterior surface. Investigating the area we brou-
ght to light one plain, shell tempered Cambered variety jar 
rim sherd which pertains to the early Moorehead phase.

During the field work we detected five fragments pertai-
ning to this vessel variety that is typical of the South Mis-
souri area, in details we found:
Two plain shell tempered Kersey Incised variety body-
sherds dated to the late Emergent / early Mississippian 
phase and three plain grog tempered Kersey Incised jar 
rim sherds dated to the late Emergent / early Mississip-
pian phase.

Between Merrel Tract- Unibo assemblages we recognized 
one grog tempered Maple Smiles variety jar rim sherd 
characterized by cord impressed decoration typical of the 
North Illinois area that can be dated to the early Emer-
gent Mississippian phase.

Monks Mound Red

Cambered

Kersey Incised

Maple Smiles
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Table 3.4 Graph showing Jars’ types recognized in the assemblage, divided by phase (Valese, 2017 and Mattioli, 2017).
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Table 3.5 Graph showing frequency of Jars’ rims from Merrell Tract, divided by phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Miniature Jar 

These vessels are simply miniaturized versions of the typical Mississippian jar (see Figu-
re 3.7). The author followed Milner’s (1983a:41, 44) size category of “small” or miniature 
jars as those with orifice diameters of 4-8 cm. The division between his “small” and 
“medium” categories is based on size and morphological differences. Milner (1983) notes 
that miniature jars are too small to have been of utilitarian use but rather were probably 
of ritual significance. Miniature jars are often slipped on the exterior surfaces and may 
have slips on the interior surfaces or just the interior rims. They are rarely decorated and 
may have recurved (i.e., everted, extruded, flared) or unmodified rims.

Kelly (1982) suggested miniature jars are children’s toys or experiment to learn the art of 
ceramic manufacture in which there is not identifiable paste or temper.
This form is indicative of ritual or high status activity. These are very small vessel and 
have a long history of mortuary association particularly in Mississippian burials (Milner, 
1983), as attested by the University of Bologna excavation as well.
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Figure 3.7 Examples of miniature Jar 
( adaped from Milner 1984:Figure 73) 0 5cm
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Seed Jar

Seed Jars are neckless jars with sharply incurving walls resulting in the maximum diame-
ter being located at the shoulder. Orifice diameter is quite small, equal to or less than one 
half the maximum vessel diameter (Kelly, 1980:350-351; Holley, 1989:16). Seed jars are 
often, red slipped and decorated with series of punctations or perforations on the upper 
shoulder area. Strap holes, presumably used to suspend the vessel may also be present (Kel-
ly, 1980). Seed jars are interpreted by Kelly (1980) to be gourd and squash effigies, with 
strong fertility symbolism present in the red surface color and decorative motifs.

This is a closed form, a constricted orifice Bowl or Seed Bowl as suggested by Griffin 
(1949), or a simple and dependent restricted vessel with simple contour (Shepard, 1971).
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Table 3.6 Chart showing the tempers of seed jars' rims from Merrell Tract's features. The rims have been divided by chronological affiliation 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Table 3.7 Chart showing the different types of seed jars’ rims, located in the excavation, and divided by chronology (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).
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Bowl

Bowls are vessels characterized by an open, unrestricted orifice, having their maximum 
diameter near the orifice (Shepard, 1971). Bowls are defined as simple contour shapes 
with the height equal to or less than one third the size of the orifice diameter (Holley, 
1989).  
Bowls may also have composite or complex contour and while most have open or shallow 
shapes, some may have vertical to slightly inslanted or constricted orifices. Bowls are 
usually considered basic serving vessels. In several of the published analyses (ICT-II, 
Mitchell, Tract 15A) vessel forms such as everted-rim bowls, platters, plates, and pans 
were subsumed within the bowl category.

This vessel form has an effigy - a modeled shape - atta-
ched to the lip, rim, or exterior surface of the vessel. These 
modeled clay forms are commonly zoomorphic in subject, 
but can be anthropomorphic. Often the zoomorphic effigy 
head is balanced by a tail effigy on the opposing side of the 
vessel; appendages (e.g., arms, legs) may also be present (see 
Figure 3.8).

Effigy Bowl

Zoomorphic subjects include birds such as ducks and owls, as well as beavers, frogs, and 
fish. The bowl itself may also become an effigy by being modeled after an object such as a 
gourd or shell cup. 
This form represent labor-and skill-intensive vessel forms due to production steps beyond 
those involved in manufacturing simple bowls or bottles. Effigy bowls would also have 
made unusual and special serving vessels (Wilson, 1999).
Few Effigy bowl fragments were detected in the Merrell Tract-Unibo excavation confir-
ming that this form is not present in every ceramic assemblage from the American Bottom.
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Figure 3.8 Zoomorphic (duck) effigy 
bowl ( from Vogel 1975:78).
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Mound Place Incised is a variety defined by a finish paste 
and surface that is typical of the Lower Mississippi Valley. 
Two or more parallel lines are placed horizontally on the 
exterior rim, this is quite typical for rim effigy vessels. The 
technique of decoration varies from a broad incision to a 
fine engraving. This type is represented by a simple cur-
ved sided bowl form with vertical or slightly incurved rims 
(Phillips, Ford & Griffin, 1951). 
The Mound Place Incised type was defined by Phillips et 
al. (1951) as a shell tempered bowl decorated with narrow 
to medium width parallel circumferential incised lines. Ac-
cording to Holley (1989:7), this type dates late in the Mis-
sissippian period, particularly the Moorehead phase, in the 
American Bottom.

An additional category, Coarse Ware, was identified. 
These sherds derived from coarse ware bowls, funnels and 
lids. Except for the term stumpware, no formal nomenclatu-
re has been provided for the various coarse ware assemblages 
for the Mississippian period. A variety of researchers have 
referred to vessels, other than sumpware boots and funnels, 
as Crude Ware (Porter, 1974) and Cahokia Crud (Fowler and 
Hall, 1972). 
Holley has opted to identify all coarse ware sherds with multi 
colored grog (and sometimes with additional shell temper) as 
Cahokia Crud. This is an informal designation for a variety 
which is lumpy in appearance but usually has an oxidized 
paste (Holley, 1989).

Mound Place Incised

Coarse Ware
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Table 3.8 Chart showing frequency of bowls’ rims divided by type and phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Table 3.9 Chart showing the amount of bowls’ rims from features considering tempers and chronological (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Bottle

Bottles are composite silhouette vessels with a cylindrical neck and globular body. 
Typical examples display a sharp juncture demarcating the neck from the body, although 
some do not have well-defined necks (Holley, 1989).
Bottles are composite vessels with constricted, cylindrical necks, vertical to slightly in or 
out-slanting rims, and globular bodies. Typically, a sharp break or juncture is present betwe-
en the neck and body. Mississippian period bottles have been characterized as narrow/
long-necked, wide/short-necked or jugs, or hooded/effigy (e.g., Kelly, 1995; Milner, 1984; 
Pauketat, 1987b).

Hooded bottles are tall, irregularly shaped vessels lacking ra-
dial symmetry (Pauketat, 1998). A small, vertically-oriented 
orifice is present on one side of the upper neck area. Hoo-
ded bottles may be bottle gourd effigies, or the “hooded,” 
upper portion may have zoomorphic or anthropomorphic 
features (Hilgeman 2000:73; Orr 1951:334-338; Pauketat 
1998a:33). A hooded bottle may be considered as ritual-sta-
tus ware and it shows a tall irregularly shaped vessel with a 
“hooded neck.” A small, vertically oriented orifice is present 
and may be located at either the front or back of the “head.” 
Wilson (1999: 103) proposes that hooded bottles were used as 
liquid-serving containers.
The Italian team detected a big neck sherd of a Hooded Wa-
ter Bottle, shell tempered, with a red slipped surface treat-
ment that is a characteristic form for the early Mississippian 
period, similar to those of the Stirling phase, confirming that 
this form is not present in every ceramic assemblage from the 
American Bottom.

Hooded Water Bottle
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Table 3.10 Shell-tempered bottles’ rims from Merrell Tract (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Plate

A plate is a composite form characterized by an open orifice, a rim with a slightly recurved 
or convex interior surface, and rounded, shallow lower body. A distinct break or juncture is 
present between the rim and body. In the absence of that identifying break, plates are iden-
tified by the slightly convex interior surface of the rim that contrasts with the typical slightly 
concave interior rim surface of a platter or pan. Like bowls, plates probably functioned as 
food serving vessels, perhaps in a more communal setting than bowls, a suggestion based on 
the less restricted orifice diameter of plates (Kelly, 1991).
Plates are typically shell tempered, composite forms with a shallow rim and rounded lower 
body. 
Everted rim bowls may represent predecessors to the plate form and are found early during 
the Moorehead phase (Holley, 1989).

Griffin’s (1949) type Wells Incised is divided between 
two subtypes: Wells Broad Trailed and Wells Fine 
Incised. The antecedents can be found in trailed rim 
plates at the Loyd site. The paste is very fine and com-
pact. The two Wells type encompass the range from 
wide line trailing to a finely incised line and from a 
simple linear design to a more complex pattern of 
combinations of straight line and curvilinear elements 
(Vogel, 1975).

Wells Incised
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Table 3.11 Frequency of different type of plates’ rim located in the Merrell Tract divided by chronological association (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

Table 3.12 Chart showing the tempers of plates recovered in the Merrell Tract in the different phases of occupation. The majority is represented by 
shell tempered samples dated to the Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Plates Temper
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Platter

Platters, like pans, have open unrestricted orifices, differentiated from bowl by a shallower 
form and more outslanted walls. This vessel form, as defined by J. Kelly (1997b), is diffe-
rentiated from a pan primarily by a thinner vessel wall, 0.4 -0.7 cm, and a mean orifice 
diameter. Platters are usually shell tempered, slipped, undecorated except for occasional lip 
tabs, and were presumably “used in the serving of food and were essentially plates without 
the everted rims’’ (Kelly 1997b).

During the field the Italian team discovered twenty- nine shell tempered platter rim sherds 
of which: eight plain Moorehead rim sherds, three red slipped rim sherds, eleven red slipped 
rim sherds dated to the Moorehead phase, one red slipped platter rim sherd dated to the late 
Stirling / early Moorehead phase, five black slipped Moorehead rim sherds, one black slip-
ped platter rim sherd dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead phase.

One polished and grog tempered rim fragment which pertains to the French Fork Incised 
vessel variety that shows the typical decoration of the Lower Mississippi valley.

French Fork Incised counts insufficient material for generali-
zations about vessel form. 
The decoration is characterized by small zones of small spa-
ced punctations enclosed by punctuate incised lines; parallel 
punctuate incised lines on rim or / and lip; incised lines in-
terrupted by or terminating in shallow punctations (Phillips, 
Ford & Griffin, 1951).

French Fork Incised 
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Table 3.13 Shell-tempered platters divided by phase. The majority of this vessel type was recovered in Moorehead features (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

Table 3.14 Chart showing the frequency in different phases of different types of platters located in the Merrell Tract (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Platters Type
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Beaker

Beakers, initially called “bean pots”, are cylindrically shaped vessels. Beakers often display 
slipped exteriors and interiors, exteriors surface may also be decorated with incised lines. 
Beakers are usually thin walled with a flat base, flared rims are present and handles are 
assumed to have been present on all beakers (Holley, 1989).

Coles Creek Incised is characterized by a thin paste and 
a smooth surface treatment. In general a decoration of 
overhanging lines is characteristic of Coles Creek variety 
but sometimes we can notice variations including relatively 
narrow incisions made with a thin, pointed implement and 
relatively wide, smooth lines which do not overhang. The 
lines are placed parallel and horizontal to the rim. This 
variety is represented by vertical walled bowl or beaker, 
occasionally incurved rims suggest barrel shaped beaker. 
Usually Coles Creek vessels have vertical rims but someti-
mes they are incurved or inslanted. Lips are flattened but 
sometimes tend to be rounded. The major part of examples 
was found in the southern Yazoo Basin sub area (Phillips, 
Ford & Griffin, 1951).

Coles Creek Incised 
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Table 3.15 Column chart showing the type of beakers found in the Merrell Tract’s features (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017)

Table 3.16 Chart showing the number of beakers’ rims located in the University of Bologna’s excavations. The highest frequency of 
shell-tempered beakers is attested for the Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Beakers Type

12
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Pan

Pans are large, ovular, shallow clay bowls (O’ Brien, 1972). 
A pan, also known as a “salt pan” in the Southeast (e.g., Brown, 1980; Morse and Morse, 
1983) is a very shallow, gently rounded vessel form with an outcurved or outslanted rim. Sur-
face modification in the form of slipping is relatively rare, and when a slip is present it is com-
monly restricted to the interior surface. Pans can be distinguished from platters and plates by 
generally greater wall thickness. J. Kelly (1997b:37) proposes that pans are cooking vessels, 
in contrast with the smaller bowls that were presumably used in a serving capacity, whereas 
Morse and Morse (1983) suggest that salt production was the primary function of pan.
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Table 3.17 Tempers of the pans’ rims recovered from the field divided by chronological association (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Table 3.18 Chart showing the pans’ type recognized among the Merrell Tract’s ceramic assemblage (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Funnels

Funnels have simple contours and conoidal, ellipsoidal or ovaloidal shapes (Pauketat, 
1998). The rounded bases of funnels are pierced by a small, lower orifice diameter usually 
2-5 cm. The rims may resemble those found on jars and the orientation vane from gently 
outslanting to gently inslanting. Surfaces are typically plain and may be decorated with 
multiple, parallel vertical incised lines (e.g., Holley, 1989) and the paste was oxidized in 
nearly all cases and tempered with a variety of non plastics. Funnels may have functioned 
as heat and cooking sources in Mississippian domestics contexts (Holley, 1989).
A white “wash” found on some funnel specimens may indicate exposure to greater tem-
peratures (in firing or in use) (Holley, 1989: 16). This exposure to greater temperatures 
supports the hypothesis that funnels were used as vessel supports to prevent jars or bowls 
from being placed directly in the fire. This function may at least account for the coarse 
or crudely-made specimens. Because of their hollow bases, it has also been suggested that 
funnels were used to ease the filling of long-necked bottles (Porter, 1974:650) or as filters or 
strainers by placing ashes or limestone in the basal hollow to purify water or reduce acidity 
(Holley, 1989: 16).
According to J. Kelly (1997b:75), many funnel lids from Moorehead phase contexts are 
knobbed and are referred to as ‘Moon-Maid’ lids in reference to the Dick Tracy comic 
strip character. 

Excavating the area we discovered five plain, grog tempe-
red knob sherds pertaining to Moon Maid variety of which: 
one can be dated to the Emergent Mississippian period and 
another one can be related to the Moorehead phase (see 
Figure 3.9).

Moon Maid 
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Figure 3.9 Example of a funnel lid “ 
Moon Maid” from ICT-II site (Holley 
1989:243)

Table 3.19 Tempers of funnels, divided by phase, recovered in University of Bologna’s excavations (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Table 3.20 Frequency of coarse ware funnels in the different phases of occupation of the area (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Unidentified Type

Above all the amount of rim fragments recovered from the field, for a lot of them we were 
just able to recognize general information as temper, vessel form and in same case to provide 
chronological information. Unfortunately, due to poor preservation condition, we were not 
able to identify the specific vessel typology they pertain to (Mattioli, 2017).

Stumpware

Stumpwares does not constitute a type in the formal sense, since it is associated with a variety 
of tempers and surface finishes. It is represented typically by grog tempered, cone shaped 
vessels with two feet and a smaller chambered base (e.g., Holley, 1989; Pauketat, l998). They 
have thick walls, small interior cavities, and small orifice diameters. The previously mentio-
ned whitened surface, possibly indicative of unusually high temperatures during firing or use, 
is also found on the exteriors of stumpware vessels suggesting they, like funnels, may have 
been used as vessel supports over fires (Kelly, 1990) or as heat/cooking sources eliminating 
the need for hearths (Holley, 1989: 16). The use suggested by Porter (1974) is that they served 
a number of functions related to cooking. He noted their use as fire dogs or supports in the 
vicinity of hearts (Kelly, 1982).
The time span covered by this “type” is extensive, ranging from the Emergent Mississippian 
period to the early portions of the Mississippian period (Holley, 1989).

Miscellaneous Ceramic Objects

Ceramic disc

Spindle whorl

From the field work we were able to identify two ceramic 
discs: 
One is shell tempered, cordmarked on one surface and can 
be dated to the Moorehead phase; the other one is grog tem-
pered, cordmarked and can be dated to the Emergent Mis-
sissippian Period.

We also brought to light one, grog tempered Spindle whorl;
One shell temperd Spindle whorl showing a cordmarked 
exterior surface and a red slipped interior surface treatment 
that can be dated to the Moorehead phase.

Diagnostic

A previously anticipated we decided to name Diagnostic sherds those vessel fragments, mo-
stly decorated body sherds and ceramic objects not contemplated in the above-mentioned 
categories, which we were not able to relate to specific vessel typology they belong to. 
During the excavation seasons we recorded a lot of diagnostic sherds but some of them pre-
sented so poor preservation conditions to allow me to identify only basic information such as 
the temper or the vessel form (Mattioli, 2017).
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Table 3.21 Chart showing the number of rims not associated to a vessel type located in unaffiliated features (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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3.2 Ceramic Assemblages from 
Excavated Plowzone Areas

Being that the rim sherds detected from plowzone were not studied in depth, we cannot 
provide here precise typological and chronological information, thus limiting ourselves to 
just few notes about tempers and some additional observations (Mattioli, 2017).
During the plowzone excavation a high amount of rim sherds were brought to light.
One plain fine grog tempered Coles Creek variety rim sherd;
Forty limestone tempered rim sherds, of which: nineteen plain rim sherds, two plain with 
lip lug rim fragments, two cordmarked rim sherds, fourteen red slipped rim sherds, one 
red slipped notched on lip rim sherd, one red slipped and incised rim sherd and one red 
slipped with lip lug rim sherd;
Sixty-five grit tempered rim sherds, of which: forty-four plain rim sherds, two incised frag-
ments, fourteen plain and notched on lip sherds, two plain and notched on lip sherds dated 
to the Emergent Mississippian period and three plain with lip lug rim sherds;
One hundred forty-three shell tempered rim sherds, of which: ninety-two plain rim sherds, 
one plain rim sherd dated to the Moorehead / Sand Prairie phase, one plain and notched 
on lip sherd, three plain and incised fragments, two plain smudge rim sherds, twenty-three 
red slipped rim sherds, five red slipped and notched o lip rim fragments, two red slipped 
and incised pieces, one Cahokia Cordmarked variety rim sherd, eleven black slipped rim 
sherds, one black slipped Ramey Incised variety rim sherd and one black slipped rim sherd 
dated to the Moorehead phase;
Four hundred thirteen grog tempered rim sherds, of which: two hundred ninety-two plain 
rim sherds, one plain Emergent Mississippian piece, seven plain and incised rim fragmen-
ts, nineteen plain with lip pug rim sherds, sixty-one plain and notched on lip rim sherds, 
one plain and notched on lip rim sherd dated to the Emergent Mississippian period, two 
plain and notched on lip rim sherd dated to the late Emergent Mississippian phase, one 
cord impressed rim sherd, seven cordmarked rim sherds, eight red slipped rim sherds, two 
red slipped and incised rim sherds, one red slipped and notched on lip rim fragment dated 
to the late Emergent Mississippian phase, one notched on lip Merrell Red Filmed variety 
rim sherd and one polished and punctated French Fork Incised variety rim fragment (Mat-
tioli, 2017).

By screening the plowzone debris we identified fifty diagnostic sherds.
One decorated Cahokia Fine grog tempered sherd of a bowl or a bottle coming from the 
Lower Mississippi Valley;
One incised grit tempered body sherd;
Three decorated limestone tempered body sherds, of which two of them show a red slipped 
surface treatment and the third one is cordmarked;
Ten shell tempered diagnostic sherds, of which: one ceramic object, one black slipped 
body sherd, one jar incised sherd, four incised body sherds, two incised and red slipped 
fragments and one handle;
Thirty-five grog tempered diagnostic sherds, of which: two sherds are incised and cordmar-
ked, eleven sherds show an incised decoration, one head, three handles, seven cordmarked 
stumpware fragments dated to the Emergent Mississippian period, six plain stumpware 
fragments, one cordmarked ceramic disc dated to the Emergent Mississippian period, one 
plain Ladle handle, one knob pertaining to a Moon Maid bowl and one Caddoan incised  
Coles Creek body sherds typical of the Lower Mississippi Valley (Mattioli, 2017).
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Fill

As per the plowzone, the Italian team excavated and analyzed the area fill and they were 
able to recognize seventy-three rim sherds. 
From the generic fill we brought to light: 
One red slipped limestone tempered rim sherd;
Seven shell tempered fragments, of which: one black slipped tab, one red slipped rim sherd 
of a bottle, two black slipped sherd, one incised rim sherd of a bowl and two incised rim 
sherds of a plate;
Eleven grog tempered rim fragments, of which: one is cordmarked, one is red slipped and 
nine show a plain surface treatment and one of them pertain to a bowl (Mattioli, 2017).

For important features the related fill was separately noted as well as all the material in 
there located was separately studied.

From Feature 1177 fill we discovered a black slipped shell tempered piece of a decorated 
plate dated to the Moorehead phase;

From Feature 1193 fill we found: 
Four red slipped limestone tempered rim sherds, of which one of them pertain to a jar;
Two plain grit tempered rim fragments;
Fifteen grog tempered sherds, of which: three plain rim sherds, one decorated Emergent 
Mississippian jar rim sherd, two rim sherds pertain to a jar, one is a bowl rim sherd, one 
is a red slipped plate sherd, one is a Kersey Incised jar fragment coming from the Lower 
Mississippi valley and dated to the Early Emergent Mississippian phase (Mattioli, 2017);
Twenty-five shell tempered rim fragments, of which: one plain jar rim sherd, one red slip-
ped rim sherd of a platter, two black slipped Effigy beaver bowl rim sherds dated to the 
Moorehead phase, one incised black slipped Moorehead beaker, two plate rim sherds, ei-
ght red slipped fragments of which three of them belong to a jar and one to bowl, one plain 
bowl rim sherd, one red slipped decorated rim sherd of a beaker dated to the Moorehead 
phase, one black slipped head of an effigy duck bowl dated to the Moorehead phase, three 
black slipped jar rim sherds and one Cahokia Cordmarked jar fragment dated to the Sand 
Prairie phase (Mattioli, 2017);

From Feature 1213 fill we identified one grog tempered jar rim sherd and a cordmarked 
limestone tempered rim sherd of a decorated jar dated to the Emergent Mississippian pe-
riod.

Excavating the fill we brought to light fourteen diagnostic sherds.
From the generic fill we found:
One shell tempered handle of a beaker and two black slipped shell tempered incised sherds;
Three grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware pieces (Mattioli, 2017).

From Feature 1168 fill we discovered a big fragment of an Emergent Mississippian stum-
pware;

From Feature 1193 fill we identified: 
One, red slipped, fine grog tempered sherd; 
Four shell tempered sherds, of which: one black slipped and decorated fragment of a Ra-
mey Incised jar, one red slipped head of an Effigy bird bowl, one brown slipped and incised 
body sherd and a black slipped decorated sherd dated to the Moorehead phase; 
Two grog tempered sherds, of which: one knob of a Moon Maid bowl and an Emergent 
Mississippian fragment of a stumpware (Mattioli, 2017).
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3.3 Ceramic Assemblages from 
Excavated Features 
The ceramic material detected from features was deeply analyzed in order to allow us to 
provide precise typological and chronological information which enabled us to formulate 
some hypothesis concerning the settlement dynamics and use of space of the interested 
area (Valese, 2017 and Mattioli, 2017).
Here is to follow an overview description of the identified features during the Merrel Tract- 
Unibo field work and the associated rim and diagnostic sherds.

In this rectangular wall-trenched building we discovered: 
One Fine grog beaker rim sherd dated to the late Emergent 
Mississippian phase;
Four grog tempered sherds of which: one Mississippian rim 
sherd, two Emergent Mississippian jar rim sherds and one 
Kersey Incised jar fragment typical of the South Missouri 
area and dated to the late Emergent Mississippian period 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this feature, identified as part of F 1015 mid-
den, we brought to light: 
Two limestone tempered Emergent Mississippian rim 
sherds;
Two grit tempered Emergent Mississppian sherds, of which 
one notched on lip jar fragment dated to the latest phase 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017);
Two shell tempered Mississippian rim sherds;
Five grog tempered rim sherds, of which: one pertain to 
an Emergent Mississippian jar, one is a red slipped Mis-
sissippian rim sherd and three belong to a late Emergent 
Mississipian notched on lip jar.

In this wall-trenched building we detected: 
One shell tempered red slipped seed jar fragment dated to 
the late Stirling phase; 
One Fine grog black slipped Emergent Mississippian jar 
rim sherd;
One limestone tempered red slipped bowl rim sherd (Vale-
se, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this feature, noted as part of F 1020 midden 
we found: 
One grit tempered rim sherd;
One limestone tempered red slipped bowl sherd dated to 
the late Emergent Mississippian phase.

In this feature, part of F 1019 midden we identified: 
One grit tempered Emergent Mississippian jar rim sherd;
Three grog tempered Emergent Mississippian jar sherds, of 
which one show a red slipped surface treatment and is da-
ted to the late phase of the Emergent Mississippian period 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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After the excavation of this L-shaped wall-trenched 
structure we discovered: 
Two grog tempered rim sherds, of which: one belong to a 
late Emergent Mississippian jar and the other one show a 
cordmarked exterior surface treatment and belong to an 
early Emergent Mississippian bowl.

Digging this circular pit we brought to light: 
One decorated limestone tempered cordmarked Emer-
gent Mississippian jar rim sherd; 
One shell tempered Cahokia Cordmarked jar rim frag-
ment dated to the Moorehead phase.

In this Emergent Mississippian House Basin we discovered: 
Two cordmarked limestone tempered Early Emergent Mis-
sissippian bowl sherds;
Three grog tempered Emergent Mississippian jar sherds 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this irregularly shaped feature/midden we 
identified: 
Two limestone tempered jar rim sherds dated to the early 
and late Emergent Mississippian phases;
Two grog tempered Early Emergent Mississippian sherds 
of which one is a jar rim sherd and the other one is a red 
slipped bowl rim sherd;
Six shell tempered jar rim sherds, of which: one early 
Moorehead Cahokia Cordmarked sherd, one Moorehead 
rim sherd, one black slipped early Morehead Ramey In-
cised fragment and three late Stirling / early Moorehead 
Ramey Incised rim sherds (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this storage pit we found: 
Four grog tempered jar rim sherds, of which three are 
plain fragments dated to the early and late Emergent 
Mississippian phases and the fourth one is an Emergent 
Mississippian cordmarked sherd.

Investigating this refuse pit we detected: 
One Fine grog tempered incised beaker sherd dated to the 
Lohman / Stirling phase;
One limestone tempered red slipped Monks Mound jar 
rim sherd dated to the late Emergent Mississippian phase;
Three grit tempered jar rim sherds, of which two are 
notched on lip and dated to the late Emergent Mississip-
pian phase and the third one can be dated to the early 
Emergent Mississippian phase;
Seventeen grog tempered rim sherds, of which: four ear-
ly Emergent Mississippian jar fragments, one red slipped 
late Emergent Mississippian jar sherds, nine cordmarked 
early Emergent Mississippian bowl rim fragments and 
three decorated jar rim sherds dated to the Emergent 
Mississippian period (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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F 1017 W

F 1019

F 1020

From this refuse pit we brought to light: 
One shell tempered jar rim sherd;
Four grit tempered jar rim sherds of which two are dated 
to the early Emergent Mississippian phase and two are 
dated to the Emergent Mississippian period;
Sixteen grog tempered rim fragments, of which: three 
cordmarked Emergent Mississippian bowl sherds, one 
Emergent Mississippian and decorated jar rim sherd, one 
Emergent Mississipian fragment, two Emergent Missis-
sippian jar sherds and seven early Emergent Mississippian 
jar rim sherds (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this irregular pit we discovered: 
Ten grog tempered rim sherds, of which: three red slip-
ped Emergent Mississippian jar rim sherd, four Emergent 
Mississippian jar rim sherd, one red slipped Coarse ware 
seed jar rim sherd dated to early Mississippian period, one 
red slipped Emergent Mississippian bowl rim sherd, one 
red slipped pan rim fragment;
One grit tempered Emergent Mississippian jar rim sherd; 
Two Fine grog tempered rim sherds, one of them pertain 
to an incised Moorehead plate and the other one pertain 
to a black slipped Moorehead beake;
Sixty-one shell tempered rim sherds, of which: one plain 
rim sherd, one black slipped rim sherd, two red slipped 
rim sherds, one decorated red slipped seed jar rim sherd 
dated to the early Mississippian period, one Moorehead 
platter rim sherd, ten red slipped Moorehead platter rim 
sherds, one black slipped Moorehead platter rim sherds, 
one bowl rim sherd, one red slipped bowl rim sherd, five 
black slipped bowl sherds dated to the Moorehead phase, 
two red slipped and incised beaker sherds dated to the 
Moorehead phase, two black slipped Moorehead plate 
sherds, one late Stirling plate sherd, eight plain jar rim 
fragments, one black slipped jar rim sherd, two red slip-
ped jar rim sherd, one red slipped jar rim sherd dated 
to the Moorehead phase, one black slipped jar rim sherd 
dated to the Moorehead phase, one early Mississippian 
jar rim sherd, three late Stirling jar rim sherds, three jar 
rim sherds dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead 
phase, four Ramey Incised variety jar rim sherds dated 
to the late Stirling phase, one Ramey Incised variety jar 
rim sherds dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead 
phase, one black slipped Ramey Incised variety jar rim 
sherds dated to the late Moorehead phase, two red slipped 
Ramey Incised jar rim sherds dated to the late Stirling 
/ early Moorehead phase, one Cahokia Cordmarked jar 
rim sherd dated to the early Moorehead phase, two black 
slipped Powell Plain variety jar rim sherds dated to the 
late Stirling / early Moorehead phase, one Cambered 
variety jar rim fragment dated to the early Moorehead 
phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this irregular pit we found: 
One decorated grit tempered jar rim sherd dated to the late 
Emergent Mississippian phase;
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Three grog tempered rim sherds, of which: one red slipped 
seed jar rim sherd dated to the Stirling phase, one bowl 
fragment and one red slipped jar rim sherd dated to the late 
Emergent Mississippian phase;
Sixteen shell tempered rim sherds: one red slipped platter 
sherd dated to the Moorehead phase, one red slipped pla-
te sherd dated to the Moorehead phase, one black slipped 
plate sherd dated to the Moorehead phase, one Mississip-
pian bowl fragment, one red slipped incised beaker sherd 
dated to the Moorehead phase, one black slipped Mound 
Place Incised variety beaker sherd dated to the Moorehe-
ad phase, three plain jar rim sherds, three red slipped jar 
rim sherds of which one is dated to the early Mississippian 
period and another one can be dated to the late Stirling / 
early Moorehead phase, one black slipped jar rim sherd da-
ted to the Moorehead phase, one Ramey Incised variety jar 
rim sherd dated to the late Stirling phase, two black slipped 
Powell Plain jar rim sherds dated to the late Stirling / early 
Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

After discovering this post pit we identified: 
One limestone tempered Emergent Mississippian jar rim 
sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this is a small oval feature we detected: 
One grog tempered early Emergent Mississippian bowl 
rim sherd.

In this rectangular wall-trenched reconstructed building 
we brought to light: 
One plain grog tempered rim sherd (Valese, 2017; Mat-
tioli, 2017).

Investigating this circular pit we excavated: 
One grit tempered notched on lip late Emergent Missis-
sippian rim sherd;
One cordmarked limestone tempered Emergent Missis-
sippian fragment of a bowl;
Two Emergent Mississippian grog tempered jar rim 
sherds and two grog tempered late Emergent Mississip-
pian notched on lip jar rim fragments.

In this bastioned building we identified: 
One cordmarked limestone tempered Emergent Mississip-
pian jar rim sherd; 
Three grog tempered rim sherds of which two are cordmar-
ked and one is a notched on lip jar rim sherd dated to the late 
Emergent Mississippian phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this sequence of wall-trenched buildings we found: 
One grog tempered early Emergent Mississippian jar rim 
sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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In this wall-trench feature associated with F 1033 we de-
tected: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian rim sherd; 
One red slipped shell tempered early Mississippian seed 
jar rim fragment.

After the discovery of this rectangular pit we recovered: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian rim sherd;
Two grit tempered late Emergent Mississippian jar rim 
sherds (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this Emergent Mississippian House Basin 
we brought to light: 
One red slipped limestone tempered late Emergent Mis-
sissippian jar rim sherd;
One shell tempered plate sherd dated to the Moorehead 
phase;
Thirteen grog tempered rim sherds, of which: four 
notched on lip late Emergent Mississippian jar rim sherds, 
one cordmarked bowl sherd dated to the early Emergent 
Mississippian phase, five Emergent Mississippian jar rim 
fragments, one cordmarked jar sherd and two red slipped 
notched on lip jar rim sherds dated to the late Emergent 
Mississippian phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this midden area feature we excavated: 
One grog tempere notched on lip Emergent Mississippian 
jar rim sherd;
Eight shell tempered rim sherds of which one red slipped 
beaker dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead phase, 
two early Mississippian rim sherds, one red slipped inside 
jar rim sherd dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead 
phase, one red slipped bowl rim sherd dated to the late 
Stirling / early Moorehead phase, one red slipped Missis-
sippian rim fragment, one black slipped plate sherd dated 
to the Moorehead phase and one black slipped Ramey 
Incised jar dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead 
phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this big midden area we identified: 
One Fine grog black slipped Coles Creek Incised variety 
beaker sherd dated to the Emergent Mississippian period;
One limestone tempered Emergent Mississippian jar rim 
sherd and one red slipped limestone tempered bowl rim 
sherd dated to the late Emergent Mississippian phase;
Three grit tempered jar rim sherds, of which: one dated 
to the Emergent Mississippian period and two notched on 
lip sherds dated to the late Emergent Mississippian phase;
Twenty-eight grog tempered rim sherds, of which: two 
plain sherds, two Emergent Mississippian fragments, 
three Emergent Mississippian bowl sherds, two early 
Emergent Mississippian jar rim sherd, three notched on 
lip late Emergent Mississippian jar sherds, one Emergent 
Mississippian jar rim sherd, one Coarse ware bowl rim 
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sherd dated to the Mississippian period, two Coarse ware 
jar rim sherds dated to the Mississippian period, two Co-
arse ware bowl rim sherds dated to the Moorehead phase, 
four Emergent Mississippian Coarse ware bowl rim pie-
ces, one red slipped Coarse ware funnel rim sherd dated 
to the Mississippian period, six red slipped Coarse ware 
bowl rim sherds dated to the Mississippian period;
Seventy-one shell tempered rim sherds of which: one red 
slipped rim sherd dated to the late Stirling / early Mo-
orehead phase, one Moorehead beaker sherd, five black 
slipped beaker rim sherds dated to the Moorehead phase, 
one red slipped beaker sherd, one red slipped decorated 
beaker sherd dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead 
phase, four black slipped Mound Place Incised variety be-
aker rim sherds dated to the Moorehead phase typical of 
the Arkansas area; 
One red slipped platter rim sherd dated to the Moorehead 
phase, four black slipped platter rim sherd dated to the 
Moorehead phase,two plain platter sherds, three black 
slipped Wells Broad Trailed plate fragments dated to the 
Moorehead phase, six black slipped Moorehead plate rim 
sherds, one black slipped incised bowl fragment dated to 
the Moorehead phase, one red slipped Mississippian bowl 
sherd, three black slipped Moorehead bowl fragments, 
one plain bowl sherd,;
One black slipped pan sherd, two red slipped bottle rim 
pieces dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead phase, 
one red slipped bottle sherd, one Emergent Mississippian 
jar sherd, two plain jar rim sherd, one Mississippian jar 
rim sherd, one red slipped Moorehead jar rim sherd, one 
red slipped and decorated Mississippian jar rim piece, two 
plain Moorehead jar rim sherds, five black slipped Mo-
orehead jar rim sherds, one red slipped Stirling jar rim 
sherd, one black slipped Ramey Incised jar rim sherd da-
ted to the Moorehead phase, one red slipped Ramey In-
cised jar rim sherd dated to the Mississippian period, one 
Ramey Incised jar rim sherd dated to the late Stirling / 
early Moorehead phase, one Ramey Incised jar rim sherd 
dated to the Moorehead phase, six Cahokia Cordmarked 
variety jar rim sherds dated to the Moorehead phase, two 
Powell Plain variety jar rim sherds dated to the Moorehe-
ad phase, two black slipped Powell Plain variety jar rim 
sherds dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead pha-
se, one black slipped St. Clair Plain variety jar rim sherd 
dated to the late Stirling phase, two black slipped jar rim 
sherd dated to the late Stirling / early Moorehead phase, 
one red slipped jar rim sherd dated to the late Stirling / 
early Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this circular pit we brought to light:
One red slipped limestone tempered rim sherd;
One grog tempered jar rim sherd; Nine shell tempered rim 
fragments, of which: two Moorhead platter sherds, two Mo-
orhead plate sherds, one red slipped Ramey Incised jar rim 
sherd dated to the Stirling phase, one red slipped coarse ware 
funnel dated to the early Mississippian period and three plain 
shell tempered rim fragments (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

F 1052
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Excavating this pit / basin we found: 
One red slipped grog tempered jar rim sherd dated to 
Emergent Mississippian period;
Two shell tempered jar rim sherds, of which one of them 
can be dated to the late Emergent Mississippian phase 
and the other one show a black slipped surface treatment 
and it can be dated to the Moorhead phase (Valese, 2017; 
Mattioli, 2017).

In this circular pit we detected: 
One notched on lip grog tempered jar rim fragment dated 
to the late Emergent Mississippian phase.

In this circular pit we brought to light:
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian rim sherd 
(Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this wall trench we discovered: 
One  grog tempered early Emergent Mississippian jar rim 
sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this circular storage pit we found: 
One red slipped shell tempered and decorated plate rim 
fragment dated to the late Moorhead / Sand Prairie phase;
Three grog tempered rim sherds, two of them are plain 
Emergent Mississippian fragments and the other one is a 
cordmarked Emergent Mississippian sherd (Valese, 2017; 
Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this Emergent Mississippian House Basin 
we identified: 
One red slipped shell tempered jar rim sherd dated to the 
late Stirling / early Moorehead phase.

In this wall- trench feature associated with F 1033 we 
brought to light: 
Three shell tempered rim fragments, of which one red 
slipped jar rim sherd and two red slipped Moorhead bowl 
rim sherds (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this circular refuse pit we identified: 
One shell tempered red slipped jar rim sherd dated to the 
late Stirling / early Moorhead phase; 
Three grog tempered jar rim sherds, two of them show a 
notched lip decoration so they can be dated to the late Emer-
gent Mississippian phase and the third one is dated to the early 
Emergent Mississippian phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this circular pit we found: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian rim sherd;
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One shell tempered jar rim sherd dated to the early Mo-
orhead phase.

Discovering this irregular feature we detected: 
Three grog tempered jar rim sherds, of which: two deco-
rated sherds dated to the late Emergent Mississippian pha-
se and one Kersey Incised variety rim sherd typical of the 
south Missouri area dated to the late Emergent Mississip-
pian / early Mississippian Phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

In this Emergent Mississippian House Basin we found: 
Three grog tempered rim sherds: one Emergent Missis-
sippian jar rim fragment, one cordmarked Emergent Mis-
sissippian pan sherd and one cordmarked bowl rim sherd 
dated to the Patrick phase / late Woodland period;
Three shell tempered rim sherds, of which: one black slip-
ped Moorhead jar rim sherd, one Cahokia Cordmarker 
jar rim sherd dated to the Moorhead phase and one black 
slipped Mound Place Incised variety rim fragment dated 
to the Moorhead phase coming from the Arkansas area.

Investigating this pit we discovered: 
Two grog tempered rim sherds, of which: one notched on lip 
jar fragment dated to the late Emergent Mississippian phase 
and one cordmarked bowl sherd dated to the early Emergent 
Mississippian phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this circular feature we identified: 
One Mississippian shell tempered rim sherd (Valese, 2017; 
Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this circular feature we brought to light:
One notched on lip grog tempered rim sherd of a Coarse 
Ware dated to the Emergent Mississippian period (Valese, 
2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this circular refuse pit we found 
One early Emergent Mississippian grog tempered jar rim 
sherd;
Three shell tempered rim sherds, of which: one black slip-
ped platter rim fragment dated to the Stirling / Moorhe-
ad phase and two jar sherds dated to the Stirling / early 
Moorhead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this circular refuse pit we detected: 
Two shell tempered jar rim sherds: one Mississippian 
sherd and a Stirling / Moorhead rim sherd.

Excavating this oval refuse pit we found: 
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One Wells Broad Trailed shell tempered plate sherd dated 
to the early Moorhead phase.

In this circular pit we discovered: 
One black slipped shell tempered platter sherd dated to 
the Moorhead phase.

After detecting this circular pit we brought to light:
One red slipped shell tempered seed jar rim sherd dated to 
the late Stirling / early Moorhead phase;
One notched on lip grit tempered jar rim sherd dated to the 
late Emergent Mississippian period;
One decorated grog tempered jar rim sherd dated to the 
late Emergent Mississippian phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

Investigating this Emergent Mississippian features we iden-
tified: 
One grit tempered jar rim sherd;
Four grog tempered rim sherds, one of them is a notched 
on lip jar rim fragment and the other three are plain rim 
sherds (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this irregular Emergent Mississippian feature we brou-
ght to light:
One cordmarked grog tempered jar rim sherd dated to the 
Emergent Mississippian phase;
One decorated red slipped shell tempered jar dated to the 
Mississippian period which probably pertains to the Vardy 
variety (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this burial pit we detected: 
One red slipped limestone tempered jar rim sherd dated to 
the early Mississippian phase;
Two grog tempered rim sherds, of which one decorated jar 
rim sherd and one plain bowl rim sherds;
Fourteen shell tempered rim sherds, of which: one plain 
rim sherd, one plate rim sherd, three Moorhead platter rim 
sherds, one black slipped miniature jar rim sherd dated to 
the Moorhead phase, one red slipped Mound Place Incised 
bowl rim sherd dated to the Moorhead phase, two jar rim 
sherds, one red slipped Moorhead jar rim sherd, one black 
slipped decorated plate rim fragment dated to the Moorhe-
ad phase, one red slipped incised bowl rim sherd and two 
decorated red slipped rim pieces (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

Digging this rectangular wall-trenched reconstructed buil-
ding we excavated: 
One decorated grit tempered jar rim sherd;
Ten grog tempered rim sherds, of which: two notched on 
lip jar rim sherds, two plain rim sherds, one cord impressed 
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Maple Smiles variety jar rim sherd dated to the Emergent 
Mississippian period coming from the north Illinois area, 
one red slipped plate fragment, one cordmarked bowl rim 
sherd, one decorated jar sherd dated to the Emergent Mis-
sissippian period and two plain jar rim sherds;
Twenty shell tempered rim sherds, of which: one red slip-
ped incised plate sherd, three red slipped rim sherds, two 
plain plate rim sherds, three plain bowl fragment, five red 
slipped jar rim sherds, two plain jar pieces, three plain rim 
sherds, one red slipped plate rim fragment and one black 
slipped bowl rim sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this pit or fill part of F1193 we identified: 
One red slipped shell tempered platter rim sherd (Valese, 
2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this historic feature we detected: 
Two grit tempered jar rim sherd.

In this historic feature we brought to light:
One plain grog tempered rim sherd and one plain grit tem-
pered rim sherd.

Investigating this Emergent Mississippian fill we found: 
One plain grog tempered rim sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

In this Emergent Mississippian house we discovered: 
One plain grog tempered rim sherd;
Two shell tempered rim sherds, of which a red slipped bowl 
rim fragment and a red slipped bottle rim fragment (Vale-
se, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this clay layer we excavated: 
Five plain grog tempered rim sherds of which only one of 
them pertain to a jar.

Discovering this Emergent Mississippian house we identi-
fied: 
One limestone tempered jar rim sherd and one decorated 
grog tempered jar rim sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this dark fill we found: 
One decorated grog tempered jar rim sherd (Valese, 2017; 
Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this dark fill we detected: 
One plain grog tempered rim sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).
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In this clay layer we brought to light:
One plain grog tempered rim sherd.

Investigating this Emergent Mississippian basin we exca-
vated: 
One red slipped shell tempered bowl rim sherd.

In this Emergent Mississippian fill we identified: 
Two decorated grog tempered jar rim sherds dated to the 
Emergent Mississippian period;
Two limestone tempered rim sherds, of which: a red slip-
ped bowl fragment and a red slipped jar rim sherd dated to 
the Emergent Mississippian period (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

Digging this fill close to F1005 we found: 
Two limestone tempered rim sherds, of which: a Coarse 
ware bowl rim sherd dated to the Emergent Mississippian 
period and a red slipped jar rim sherd dated to the Emer-
gent Mississippian period too.

In this rectangular wall-trenched building we identified: 
One grog tempered sherd of a stumpware dated to the 
Emergent Mississippian period;
One Fine grog body sherd dated to the Lohman / Stirling 
phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this wall-trenched building we brought to light:
One grog tempered spindlewhorld;
Four incised, shell tempered, red slipped beaker sherds da-
ted to the late Stirling / Moorehead phase.

In this feature, part of F 1019 midden, we detected: 
One grit tempered Emergent Mississippian handle;
One grog tempered, Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this wall-trenched structure we found: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this Emergent Mississippian House Basin we discovered: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian cordmarked 
stumpware sherd.

In this irregularly shaped feature/ midden we identified: 
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During the features excavation we discovered some significant Diagnostic sherds as well.
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One grog tempered, coarse ware sherd of a funnel dated to 
the Early Mississippian phase;
Two Ramey Incised jar body sherds dated, one of them to 
the late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase and the other 
one to the Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this refuse pits we found: 
One shell tempered incised fragment;
Eight grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
sherds of which two of them show a cordmarked surface 
treatment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this refuse pits we brought to light:
One grog tempered effigy jar head dated to the Emergent 
Mississippian period and one cordmarked grog tempered 
Emergent Mississppian stumpware (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

Investigating this irregular pit we excavated: 
One cordmarked unclassified tempered sherd dated to the 
Middle Woodland period;
One grog tempered coarse ware funnel fragment dated 
to the Mississippian period, one grog tempered foot dated 
to the Late Emergent Mississippian phase, one Emergent 
Mississippian stumpware sherd;
Nine shell tempered diagnostic sherds, of which: one in-
cised black slipped beaker sherd dated to the Moorehead 
phase, two Ramey Incised jar sherds dated to the Moorehe-
ad phase, four Moorehead decorated fragments, one inci-
sed black slipped plate sherd dated to the Moorehead phase 
and one incised tail of an Effigy bowl dated to the Late Stir-
ling / Early Moorehea phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

After discovering this irregular pit we brought to light:
One grog tempered knob of a Moon Maid bowl, one inci-
sed grog tempered sherd;
One shell tempered incised and black slipped plate frag-
ment dated to the Moorehead phase, one incised black 
slipped shell tempered sherd, one shell tempered red slip-
ped sherd of a Ramey Incised jar dated to the Late Stirling 
phase and one shell tempered and red slipped fragment of 
an Early Mississippian hooded water bottle (Valese, 2017; 
Mattioli, 2017).

In this irregularly shaped feature we identified: 
One shell tempered Cahokia Cordmarked jar sherd dated 
to the Moorehead phase.

In this wall-trench feature associated with F 1033 we di-
scovered: 
One grog tempered knob of a Moon Maid bowl (Valese, 
2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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Digging this rectangular pit we found: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragment (Valese, 2017;Mattioli, 2017).

In this Emergent Mississippian House Basin we brought to 
light:
Four grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragments and one grog tempered head of an Emergent 
Mississippian Effigy bowl (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this midden area we identified: 
One red slipped shell tempered Moorehead Ramey Incised 
jar decorated sherd.

In this midden area we detected: 
One grog tempered Funnell base dated to the Mississippian 
period, one grog tempered knob of a Moon Maid bowl;
Twelve shell tempered diagnostic sherds, of which: one 
cordmarked ceramic disc dated to the Moorehead phase, 
two jar handles dated to the Moorehead phase, two black 
slipped beaker handles pertaining to the Mound Place In-
cised variety, three red slipped beaker fragments dated to 
the late Stirling / Moorehead phase, one cordmarked and 
red slipped spindlewhorl dated to the Moorehead phase, 
one node / hear pertaining to a Moorehead Effigy bowl 
and one Ramey Incised body sherd dated to the late Stir-
ling phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this circular pit we found: 
One shell tempered Ramey Incised jar sherd dated to the 
Moorehead phase;
One incised Fine grog fragment dated to the Lohman / 
Stirling Phase.

In this basin we excavated: 
One shell tempered black slipped Ramey Incised jar sherd 
dated to the Moorehead phase;
One decorated grog tempered Emergent Mississippian jar 
sherd (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this wall trench we brought to light:
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this wall-trenched structure we identified: 
One shell tempered Ramey Incised jar sherd dated to the 
late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

In this circular storage pit we found:
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
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fragment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this wall-trench feature associated with F 1033 we di-
scovered: 
One fine grog tempered fragment dated to the Lohman / 
Stirling Phase.

Digging this circular refuse pit we found:
Two grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
base fragments.

In this irregular feature we brought to light:
Two shell tempered Kersey Incised variety body sherds 
dated to the late Emergent Mississippian / early Mississip-
pian phase and typical of the South Missouri area (Valese, 
2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Excavating this circular refuse pit we identified: 
One shell tempered red slipped incised seed jar sherd da-
ted to the Lohman / Stirling phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 
2017).

In this irregular Emergent Mississippian feature we found: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Discovering this burial pit we detected: 
One red slipped shell tempered bottle base fragment dated 
to the Moorehead.

In this Emergent Mississippian house we excavated: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Investigating this rectangular wall-trenched reconstructed 
building we found: 
Three shell tempered diagnostic sherds, of which: one deco-
rated black slipped plate sherd dated to the Moorehead pha-
se, one incised body sherd and one red slipped Effigy handle 
in shape of a hand pertaining to an Effigy beaker and dated 
to the Moorehead phase (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

In this Emergent Mississippian fill we identified: 
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).

Digging this clay layer we brought to light:
One grog tempered Emergent Mississippian stumpware 
fragment (Valese, 2017; Mattioli, 2017).
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3.4 Ceramic Assemblages 
Results and Conclusions 

After a detailed presentation of the ceramic assemblages detected during the entire Italian 
excavation took place in the Merrell Tract-Unibo, in the following paragraph the author, 
supported by archaeological data, will offer general interpretation and reflection about 
what occurred during specific timeframe in the above mentioned area of interest.

Combining field work conclusions with laboratory analysis, in specific with the informa-
tion provided by the ceramic detected in place, we were able to elaborate new hypothesis 
concerning settlement dynamics and use of space of the interested area.

The ceramic assemblage for the Emergent Mississippian phase, recovered in the Merrell 
Tract-Unibo, is representative of domestic context. The analysis of the paste showed a 
majority of grog-tempered items followed by limestone and grit; while concerning the ves-
sel forms, the Emergent Mississippian assemblage includes the usual range of jars, bowls 
and stumpwares (see Figure 3.10 a-d).
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Figure 3.10 Emergent Mississippian 
vessels a-b) and stumpwares c-d) re-
constructed from fragments retrieved in 
F1017E.

a)

b)

c)

d)
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Among the rim sherds recovered a complete rim of a Monks Mound Red limestone-tem-
pered jar (see Figure 3.10 a) has been reconstructed using the fragments found inside an 
Emergent Mississippian pit (F1017E); this vessel type is typical of the Late Emergent Mis-
sissippian Edelhardt phase, usually underrepresented in the West Plaza Area (Pauketat, 
2013: 224).  Evidence of shell tempered pottery associated with Emergent Mississippian 
features has not been attested for the material recovered in the Merrell Tract-Unibo; this 
could be determined by the superimposition of features and the following mixing of mate-
rials. According to Pauketat (2013: 224), the presence of shell-tempered pottery in Emer-
gent Mississippian assemblage could be related to a differentiation possibly based on status, 
identity (i.e. foreign potters)  or function; contrarily Kelly (1991) suggests that the shell-tem-
pered vessels retrieved in Emergent Mississippian contexts can be considered as foreign 
items. A few rim sherds have been recognized, among the Merrell Tract-Unibo Emergent 
Mississippian assemblage, as actually exotic: several sherds of Kersey Incised variety, typi-
cal of the southern Missouri area were retrieved from the excavation along with a speci-
men of Maple Smiles variety, characterized by the typical cord impressed decoration of the 
northern Illinois area. Finally, a few sherds of Coles Creek Incised, a vessel variety usually 
found in the southern Yazoo Basin sub area (Phillips, Ford and Griffin, 1951), have been 
located in both plowzone and features.

The Early Mississippian phase is barely represented by the ceramic materials recovered 
from excavation. A few rim sherds have been assigned to the Lohmann and Stirling pha-
ses: one fine grog-tempered beaker, one grog-tempered funnel, three shell-tempered and 
one limestone-tempered jar, one grog-tempered seed jar, seven Ramey Incised jars and one 
St. Clair Plain jar. The scarcity of material during the Early Mississippian phase is consi-
stent with the destination of the area to public activities, between the end of the Emergent 
Mississippian and the span of the Lohmann phase the area was designed to be the West 
Plaza (Valese, 2017). It is conceivable to think that the area was constantly cleaned and that 
the debris was deposited elsewhere. The non-domestic activities carried in the plaza area 
are suggested by the presence of Ramey Incised Jars. This vessel type, used in public rituals 
(Emerson, 1989; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991), is characterized by an orifice diameter 
larger than normal, a peculiar decoration placed on the shoulder and a highly specialized 
production. The Ramey Incised pottery has been used as a marker of Cahokia’s influence 
all over the Midwest and at the base of the hypothesis of possible Cahokian migrations and 
interactions (Kelly, 1991; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991). 

A high number of Ramey Incised jars is attested for the Late Stirling/ Early Moorehead 
phase (see Figure 3.11 a-f ). Midden areas (F1015, 1019, 1020 and the slightly later F1049) 
located in the Merrell Tract-Unibo yielded a considerable amount of Ramey Incised jars’ 
rim sherds; suggesting the persistence of the performance of ritual activities in the West 
Plaza Area. 
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Figure 3.11 a-f) Ramey Incised Jar 
rims found in Merrell Tract-Unibo area.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)
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Starting from the Moorehead phase, a change in the ceramic assemblages is attested along 
with an increasing number of serving wares (Valese, 2017). The earliest open forms dated 
to the Early Moorehead phase were the Wells plates, divided between Wells Broad Trailed 
and Wells Fine Incised (Holley, 1989; Milner 1984; Pauketat, 1998). The decoration of 
these types of open vessels was Ramey-like and consisted in series of single, short, car-
ved dash elements set diagonally around the rim suggesting, when looked from above, a 
sunburst pattern (Pauketat, 2013: 229). Another decorated Late Mississippian vessel type, 
represented in the ceramic assemblage of the Merrell Tract-Unibo is the Cahokia Red En-
graved beaker. This kind of beakers consists in a variant of the more common undecorated 
beakers highly represented in all phases of Cahokia’s ceramics, it is characterized by the 
quartered circle motif surrounded by radiating lines possibly representing symbols related 
to the world, sun and stars (Pauketat, 2013: 231). The Cahokia Red Engraved beakers 
were possibly related to the consumption of the Black Drink during purification rituals as 
suggested by the analysis led on some vessels found at Cahokia, which shown evidence of 
the presence of biomarkers for species of Ilex, such as the obromine, caffeine, and ursolic 
acid, involved in the preparation of the purifying beverage (Crown et al., 2012). As for the 
Ramey Incised jars, Well Trailed plates and Cahokia Red Engraved beakers showed some 
degree of standardization in their production (uniformity and limited range of decorative 
motives), even though a simplification from the first type to the last is evident (Pauketat, 
2013: 232). It is still evident that the production of these wares’ type is still linked to the 
ritual sphere, although, at the same time is clear that vessel production become increa-
singly decentralized through time, as for the increment of the quotidian and undecorated 
Cahokia Cordmarked and St. Clair Plain jar forms (Baltus, 2014: 271). Another highly re-
presented form in the Late Mississippian ceramic assemblage in the Merrell Tract-Unibo 
is the Mound Place incised bowl defined by a finish paste and surface typical of the Lower 
Mississippi Valley. It showed a simple decorative treatment consisting in two or more pa-
rallel lines placed horizontally on the exterior rim, quite typical for effigy vessels’ rims. The 
technique of decoration varies from a broad incision to a fine engraving (Phillips, Ford and 
Griffin, 1951).  
The changes that affected the ceramic assemblage attested during the Late Mississippian 
phase have been associated as being part of the large-scale social changes that interested 
this period. The ceramics present were all fragments of vessels that had been broken and 
discarded. The lack of whole vessels in direct association with the burials can be viewed as 
evidence of the lack of importance attributed to such items by the elite at this time (Kelly, 
1991).
The increasing simplification and reduction of the decorative motives along with the incre-
asing usage of serving (i.e. plates and platters) and common wares (i.e. Cahokia Cordmar-
ked) was probably the result of slow dismantling of specialized manufacture of pottery and 
to the return to local more domestic pottery-making. These trends have been interpreted 
by Baltus (2014: 271) as an intentional rejection to the previous political and religious ways 
materialized through the creation of new kind of pottery production as well as for food and 
drink consumption.  
To conclude, in accord with Valese (2017), the Merrell Tract-Unibo ceramic assemblages 
reflect the settlement dynamics that occurred in the West Plaza area which involved the 
performance of domestic activities during the Emergent Mississippian and the Late Mis-
sissippian (Moorehead and Sand Prairie) phases and public ritual ceremonies during the 
Lohmann and Stirling phase; the Late Stirling/Early Moorehead can be considered as 
some sort of transitional period, in which a ritual activities were still performed even thou-
gh in a more “domestic” context.
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Figure 3.12 Photo of Ramey Inci-
sed rim sherd found in the midden area 
(Mattioli, 2017).
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Chapter 4
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Iconography
Before deepening the Mississippian and the Ramey Incised iconography topic, the au-
thor would like to provide to the reader a brief introduction about the general concept 
of iconography.
In 1939 Panofsky defined “iconography” as the study of subject matter in the visual arts, 
and he distinguished it from the concept of “iconology”, which is defined as an attempt 
to analyze the significance of that subject matter within the culture that produced it.
Iconography is that branch of the history of art which concerns itself with the meaning of 
works of art, as supposed to their form. If in one case the form represented is understan-
dable at first look, in the other one to understand the significance, the observer must be 
familiar with the world of customs and cultural traditions peculiar to a certain civiliza-
tion. The human being connects artistic motifs and combinations of artistic motifs (com-
positions) with themes or concepts. Motifs thus recognized as carriers of a secondary or 
conventional meaning may be called images (Panofsky, 1939).

The identification of such images is the domain of Iconography. When we speak about 
subject matter as opposed to the form, we mean the sphere of secondary or conventional 
subject matter, the specific theme or concepts manifested in images, as opposed to the 
sphere of primary or natural subject matter manifested in artistic motifs. The discovery 
and interpretation of these “symbolical” values is the object of what we may call icono-
graphy in a deeper sense: of a method of interpretation which arises as a synthesis rather 
than as an analysis. As the correct identification of the motifs is the prerequisite of a 
correct iconographical analysis in the narrow sense, the correct analysis of image is the 
prerequisite of a correct iconographical interpretation in a deeper sense.
Iconographical analysis, dealing with images, stories and allegories instead of with mo-
tifs, presupposes, of course, much more than that familiarity with objects and events 
which we acquire by practical experience. It presupposes a familiarity with specific the-
mes or concepts as transmitted through literary sources, whether acquired by purposeful 
reading or by oral tradition, but it does not guarantee its correctness (Panofsky, 1939).
The concept of iconography can be defined as a shared form of thought, which purpose 
is to broadcast a specific propaganda through the repetition of a model. The aim is to 
decode the dialogue established between the image and the observer of that time. 
The separation made between Iconography and Epigraphy should be considered as one 
within the pre- Columbian culture, it was in fact in the modern studies that experts di-
vided the two concepts in different investigation areas. 

Through several studies experts attested the connection between the content, the support 
and the iconography displayed on it, as to say, an individual or a group of individuals, 
by sharing a specific item and the relative iconography, is able to recognize himself as a 
community member, within a certain social context. For this reason is undeniable that 
each society should express and elaborate a proper representation of community beliefs 
as to make it true expression of its social identity.

The image creeps into the human being as into the group thoughts and model ideas and 
vice versa, the actor and the society are the ones who create images and link it to specific 
meanings. The relationship between the actor and the image is bidirectional: the human 
being acts on the image as well as this one affects the actor ideas. 
The image is defined as a concept located halfway between the physical and spiritual 
state. The aim of the image is to emotionally touch the observer through the message 
physically and figuratively represented. In every history period, the image used different 
available kinds of support to spread a certain and predetermined message. The human 
being aim is to unify a message through the creation and diffusion of an image but at 
the same time the actor is the first one to be affected by this process. The elaboration of 
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a unified concept is a powerful statement for a community, through the circulation of 
the support it can be spread through religious, political and geographic borders and it 
can be contextualized and adapted to a specific region in order to reflect the community 
identity (Panofsky, 1939). 

The image is fluid, constantly changing and adaptable. It depends on the actor who 
manipulates it and on the context that interprets it, on the community background, on 
the social space in which it moves. An image effects emotionality if the representation 
fits into a local imagery, when it refers to geographically local contexts and meanings 
(Panofsky, 1939). 

The representation, the drawing and the sign can be viewed as code. These are form 
of written representation and transmission of a specific concept with its own rules and 
meaning. The image, on the contrary, is not a written form. It can be seen as a langua-
ge, as a form of communication in fact it is not transversal and it is necessary to learn 
the language of the code to be able to penetrate the full meaning. For this reason the 
meaning of the image does not have an immediate impact on the observer who does not 
have the required instruments to understand the image significance. The image can be 
approached individually and, at the same time, it can be seen as a collective experience 
for the community. The support as well can be experienced both individually and col-
lectively: during the act of the creation of the support with the consequent impression of 
the image, as during the act of the reception of the item with the image and its related 
meaning (Panofsky, 1939). 
The act of the creation, the elaboration of the image and of the related message to carry 
on triggers an act of creativity that places the actor above all those who receive it. Being 
the creator and the actor of the diffusion of a message places specific people in a privile-
ged condition, as the owner of a certain faculty and worthy of being closer to the higher 
divine spheres (Panofsky, 1939). 
From a society point of view, the main purpose of a common propaganda message is to 
spread as far as possible and to impose itself on other propagandas by taking in conside-
ration what human beings and community needs are: to be part of a society and to share 
its message and values. The human being necessity is to recognize him-self in a social 
group and to recognize those who are not part of it, so when a community is reached by 
a foreign message, the general community behavior is to try to re elaborate it, to adapt it 
to his territory and community beliefs.
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4.1 The Ramey Incised Pottery 

As previously anticipated, the Mississippian culture is defined on the basis of a set of cultu-
ral traits: the construction of earthworks, cultivation of maize, wall trenched structures, shell 
tempered pottery, lithic technology and the development and diffusion of a system of religious 
beliefs known as South-Eastern Ceremonial Complex (Brown and Kelly, 2000). The SECC, 
which later will be discussed in details, is defined as a set of Mississippian iconographic motifs 

and the corresponding cosmological narratives they reference 
(Galloway, 1989; Lankford et al., 2011; Phillips and Brown, 
1984; Townsend 2004; Waring and Holder, 1945).  
Within all the ceramic amount of six years lasted excavation 
project, now the author will focus the attention on the Ramey 
Incised pottery variety. 
As previously mentioned ceramic are important social indi-
cators, so in this chapter the author will introduce the general 
criteria of this pottery variety with the intent to acknowledge 
the reader about this vessel characteristics and later to provide 
iconographic and socio political implications. 
Griffin (1949) originally defined this vessel type but through 
the years many experts focus their studies on the Ramey In-
cised typology, discovering its archaeological relevance in the 
understanding of the society which shared this symbolic item.
These jars were dark slipped and shell tempered with sharp 

angled shoulders, they were characterized by an orifice diameter larger than normal, generally 
rounded lips and incised motifs of political and religious significance (Emerson, 1989; Emerson, 
1997a; Griffin, 1949; Griffith, 1981; Pauketat, 1997; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991). 
Ramey Incised represents the decorative counterpart to Powell Plain ceramic typology and is 
the primary decoration for the Early Mississippian period and iconographic representative of 
the entire Mississippian period (Holley, 1989). 
They began to be produced and distributed during the early twelfth-century AD at Cahokia, 
the era during which Woodland groups to the north were adopting aspects of Mississippian 
culture. 
Ramey Incised gained his most popularity during the Stirling phase (AD 1100 – 1200), from 
their first creation at the end of the Lohman phase (AD 1050 – 1100) till their gradual decline 
during Moorehead phase (AD 1200 – 1275). According to Pauketat (2013: 224), the presence of 
shell-tempered pottery in Emergent Mississippian (AD 750 – 1050) assemblage could be related 
to a differentiation possibly based on status, identity (i.e. foreign potters)  or function, contrarily 
Kelly (1991) suggests that the shell-tempered vessels retrieved in Emergent Mississippian con-
texts can be considered as foreign items. 
These jars were realized through a complicated “chaine operatoire”: the lower part of the vessel 
was made by pressing the clay into a mold, probably derived from a broken jar, while the upper 
part, to which the typical “rolled” or “everted” lip was added, was realized separately. Once 
slightly dry, the two hemispheres were joined together and the decorative motives, placed on 
the shoulder, were added by carving part of the clay out. Then, before firing the pot, the surface 
was slipped and burnished with a pebble (Holley, 1989; Pauketat, 1998, 2005). 
The thin Ramey vessel wall and lack of soot and surface pitting suggest the vessel was not used 
as a cooking vessel, but instead as a storage container due to the large size and impracticality 
(French, 2009).
Cahokians tended to produce large volume vessels, but Pauketat’s 1991 article brings up eviden-
ce that cahokians Ramey Incised vessels decreased in size as distance from Cahokia increased. 
The reasoning behind this being that a large amount of the Ramey Incised vessel originated 
in Cahokia were traded outwards into neighboring communities and the smaller and more 
portable vessel were able to travel further, testifying the important role that Ramey ceramics 
played in the American Bottom (French, 2009). 
The Ramey Incised pottery has been used as a marker of Cahokia’s influence all over the Mi-
dwest and at the base of the hypothesis of possible Cahokian migrations and interactions (Kelly, 
1991; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991).

Figure 4.1 Reconstructed Ramey In-
cised jar (image courtesy of Cahokia 
Mounds State Historic Site).
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4.2 The Ramey Incised 
Iconography

Thanks to archaeological investigations it was possible 
to recover a large amount of diagnostic Ramey Incised 
ceramics form several Mississippian sites and to appro-
ach a compared iconographic study in order to deepen 
artistic and socio- political meanings. Ramey Incised 
pots were embellished with cosmological imagery rela-
ted to Native American notions about the organization 
of the cosmos (Friberg, 2017).

This symbolism is present on a wide variety of Missis-
sippian artifacts found both at Cahokia and in the hin-
terland, which may have played a role in interactions 
between these groups. 
The Mississippian cosmological model, built on ar-
chaeological data and oral traditions from multiple 
sites and Native American groups with related belief 
systems (Edwards, 2010:16), includes upper (sky) and 
lower (earth/water) worlds represented in multiple le-
vels around a central axis, or axis mundi (Emerson, 
1989:58– 59; Lankford, 2004:208, Lankford, 2007; 
Pauketat, 2004:111; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991:929). 
As we already mentioned, in the American Bottom, the “centered quadripartite wor-
ld view” even is embodied in community organization, as seen in villages oriented to 
cardinal directions, with mounds and houses (many of which are four-sided) surroun-
ding a plaza with a central pole, or axis (Emerson, 1997a:222; Emerson and Pauketat, 
2008:173–175).
The four corners of the cosmos, or cardinal directions, were guarded by Upper World 
thunder deities, iconographically represented as birdmen using falcon imagery (Brown, 
2003:94–95; Brown, 2007; Brown and Kelly, 2000; Emer-
son, 1989:78–80; Knight et al., 2001:134–136; Lankford, 
2004:209–210). Opposing these Upper World forces is the 
serpent monster of the Under World, depicted in more 
consistently zoomorphic forms than the thunders (Lan-
kford, 2004:214; Lankford, 2007).

Ramey Incised jars were cosmograms through which 
Cahokians attempted to frame relationships among diffe-
rent social groups and the broader cosmos. 
The typical decorative motif proper of the Ramey Incised 
jars is the scroll motif that possibly represented the section 
of a conch shell, the movement of the wind or a human 
dance (Pauketat and Alt, 2015: 30), even though falconoid 
eyes, tail and chevrons are also represented (Pauketat and 
Alt, 2015: 30). The scroll motif featuring suspended verti-
cal lines may be considered “feathered” and thus associa-
ted with a wing/bird Upper World theme, relating to the 
mythological birdman character; the forked-eye motif fits 
with this narrative as well.
Hall suggested that Ramey motifs generally relate to water, rainbows, and bird symbo-
lism (Hall, 1991). Griffith further suggests that Ramey Incised motifs reference the sun 
and moon in addition to possible anthropomorphic representation (Griffith, 1981). 
Later, Emerson separated group motifs by theme (Emerson, 1989, 1997b). Emerson’s 
typology is based on the principle of visual symmetry, whereby nine basic categories of 

Figure 4.3 Mississippian cosmograms: 
illustration of the Ramey Incised pot as 
a Mississippian cosmogram, showing 
quadripartitioned design layout and use 
of cosmological imagery (Pauketat and 
Emerson, 1991)

Figure 4.2 Ramey Incised Iconographic 
Cosmograms representation (image cour-
tesy of Cahokia Mounds State Historic 
Site).
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Figure 4.4 Ramey Incised iconographic 
motifs used in Emerson’s typology, after 
Richards (1992).
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Ramey design elements are recognized (see Figure 4.4): chevron (I), arc (II), trapezoid 
(III), scroll 1 (IV), scroll 2 (V), wing (VI), spiral (VII), forked eye (VIII), and circle 
(IX) (Emerson, 1997b:209). Emerson also identifies the use of certain basic elements in 
combination as separate motif categories; for example, category X combines the trape-
zoid with either the spiral or circle elements, category XI combines the wing and spiral 
elements, and category XII combines the scroll and chevron elements. These popular 
combinations, however, are considered one complex motif on a vessel and were rarely 
used by Ramey potters in conjunction with other motifs or combinations. Within cate-
gories I–XII, there are elaborations of the design elements. While it is possible that each 
elaboration of one type of motif held different meanings for Mississippian peoples, they 
are considered here as variations of one overarching theme. 
Two additional motifs were added to the typology used in this study: undifferentiated 
straight, trailed lines (XIII) and undulating, wavy lines (XIV), both with nested elabo-
rations.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, these incised pots were widely distributed outside 
the American Bottom and are commonly found in both ceremonial and domestic con-
texts, highlighting their value in all Mississippian communities (Emerson and Pauketat, 
2008; Griffith, 1981; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991). 
Based on the similarity among the specimen recovered in different localities, Pauketat 
(2013; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991) suggested that this vessel type was manufactured 
by specialized artisans possibly affiliated to clans devoted to the preservation of sacred 
bundles, suggesting the persistence of the performance of ritual activities.
Ramey Incised ceramics decoration is a high status marker. Pauketat and Emerson ar-
gue that, although Ramey Incised jars may have been manufactured under the control 
of high status individuals, the vessels served as a communication medium between elites 
and commoners, an “iconographic indicator of an elite ideology espousing the super-
natural qualities of Mississippian high office” during communal, agricultural rites of 
intensification (Pauketat, 1994). They suggest that the use of Ramey Incised jars for the 
distribution and redistribution of foods or medicines following centralized ritual events 
resulted in the dispersal of these pots throughout the American Bottom where they are 
found in nearly all contexts, mound center to isolated farmsteads and even in rock shel-
ters above the floodplain (e.g., Arntzen 1998; Emerson and Jackson, 1984; Hanenberger 
1990; Milner 1984; Pauketat, 1994; Galloway, 1998). Puketat and Emerson (1991) posit 
that “the subsequent use of the pot in the domestic activities of non-élite or rural hou-
sehold may have served to remind these commoners of the relationship between earth 
and sky, Under and Upper world, female and male, commoner and elite”.
Ramey Incised pots were in charge to convey Cahokians religious and political mea-
nings, so the presence of Cahokia-style cosmograms outside of the American Bottom 
surely suggest an interregional desire to participate in the Cahokian cultural phenome-
non (Mattioli, 2020). If Cahokian political and religious influence “conquered” northern 
hinterlands communities thanks to the diffusion of Ramey Incised pottery and the ico-
nographic message displayed on it, a similar bigger event interested the Southeastern 
Mississippian communities of the United States.
In the next paragraph, we will better understand the South-Eastern Ceremonial Com-
plex phenomenon (Brown and Kelly, 2000), a socio-political interregional Mississippian 
system based on shared religious beliefs and practices, possible thanks to the spread of 
meaningful items and the symbolism displayed on it (Galloway, 1989; Lankford et al., 
2011; Phillips and Brown, 1984; Townsend 2004; Waring and Holder, 1945).
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4.3 The Southeastern 
Ceremonial Complex

The Southeastern Ceremonial Complex is a concept that refers to artistic styles, mo-
tifs, and symbolic themes and it is an important part of Mississippian studies. To fully 
exploit the SECC’s potential for creating a more detailed understanding of Mississippian 
societies, we must not only have a clear idea of who made those materials, where they 
were made, and how they were used, we must also understand when they were made. 
Placed in its proper chronological context, the SECC has the potential to help us explo-
re exchange, ranking systems, style, workshops and craft production, the meaning and 
function of art, religion, and the intersection of all of these with social structure, politics, 
and power in all Mississippian societies (King, 2007).
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, we were used to refer to the Moorehead phase as a period 
of decline for Cahokia. Recently experts are more inclined to think the Moorehed phase 
as a time for socio political change.
J. Kelly, Brown, and Trubitt (2001) present a situation for the Moorehead phase at 
Cahokia in which the structure and organization of the Cahokia site underwent many 
significant changes, some of them related to increased warfare. Kelly et al. (2001) pro-
pose that during the Moorehead phase at Cahokia “there is a reconstitution and flore-
scence of this community on a different order and magnitude,” referred to by Brown 
(2001) as the “Moorehead Moment.” Perhaps the clearest indication for their assertion 
concerning the importance of the Moorehead phase is their reference to this time period 
as “Cahokia’s Second Climax” (Kelly et al. 2001).
At that time, simultaneously to the collapsing of the Cahokia chiefdom, the area may 
also be the place of origin for the iconography of the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex, 
which subsequently spread throughout the southeastern United States (Brown and Kelly, 
2000; Kelly et al., 2001). 
This “international art style” (SECC), became an elaborate, pan-regional iconography, 
appearing on a variety of media including shell, copper, and pottery (e.g., Galloway, 
1989; Knight et al., 2001). Artifacts bearing this imagery have been recovered from 
Mississippian sites throughout the Southeast, from Oklahoma to Georgia and Illinois 
to Florida.
While Cahokia was the largest and most complex prehistoric polity in the Eastern Wo-
odlands (e.g., Emerson, 2002), it was also part of the larger, southeastern, Mississippian 
cultural and sociopolitical phenomenon. Although evidences does not support a scenario 
of Cahokia as dominating or even directly influencing the development or operation of 
other Mississippian centers, Anderson (1997: 262) argues that: “events in the American 
Bottom between ca. A.D. 900 and 1250 profoundly shaped the character and evolution 
of Mississippian societies throughout the Southeast.”
The Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC), succinctly defined by Brown and Kelly 
(2000:470) as an “archaeological complex of artifacts and motifs,” was first codified by 
Waring and Holder (1945). Using archaeological material primarily from the Mississip-
pian centers of Moundville, Etowah and Spiro, Waring and Holder (1945) formulated a 
trait list for the SECC, divided into four categories: motifs, god-animal representations, 
ceremonial objects, and costume; which subsume 51 traits, lately revised in 38 traits.
The SECC does not include “all Mississippian representational art, nor even all Missis-
sippian art of ritual use or religious reference” (Knight et al. 2001: 132).
Since the publication in 1945 of “A Prehistoric Ceremonial Complex in the Southe-
astern United States” by Antonio Waring and Preston Holder, understanding of the 
objects, themes, and artistic styles associated with the Southeastern Ceremonial Com-
plex (SECC) has changed a great deal, and it is equally clear that this complex is much 
more complex than once thought, the SECC was not a single, monolithic ceremonial 
complex, artistic tradition, or belief system (King, 2007).
In their influential article, Waring and Holder (1945) proposed several key points that 
were to define the understanding of the SECC for many years to come, and to some 
extent that influence is still felt today. 
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Using a trait list approach they argued that there was a high degree of similarity in the 
motifs and artifact forms used over a wide area, suggesting to them the existence of some 
kind of cult or cult complex. That complex was formulated in a single or a small number 
of communities in the Mississippi Valley late in prehistory. Elements of the complex were 
introduced from Middle America and they spread rapidly from center to center, where 
they were altered somewhat to fit local ceremonial practices and economies.
This study fostered the notion that the SECC was intimately connected to the develop-
ment of historically precedent Mississippian cultures.
Krieger (1945) suggested the SECC reflected the “beliefs in ritualism, in supernatural 
creatures and their magic powers, division of the universe into quarters or ‘winds’ and 
perhaps also matters of social status, rank, heraldry, and other aspects of the mental life 
of the times (King, 2007).
The importance of Cahokia during this formative period is reinforced by the antiquity of 
birdman iconography in the Late Woodland Midwest and by the clear connection of the 
Akron Grid motif with the Red Horn theme, a Siouan Family myth cycle of midwestern 
associations that accounts for the Long Nosed God maskettes as well.
The very nature of the SECC is at stake, whether it is a “cult” that comes into existence 
late in the Mississippian Period or whether it is a material manifestation of ancient cultic 
practices in new social and political contexts (Brown and Kelly, 2000).
Before the SECC was named, Philip Phillips (1940) called it the “Eagle Warrior Com-
plex.” He had reference to representations of the falcon or hawk, human-hawk combi-
nations, and various avian elements standing for the hawk, often in aggressive poses and 
brandishing weapons and severed heads. Currently, this material goes under the name 
of the birdman theme, without any implication that the eagle is specifically a member 
(Phillips and Brown, 1978). All birds represented are hawks, and where detail is suffi-
ciently diagnostic the bird that is depicted is invariably the falcon.
This does not mean that birdman always refers to this species, or that it necessarily refers 
to any one single species at all. We have to recognize the syncretic, multi-vocal aspect 
to this very important cultural theme. Birdman is just “hawkish” undoubtedly in more 
than one sense (Brown, 1975, 1976). 
Iconographically, the birdman is only one of several themes now recognized as part of 
the large body of rich figurative artwork known to have been created in the prehistoric 
Southeast (Phillips and Brown 1978, 1984). The original exemplars of this theme are 
the famous copper repousse plates (see Figure 4.5 a-b), discovered in a stone box grave 
within Mound C found at Etowah, named after John P. Rogan, under whose supervision 
the pieces were originally uncovered (Phillips and Brown, 1978:187-8; Thomas, 1894).
The two Rogan plates were interred as a pair and are very similar to one another. Plate 
a) is approximately 51 cm and plate b) is 41 cm. The head of the birdman faces the raised 
hand. The shoulders are in frontal (or dorsal) view, while the torso is seen in profile and 
shows definite breasts (or pectorals) and a prominent abdomen. The raised hands hold 
a mace form like the chipped stone maces found in several Mississippian sites (e.g., the 
Duck River cache). The opposite hand is held low and, in the two Rogan plates, holds a 
head. All the figures have prominent mouths and lips surrounded by a forked motif and a 
beaded forelock. In addition to posture and physical characteristics, the figures also have 
many common elements of costume. They all wear a necklace of massive beads with a 
large pendant (usually interpreted as a Busycon shell). They have a large disc shaped 
ornament on the ear and they each wear a broad belt (that I assume was beaded) around 
the waist and similar bands around each leg just below the knee and around the wrists. 
Descending from the belt are what appear to be a fringed sash and an element that has 
been described as a bellows-shaped apron. The beings are wearing cloaks in the shape 
of wings (or, alternatively, they have wings). The figures are depicted with complex head-
dresses that include a bilobed arrow element (King, 2007). It has long been assumed that 
these headdress plates were badges of high status and political office. The birdman does 
not just represent a great warrior but instead represents a supernatural hero who fought 
to help humans and represents the triumph of life over death. The “core” Cult elements 
are drawn from the Rogan Plates: displaying the mace, hi-lobed arrow, bellows-shaped 
apron and other distinctive elements (Phillips and Brown, 1978: 188; Thomas, 1894). 
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Figure 4.5 a-b) The two Repoussé cop-
per plate from Etowah depicting the bird-
man theme, excavated by John P. Rogan.

a)

b)
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The classic expression of the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC) at Etowah, 
Moundville, and Spiro forms a distinct period in the early fourteenth century in whi-
ch paraphernalia reached a peak in elaboration with heavy use of copper. The copper 
repousse plates represented the essential features of the SECC, Waring underline that 
birdman iconographic elements (forked eye surround) may have existed as early as the 
beginnings of the Mississippian Period.
Griffin suggests the SECC is at a minimum intrinsically connected with the material re-
presentation of ritual throughout the duration of the Mississippian Period (Griffin, 1985). 
Key to Griffin’s position is his dependence upon the operation of trade and exchange to 
explain the appearance of similar artifacts in far-flung archaeological contexts. Brown 
(1976) argued that SECC made sense only as a manifestation of a political economy 
based on a system of social relations characteristic of the Mississippian Period (Brown 
and Kelly, 2000).
Brown suggested that most of the motifs and artifacts included in the SECC could be 
related to three organizational networks of social power operating in Mississippian hie-
rarchical society. The first of these he referred to as “cult paraphernalia,” which en-
compassed symbols, badges, and other art motifs including sociotechnic artifacts like 
ceremonial maces, celts, and chert blades. The second organizational network of power 
focused on the “Conceptual Core” of the SECC, which focused on the association of the 
falcon with warfare and possibly the specific role of the war captain at Spiro. Symbo-
lically, it included representations of the falcon, the falcon impersonator of the famous 
Rogan plates from Etowah, and the associated trappings of these individuals. The third 
network of power centered on the mortuary temple and included the stone figurines and 
skeletal art motifs, human masks, and head pots.
The general idea was that the SECC essentially was a regional interaction network in-
timately associated with elites and ranking, made up of a series of different styles, each 
with its own geography and history (King, 2007).
Some artifacts linked with the SECC where found at Cahokia: masses of shell beads are 
conspicuous in mortuary contexts, a chunkey stone fragment, coppers heathed artifacts 
and sandstone tablets. The Ramey Tablet (see Figure 4.6 b) was recovered from the field 
east of Monks Mound in the late nineteenth century from probable Moorehead-Sand 
Prairie Phase contexts. On one face a cruciform of striped poles frames two bird heads, 
and on the other a similar cruciform frames severed human heads with beaded forelocks. 
The Birdman tablet (see Figure 4.6 a) that came from an excavated context in the east 
lobes of Monks Mound that has been assigned to the Sand Prairie Phase, this rectangu-
lar sandstone tablet bears a birdman on one face in somewhat abbreviated form, only 
a beaked human head with a portion of one wing. The reverse sides of each of these 
tablets bear a diagonal crosshatch pattern that is an important snake-marking device in 
the SECC lexicon, geometrically simple though it might be (Phillips and Brown, 1978).
Shell gorgets are quite rare at Cahokia (see Figure 4.6 g-h), on one of them the surface is 
decorated entirely by a pattern of fenestrations (Brown and Kelly, 2000).
Four engraved marine shell gorgets have been recovered from the bluffs overlooking the 
American Bottom (see Figure 4.6 c-f ), these Spider gorgets (Brain and Phillips 1996: 
107-110), apparently come from mortuary contexts. The spider was an important sym-
bol to people of the Mississippian culture. The body of the spider forms a cross, with 
four groups of two legs each coming out of the body. The spider symbol was especially 
associated with women and it is thought that the spider symbolized weaving, fertility, the 
center of the earth, balance, and harmony. Archaeologists think that the cross on the 
reverse side is a symbol of fire, the sun, and the center of the earth, or possibly the four 
directions.
So far, the kind of ritual objects falling into the classic definition of the SECC from 
Cahokia and neighboring sites in the American Bottom can be ascribed mainly to Sand 
Prairie Phase contexts, which we have placed within the Copper-Dominated Horizon 
(see Table 4.1).
To reassume, SECC very important sources to Phillips (1940) and Waring and Holder 
(1945) are: engraved shell gorgets, the chunkey player, the copper plate, the long nosed 
god maskette, the square-cross gorget theme, the perforated earspool, and the falconid 
symbolism.
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Table 4.1 Chronological correspondences of SECC Sites. Stippled phases represent the period of the Copper-Dominated Horizon. Sources: Cahokia 
(Hall 1991; Etowah (Hally and Rudolph 1986; King 1991, 1994); Moundville (Steponaitis 1983; Welch 1990); Spiro (Brown 1996).
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Figure 4.6 Sandstone tablets and shell 
gorgets. a) Birdman Tablet; b) Ramey 
Tablet; c-f) Spider gorgets; g-h) Fenestra-
ted gorgets.

a) 

b) 
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c) d) e) f) 

a) 

b) 

g) h) 
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The religious system was made up of a set of cult institutions, each with its own consti-
tuency and associated key artifacts or objects known as sacra. By recasting core elements 
of the SECC in this way, Knight focused attention on how those elements were integra-
ted into different Mississippian societies.
The stylistic similarities apparent across regions and through time likely had much more 
to do with generalized shared belief systems and long distance exchange than with any 
presumed overall unity in the SECC.
Emerson’s (1989) interpretations on motifs found on Ramey Incised pottery suggest that 
iconography associated with Cahokia tends to have more to do with fertility and the 
Underworld than with warfare or the supernatural depicted at Etowah, Moundville, and 
Spiro. It also makes clear the point that themes emphasized in the SECC varied through 
space and time just as styles did (King, 2007).
While it is clear that there are temporal and regional variations, they are historically and 
functionally related and therefore warrant consideration as part of the same concept, the 
SECC. That thematic unity is focused on otherworldly representations, particularly tho-
se of the celestial realm. The depictions of people, animals, and their activities, such as 
warfare, found in the SECC are not depictions of real- world events or historical figures 
but instead the doings of supernatural in the Above World.
To clarify, not all Mississippian art is part of the SECC, nor are all elements of material 
culture associated with Mississippian ritual and religious practice. What we do know 
about these phenomena is that they were part of a widespread system of exchange of 
material items (King, 2007).
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a) 

b) 

e) 

f) 

c) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

j) 

d) 

Figure 4.7 Artifacts from Mound 34 and environs. 
a) engraved plate fragment (inner surface on left with crass-in-circle; outer on right with eyes);
b) Cahokia Red-filmed conch effigy engraved with amphishaena serpent. 
c) engraved Powell Plain jar with rayed concentric oval;
d) negative painted sherds of a large shell-tempered platter with a Davis Rectangle-like motif. 
Items a and b from Mound 34; c from adjacent areas; d--j from the Ramey Borrow Pit.
e) shell cup fragment with Akron grid motif;
f) repousse copper fragment; 
g) engraved sherd with blocked line scroll;
h-i) engraved sherds with heads in profile;
j) engraved bottle sherd with Braden B head;
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The Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC) is just one central and particularly 
spectacular episode in a long series of cultural events associated with Mississippian and 
other late prehistoric groups from A.D. 800 on. Of course, the origins of many thematic 
components of this complex have roots in even more ancient forms.
Southeastern societies in particular and in general are and were multiethnic commu-
nities composed locally and regionally as a result of internal and external events. The 
diversity of many locally made ceramic wares, once thought to be trade sherds, suggest 
the same kind of process in the prehistoric societies.
There are clear precedents for the Cult in earlier Mississippian and even earlier times. 
The cross theme, for example, is essentially universal and its combination with the circle 
form is common everywhere, so a simple cross gorget or copper item may be only a very 
poor chronological or symbolic “marker” for archaeologists. There are elements in the 
SECC, however broadly defined, that may very probably be derived from earlier Middle 
Woodland forms. 
Some of these common and universal symbols may have suggested to early cult authors 
iconographic Mexican connections (see, for example, Ford and Willey, 1941; Griffin, 
1944; Phillips, 1940; Waring, 1945). Krieger (1945) was the first to proffer an argument 
against that perspective. We are aware that till present days, similarities of any Southea-
stern artistic materials to those of Mesoamerica always dissolved on closer examination 
of either end of the supposed connection (King, 2007).
However, encouraged by the results of the iconographic investigation obtained across 
the Mississippian area, the author was interested to reopen the debate regarding the 
cultural contact between the Mississippians and the Amerindians. In paragraph 4.4.2, 
we will deepen this topic by providing some iconographic similarities examples of the 
two interested areas.
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Figure 4.8 
a) Powell Plain perforated disc with engraved human heads (East Stockade); 
b) Powell Plain bottle rim with engraved cross-in-circle (Edwards Mound); 
c) reworked St. Clair Plain bottle with engraved motif (Edwards Mound); 
d) Tippets beaker with cross-in-circle motif (Tract 15A); 
e) Powell Plain beaker with block lined scroll motif.

a) 

b) c) 

d) e) 
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Figure 4.9 Themes. a) Birdman (Gerson/forked-eye on Ramey Incised and Wells  Incised); b) Red Horn (Mound 34 shell fragment, Akron cup, Gottschall site figure); 
c) Sunburst (Ramey Incised and Wells Engraved); d) Crass-in-circle (Late Woodland discoidals, Monks Mound Red seed jar, and Ramey Incised jars.

THEMES 

a)

b)
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THEMES 

c)

d)
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As James B. Griffin (1952a:105) advised many years ago, the SECC is basically “the 
artistic expression of the socio- religious pattern of Mississippian culture.” 
He argued that the SECC was an expression of elite southeastern culture (Brown 1976a; 
Griffin 1952a, 1961; Knight 1986), signifying the emergence of elite control of superna-
tural forces in an increasingly hierarchical social environment. Thus the emergence of 
the SECC as a codified, canonical, iconographic system is related intimately to the rise 
of hierarchical societies.
The artifacts and iconographic images contributed to the identification of select indi-
viduals and societies. Each Mississippian complex was the creation of local people and 
each complex necessarily possessed its own divergent cultural history. But then again, 
these later Mississippians could draw from the integrated set of Cahokian things in con-
structing their Mississippian realities (King, 2007).
The history of key iconic themes reveals change and transformation in a tradition cha-
racterized by long-term ideological stability.
From a number of different perspectives the SECC has a multi-century and multi-cul-
tural history, for example certain basic iconographic themes-such as the Birdman and 
the chunkey player, at least, has roots extending into the Emergent Mississippian Period 
(Brown and Kelly, 2000).
As we discussed, for several reasons, many elements of material culture and iconography 
are shared between different Mississippian communities and there are also clear simi-
larities in the ways those items and iconography were used and interpreted. We believe 
that regardless of their culturally specific meanings (that we may never be able to deci-
pher), they had similar discursive meanings (that we can discern). 
A lot of iconographic evidences confirmed the cultural contact between Cahokia and 
northern hinterland regions. In the next paragraph we will deepening how Cahokia’s 
culture spread across these northern territories, not really because of trade network or 
due to bigger polity imposition, but most likely because of a local active desire to be part 
of that culture by producing and adapting Cahokia’s ideology to local circumstances 
(Mattioli, 2020).
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4.4 Iconographic Interpretation 

The purpose of the next paragraph is to understand if whether hinterland Mississippian 
peoples adopted a Cahokian understanding of the cosmos wholesale, or reinterpreted it 
based on local understandings and histories. We will start by examining interregional 
stylistic variation in the iconographic Ramey Incised jar by developing an Iconographic 
analysis comparing Cahokia’s Ramey Incised sherds to those recovered from northern 
hinterland sites (Mattioli, 2020).
Before deepening the topic and in order to understand Cahokia’s development and role, 
it is necessary to provide a brief introduction regarding Cahokia’s interaction with other 
areas, in particular with the Lower Mississippi Valley.
Around AD 1050, American Bottom populations consolidated into a complex settlement 
hierarchy consisting of the paramount multi mound center of Cahokia and the nearby 
multi mound complexes East St. Louis and St. Louis mound groups.
During this period Cahokia’s influence was spreading to the north where the local com-
munities were still considered culturally Woodland.
After this contact, some northern hinterland settlements intensified their production of 
maize, and selectively adopted some of the material manifestations of Cahokian reli-
gion, such as ceremonial architecture (e.g., L-shaped and cruciform buildings), religious 
paraphernalia (e.g., flint clay figurines, long nosed god maskettes, shell cups, and orna-
ments), and mortuary practices (Emerson, 1991a; Hall, 1991; Kelly, 1991; Stoltman, ed. 
1991).
In many respects Cahokia’s rise to dominance is related to its role in a number of diffe-
rent webs of exchange that operated both locally and externally. The establishment of 
the intraregional exchange network was a result of at least two primary factors: first, the 
distribution of raw materials, such as chert and salt, and Cahokia’s geographic location; 
second, the high population density increase at the initial part of the Emergent Missis-
sippian occupations (Kelly, 1991).
By the latter half of the Emergent Mississippian occupation this network was expanded 
to include a large area centered about the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. 
Subsequently it was extended farther south into the Lower Mississippi river valley and 
the Gulf of Mexico and ultimately encompassed a larger portion of the Mississippi river 
drainage north of Cahokia. During the Stirling phase Cahokia’s influence is widespread 
especially to the north and northwest directions. Cahokia rose to dominance as the lar-
gest Mississippian site in Eastern North America by providing evidence for extra regio-
nal exchange to northwest Iowa, southwest Wisconsin, central Illinois and east central 
Illinois. This represents the first stage in Cahokia’s development as a Gateway centre 
(Kelly, 1991). 
Prior to this, evidence for Cahokia’s influence outside the American Bottom was mini-
mal, especially in the Lower Mississippi Valley (Kelly, 1991). 
Through time there was a de-emphasis on the exchange of utilitarian products and 
increased emphasis on decorative items whose distribution was related to the elite and a 
prestige goods economy (Kelly, 1991).
As previously discussed, by Cahokia’s peak, according to Pauketat (1994) and Emerson 
(1995), maintenance of authority by the elites depended on mobilization of tribute and 
public labor, control of prestige and exotic goods, and socio-ideological reinforcement 
through the iconography of the Ramey Incised pottery. These vessels were being directly 
imported to a central location such as Cahokia and then presumably “redistributed” 
through this intraregional exchange network. They may represent gifts presented to or 
obtained by local elites during ceremonies.
In many respects these ceremonies may have served as an integrative mechanism not 
only for social and religious reasons, but also as a means of reaffirming exchange rela-
tionships with trade partners outside the region (Kelly, 1991).
Such interactions may have been more directly under the control of the elite at Cahokia 
and a reflection of the ongoing interaction among the various elite up and down the 
Mississippi river valley. 
Ramey vessels were in charge to carry the ideological message able to legitimize the rela-
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tionship between the elite, non-elite, and the cosmos, was presented to Cahokians during 
calendrically- based, community-forced rites of intensification, and through distribution 
of the vessels, following such ceremonies (Pauketat, 1994; Emerson, 1995). 
Emerson suggests that in studies of complex societies, elite manipulation of ideological 
power is evidenced in the presence of a unified symbolic pattern (Emerson 1997b:40).
While elites at Cahokia may have manipulated religious symbolism for political purpo-
ses, religion also was practiced by individuals who had the agency to resist or selectively 
reinterpret the ideological content. It means, the newly introduced religious practices 
and symbolism are interpreted and incorporated through the lens of existing traditions 
(Friberg, 2017). 
Holley (1989) started to feel that many of these “exotic” vessels are in fact of local ma-
nufacture, thus they may represent an attempt by local potters to emulate similar types. 
Moore recently a lot of experts agreed that although, for the pre mentioned reasons, 
some Ramey Incised vessels may have been traded outside of Cahokia, the reality is that 
most of them were produced locally. In fact, these items show a significant interregional 
variation in the ways Cahokian-introduced religion was localized and practiced.
In the following pages we want to support the theory, as we also demonstrated by pro-
viding information regarding the SECC phenomenon, that inhabitants of peripheral 
settlements may have resisted the dominant influence or negotiated it on their own ter-
ms and in reference to their own histories and existing worldviews (Dietler, 2010:49; 
Lightfoot and Martinez, 1995; Pauketat and Alt, 2005; Silliman, 2005; Stein, 2002).
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4.4.1 The Iconographic 
Transmission and Adaptation 
Theory

Friberg (2017) investigated variation in Ramey Incised iconographic motifs and design 
fields by using original researches from the Lower Illinois River valley (Delaney-Rivera, 
2000), the Central Illinois River valley (Conrad, 1993; Meinkoth, 1993); the Apple Ri-

ver valley (Mollerud, 2005; Emerson et al., 2007; Finney, 
1993; Millhouse, 2012); and the Aztalan site in southe-
astern Wisconsin (Richards, 1992; Mollerud, 2005) (see 
Figure 4.10). 
The study of the patterns analyzed suggests regional dif-
ferences in the perceived composition and structure of the 
cosmos and reveals the power of local worldviews in cul-
ture contact scenarios.
Later the Iconographic analyses were compared with 
Emerson’s (1989, 1997b) Ramey Incised typology for the 
American Bottom with additional data from the Spone-
mann site ( Jackson et al., 1992). This study highlighted 
ground-level patterns of material variation which can be 
used to explore the ways in which Mississippian popula-
tions throughout the Midwest incorporated understandin-
gs of Cahokian religion within local contexts.
The Iconographic results show the arc motif is the most 
popular motif in the American Bottom and all hinterland 
regions other than Aztalan, where the chevron is by far 
the most favored and the frequency of use of the other 12 
motifs also varies among regions (Mattioli, 2020).
Aztalan potters seem to have drawn on chevron motifs si-
gnificantly more than any other motif class. In fact, Azta-
lan’s most common motif is the barred triangle, a version 
of the chevron class of motifs that is extremely rare in the 
American Bottom.
Mollerud (2005:154) suggests that Aztalan’s most common 

motif was not a Cahokian import, but more likely represents a continuity of certain Wo-
odland traditions at Aztalan. Its frequent appearance on local cord and fabric impressed 
Woodland pottery in hinterland regions suggests the chevron is a Woodland-derived 
motif that locals were already accustomed to using.
Looking at the North area, they noticed, the frequency of chevron motifs increases with 
distance from Cahokia, so we might say that distance is an important factor in under-
standing the spread of Cahokian religious ideas and practices in these hinterland com-
munities.
Figure 4.11 shows several examples of Woodland motifs executed on Ramey Incised ves-
sels in the northern hinterland, confirming that many of these pots differed stylistically 
from those found in the greater Cahokia area (Conrad, 1991; Delaney-Rivera. 2000; 
Emerson, 1991a; Mollerud, 2005). The jars are less often highly burnished or slipped 
than their Cahokian counterparts, and their pastes were sometimes of mixed temper 
rather than the standard crushed mussel shell. Northern Ramey pots also frequently fe-
ature handles and lip notching, and are sometimes even cordmarked below the shoulder 
(Delaney-Rivera, 2000:130, 139; Emerson, 1991b:173; Esarey, 2000).
These evidences confirmed that northern communities are considered as culturally Wo-
odland prior contact with Cahokia.

Figure 4.10 Map of Cahokia and the 
northern hinterland regions (adapted 
from Friberg, 2017)
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Inhabitants of these hinterland settlements maintained many earlier local style tradi-
tions, so the patterns reveal that different communities generated distinct local flavors 
by mixing Woodland and Cahokian religious practices and material culture (Friberg, 
2017).

The Iconographic analysis not only looks at the motif realization itself, we also have to 
take in consideration the spatial organization of the design. If we consider both icono-
graphic elements, motifs and organizational schemes, it looks like that the local tradition 
may have influenced the way Ramey Incised jars were decorated in the CIRV and LIRV 
regions. 
It seems the Mississippian pottery in Cahokia’s northern hinterland exhibits patterns 
of Woodland-Mississippian hybridity (Bardolph, 2014:76; Delaney-Rivera, 2000:94, 
205–208; Delaney-Rivera, 2004; Emerson, 1991b:177; Finney, 1993:135–136; Millhou-
se, 2012:140; Richards, 1992:297; Wilson, 2015; Wilson et al., 2017; Zych, 2013:27, 123). 
As to say, hinterland groups selectively adopted aspects of Mississippian life ways, but 
incorporated and made them meaningful with local contexts. 
The experts noticed that while individual Cahokian iconographic motifs on Ramey In-
cised jars could have been easily adopted by northern groups, the spatial organization of 
the design fields on these jars is more likely to reflect a local production process.
Northern hinterland Ramey Incised pottery show some fundamental design layout de-
viations from the Cahokian prototype organizational layout. This is a particularly co-
gent point as the use of the quadripartition layout has been demonstrated to have reli-
gious significance for American Bottom potters and consumers (Friberg, 2017).
A high amount of Ramey Incised vessels from the CIRV and from the LIRV show in 
fact a tripartite layout consisting of six motifs, rather than the typical four or eight found 
at Cahokia. In addition, Aztalan and Apple River valley pots bear mostly “continuous” 
design layouts in which the entire rim is filled with incising (Mollerud, 2005:153). 
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Figure 4.11 Mississippian Ramey Incised and Woodland pottery motifs. 
(a) Barred triangle motif from Aztalan (Richards,1992); 
(b)Madison Cord Impressed from Iowa (Benn, 1995:Figure 2); 
(c) barred triangle from John Chapman site in the Apple River valley (Mollerud, 2005); 
(d)Maples Mills Cord Impressed from the Audrey site in the LIRV(image courtesy of Colleen Delaney); 
(e) bisected angle and undulating line motif from CW Cooper site in the CIRV; 
( f) Maples Mills Cord Impressed motifs (not to scale) (Sampson, 1988:Figure 11B, C [top], Figure 15 [bottom]); 
(g) barred triangle in continuous design layout from Aztalan (Richards, 1992); 
(h) Madison Cord Impressed from Iowa (Benn, 1995:Figure 3)

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 

g) h) 

MISSISIPPIAN WOODLAND
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Further deviance in Ramey Incised design layout is seen at Aztalan, where Mississip-
pian motifs like the spiral and circle are often inserted in the blank spaces within these 
continuous Woodland-style design fields (see Figure 4.12 a-c), rather than side-by-side 
separated by blank areas, which is the most common practice in the American Bottom 
(Friberg, 2017).

These patterns of variation in Ramey Incised pottery provide new insight into the nature 
of interaction between the influential Cahokia polity and the northern Mississippian 
hinterland and the entanglement of local and nonlocal ideas, values, and practices (Fri-
berg, 2017).
We cannot be sure whether variation in Ramey Incised design layouts represents a con-
scious choice to perpetuate local cosmological interpretations or simply an incomplete 
understanding of the importance of quadripartition within the Cahokian cosmological 
context. Regardless, this variation indicates that these groups did not adopt Mississip-
pian religion wholesale, but renegotiating their identities and social relationships in the 
process.

Just to stress the research topic, the author would like to invite the reader to focus the 
attention on Figure 4.12 (sequence a, second element and sequence b, third element). On 
these Ramey Incised pots from north of the American Bottom, in specific the b sequence 
which is from the LIRV, we can see represented the forked-eye motif, as shown on Fi-
gure 4.9, one of the most relevant iconographic elements of the SECC, coming from the 
Southeaster of the United States.
Thanks to a variety of evidences we were able to proof that, for several reasons, Cahokias 
hinterlands regions, from north Illinois to the Southeastern area, were surely in con-
tact between them, a contact demonstrated by artifacts showing a cultural and religious 
common idea, adapted to local circumstances.
Thanks to the information and the results obtained, the author had the idea to try to 
involve into the discussion a bigger area, to extend the same inquiries to more distant 
geographic realities.
In the next paragraph, the author will continue to reflect about the cultural contact 
topic by bringing to the reader attention some iconographic symbols examples detected 
across the Mesoamerican and Andean area, which remind to Ramey Incised and SECC 
iconographic motifs.
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Figure 4.12 
American Bottom vessels showing: 
a) quadripartite design layout (Pauketat and Emerson, 1991: Figure7); 
b) ripartite design layouts from the LIRV (adapted from Perino, 1971); 
c) tripartite design layouts from the CIRV

a)

b)

c)
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4.4.2 Iconographic similarity 
between Mississippian, 
Mesoamerican and Andean 
areas
In this paragraph, the author will start by bringing to the reader attention a specific 
iconographic symbol used in the Amerindian area, with the intent to underline its icono-
graphic similarity to a Mississippian motif in order to re-open the debate regarding the 
cultural contact topic between the pre mentioned areas.
In specific, we are speaking about the Mississippian Ramey Incised iconographic motif 
“Scroll 2” (V), from the previously mentioned Emerson’s typology design elements (Fi-
gure 4.4) and the Mesoamerican and Andean “Horizontal S-shape” symbol.

Thanks to several researches and a huge amount of data, we can find many examples of 
the Scroll, or Horizontal S-shape symbol as called across the Amerindian communities, 
in both areas. Mostly on textiles if we speak about the Andean area and, in Mesoameri-
ca, we can find it mainly represented on figurines, wall paintings and codes.
The Horizontal S-shape motif was widley used and meaningfully charged for the Ame-
rindian communities. Here it follows a passage taken from the Florentino Code, “De la 
cuarta manta” in which is provided a breif description about Figure 4.14, an indigenous 
blanket decorated by the repetition of the Horizontal S motif.

“Usavan también otras mantas que se llamavan itzcoayo tilmatli, que tenían seis sierras como hierros 
de aserrar, dos en un lado y otras dos en el otro, y otras dos en el medio, todas contrapuestas en un campo 
leonado. Entre cada dos estavan unas esses sembradas con unas oes entrepuestas. Tenían dos vandas del 
campo leonado más desocupadas que lo demás; tenía una franja por todo el rededor, con unos lazos de 
pluma en unos campos negros”.

Since the Mesoamerican and the Andean were cultures that had agriculture as their 
main livelihood, the experts confirmed that the indigenous used this motif to refer to 
clouds and it is logical to think that with this symbol the local populations asked their 
gods, the arrival of rain to fertilize their fields. An example is taken from the 632 glyph 
of the Trocortesian Code (Dupiech Cavaleri, 2016:201) which states that the “S” also 
appears as a glyph prefix of the sun and sky, it says they are clouds that train rain and 
fertilize the earth. 
We can find other proofs in Classic Period monuments (Montoya, 2008:113), one of these 
is in the “Bandas Celestes” appearing on the edges of the ”Huipiles” along which various 
design elements are displayed including the cloud motif. We can see other examples, if 
we look at the steles and lintels of Yaxchilán, in which the cloud symbol in fact is organi-
zed to form the frame of a scene. Another case could be the Pakal’s burial tombstone, on 
this monument the images that form the edge, adorn the body of the cosmic snake, they 
were divided into segments decorated with various symbols among which the clouds 
(Schele and Miller, 1992:282). 
More examples of the use of the Horizontal S-shape symbol across the Andean area 
come from textiles (Figure 4.16 a-c); from the Mayan glyph “muyal” which also, starting 
from the Mayan Middle Preclassic period, it is used by natives to refer to clouds (Figure 
4.15); other examples come from Maya codex (Figure 4.18  a-c); from Moche culture 
fabrics (Figure 4.19 a-c)̧  from Uxmal building facades, Yucatan (Figure 4.20 a-b); from 
Chachapoyas constructions, Peru.

Figure 4.13 Particular of the Scroll 2 motif, taken from Ramey Incised iconographic elements used in Emerson’s typology, 
after Richards (1992).
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Figure 4.14 Horizontal S Symbol, 
“Itzcoayo Tilmatli” (Solanilla, 2020).
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a) 
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Figure 4.15 
a) Cotton warp slotted tape and polychrome camélid fiber weft. Measurements: 245 
x 1.5 cm Inventory 316-2013. Huaca Malena, platform C. layer A. Horizon 
Mid-Time Period 2 B-3; 
b) Horizontal S-shape Symbol, Motif n. 423. (Dupiech Cavaleri, 2016)
c)) Horizontal S-shape Symbol, Textile from Chichén Itzá Cenote; 

b) 

c) 
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Another proof is testified by Figure 4.17 which is a representation of the “Señor de la 
Tierra” or “Señor del Cerro” (Montoya, 2003:110). This is a life-size engraving repre-
senting a man sitting inside a cave. The point of view of the scene is lateral, the cavern is 
shown by a cross-section which also aim at represent the jaws of a jaguar. The entrance 
to the cave is located in front of the seated character, to the right of the image. Volutes 
come out of it, perhaps indicating that the  man is talking or alluding to the wind. Above 
the cavern are depicted stylized objects that appear to be clouds, from them droplets of 
water fall. In the cave, a person with a large headdress is placed on a stone throne hol-
ding a rectangular object with both hands, facing the chest. On both, the throne and the 
object, is representated Horizontal S-shape symbol. 

Figure 4.16 a-d) Horizontal S-shape 
Symbol, Representations of the Mayan 
Gliph “muyal”

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 4.17 Representation of the “Señor de la Tierra” or “Señor del Cerro”, Relieve 1. Chalcatzingo, Morelos.
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Figure 4.18  
a) Detail f.30, Codex of Madrid.Goddess Chak Chel, with snake 
in the headdress and aquatic motives; 
b) Dresde Code detail, p. 68ª Table of Planet Venus; 
c) Jar Detail, Justin Kerr K2772.a) 

b) 
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c) 
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Figure 4.19 a-c) Representation of Horizontal S-shape Symbol on fabrics from Moche culture.

b) 

a) 
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c) 
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Figure 4.20 a) Detail facade O. of the Quadrangulo de las Monjas, Uxmal, Yucatan; b) 
Detail facade E. of the Governor’s Palace, Uxmal

a) 
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b) 
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Figure 4.21 a-b) Representation of Horizontal S-shape Symbol on constructions, Chachapoyas, Peru.

a) 

b) 
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After providing some examples of the use of the iconographic Horizontal S-shape sym-
bol across the Amerindian area the author would like to invite the reader to reflect about 
its similarity with the Mississippian Scroll motif also used, as you can see from Figure 4.8 
e), on a Powell Plain beaker, an iconic item part of the SECC coming from the Southe-
astern area of the Unites States. 
As we previously demonstrated the use of SECC iconography on Ramey Incised pots 
discovered north of the American Bottom, it also looks like that the use of the Scroll 
symbol has been shared by communities spread all over the Pre-Columbian American 
territory, adapting it to local circumstances. 

After these considerations we started to look at Southeastern Ceremonial Complex ico-
nographic elements and it came to our attention a few more iconographic similarities 
with the Amerindian symbology. The first similarity we noticed is about the side-face 
representation of the typical Mayan character and the representation of the faces on the 
“De los Danzantes” reliefs, Zapotec culture, which remind us to the faces represented on 
the Mississippian Ramey Tablet (see Figure 4.6 b) and the two Rogan plates (see Figure 
4.5 a and b).
In specific the Mayan and the Mississippian character share a peculiar element, they 
both wear a lock of hair with beads, which is a confirmed iconographic representation 
for high status society members.
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Figure 4.22 "De los Danzantes" Reliefs of Monte Albán, Zapotec culture.
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Figure 4.23 Example of typical Maya 
culture male character representation
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The second similarity we noticed is about the shared used of the spider motif between 
the two cultures. As attested by Figure 4.6 c-f ) the spider was an important symbol to 
people of the Mississippian culture and it was meaningful for Andean communities too 
but with a different interpretation.
Uru, the mythical Spider was the beneficial faber who taught the Andean man the art of 
textiles, of the fluidity of the word but it was also the co-adjuvant of the cosmic balance 
(Laurencich, 2011). Although the Mississippian and the Andean representation of the 
spider looks quite different, compared one to another, we have to confirm that this ani-
mal for both cultures had an important meaning, as shown by: Nazca fabric (see Figure 
4.23), Nazca ceramics (see Figure 4.24 a-b) and Moche ceramic, from Peru (see Figure 
4.25), and its iconographic elaboration surely was adapted to local imaginary.

The Mississippian culture has a lot in common with the Olmec culture, the ancestor of 
the Amerindian cultures. The Olmec culture is also defined on the basis of the same cul-
tural traits: the construction of pyramids, cultivation of maize, wall trenched structures, 
creation of pottery and lithic technology and the development and diffusion of a system 
of religious beliefs.
The Andeans, as the Mississippians, were societies with no written tradition, so these 
images represented their form of communication and their way to leave us their history 
and thoughts.
In the Mesoamerican case, the same could be said, but on the contrary, these societies 
did have also a way to communicate through their written languages (Solanilla, 2020).
The Andean region, during the long process of sociocultural development, managed to 
combine an extensive ideological field, which inferred the appearance, since the Early 
Archaic period (8500 A.P. approx.), of a consolidated religion with a polytheistic panthe-
on based on the veneration of multiple naturalistic gods. 
The Andean and the Mesoamerican areas shared and focused their cosmology on three 
vertical areas: sky, air (eagle-harpy), earth (snake and jaguar) and underworld, water 
(alligator), with animated beings (animals) inhabiting these areas (Solanilla, 2020). They 
therefore possessed a common world vision, religion and mythology, a phenomenon star-
ted around 6500 B. C., when maize began to be domesticated and agriculture began. 
The proven contacts between the Andean and the Mesoamerican areas were responsible 
for the creation of a common cultural tradition, composed by different populations such 
as Olmecs, Teotihuacans, Mayas, Zapotecs, Mixtecs, Toltecs and finally Mexicas, which 
took place in different times and places in the Mesoamerican area (Solanilla, 2020). 
As in the Mississippian culture, for the Andean and Mesoamerican world, in addition 
to these universal and shared deities there were many others of more regional nature. 
Luckily, in the case of the Amerindian area, we have a high amount of iconographic 
examples represented on a variety of different supports such as ceramic, fabrics, stone 
that show us what the earthly or supernatural world around these societies looked like. 
Thanks to these archaeological and iconographic evidences, the experts were able to 
demonstrate that specific iconographic motifs are repeated across the Amerindian area, 
this therefore confirmed a cultural contact between the different regions, a relationship 
of religious and political nature, in respect of local circumstances.

After this analysis, the author final reflections are about if the provided iconographic 
similarities evidences, detected between two different cultures such as the Mississippian 
and the Amerindian one, can prove a cultural contact between the two parties.
The author provided information and evidences about iconographic similarities shared 
by indigenous inhabitants of the two interested areas. Two populations with a lot of 
common cultural elements but which, we have to consider, were geographically and tem-
porally very distant. Just to give an idea, without deepening geographic condition of the 
territory or other factors, the Mississippian and the Mesoamerican region are thousands 
of miles apart, but if we also look at the timing element we are in front of two cultures 
which are thousands of years apart. 
This difficult topic regarding the cultural contact between the Mississippian and the 
Mesoamerican society has long been debated between academics also because, till pre-
sent days, just few evidences have being found. 
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Figure 4.26 Nazca Fabric from Peru, with spider symbol represented . (Laurencich, 
2011)

Figure 4.24 a) Cup, Middle Nazca period; b) Jar, Early Nazca period both from Peru, with 
spider symbol represented. (Laurencich, 2011)

Figure 4.25 Stirrup vessel, Moche I 
culture from Peru, with spider symbol 
represented. (Laurencich, 2011)

b) 

a) 
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By these pages the author intention was to give a little contribution to this interesting 
topic by providing more data in order to fuel the debate. With this research and with the 
iconographic evidences provided, the author intends to support the theory that the Mis-
sissippian and the Amerindian area look sharing a similar religious and cosmological vi-
sion of the natural and supernatural world, but do these similarities determine a contact? 
A lot of authors identified common and universal symbols that may have suggested ico-
nographic connections between North and Central America but, as we already mentio-
ned, till present days these similarities evaporate on closer examination of either end of 
the supposed connection (King, 2007).
As we said this is a really difficult topic mostly due to the scarcity of Mississippian archa-
eological evidences, as the Cahokian case demonstrated.
The author tried to provide all the possible evidences with the purpose to encourage the 
reflection on the elements provided, to question if they can be considered as additional 
valid proofs or at least a hint of cultural contact.
Unfortunately, with the data collected till now, it will not be realistic to formulate a re-
sponse, however it looks like that some universal and ancient symbols have been shared 
by communities spread all over the Pre-Columbian American territory, as across other 
areas of the world, adapting it to local circumstances.
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Chapter 5
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Summary and 

Conclusions
Cahokia had risen to be the greatest Mississippian settlement by the middle of the 11th 
century until its abandonment at the end of the 14th century. 

The size and monumentality of the settlement made this site an exemplary case in North 
America, in fact, it was in Cahokia that the egalitarian societies that had been prospe-
ring for millennia in the Eastern Woodlands developed their first ranked political system 
(Mehrer, 1995; Roger and Smith, 1995; Brown and Kelly, 2015). During the Mississippian 
period Cahokia was able to develop a proper culture characterized by a set of distinctive 
traits: the construction of earthworks, cultivation of maize, wall trenched structures, lithic 
technology and the adoption of the shell-tempered pottery. Thanks to the elaboration of 
a series of artifacts, in particular through the dissemination of the Ramey Incised pottery 
iconographic message, Cahokians laid the basis for the development and the diffusion of 
a system of political and religious beliefs to the South Eastern communities, known as 
South-Eastern Ceremonial Complex. 

After its slow abandonment the Mississippian Cahokia was forgotten and it was only in the 
1880s that John J.R. Patrick first showed interest in the Mississippian centre from a scien-
tific point of view. In 1921, Warren King Moorehead led the first scientific archaeological 
investigations in Cahokia (Iseminger, 2010; Pauketat, 2004; Kelly, 2000), after which the 
general idea about Cahokia started to change, highlighting the fact that Cahokia had been 
the most important political and ceremonial center of North America. In the academic 
environment the interest for the area started to grow and a sequence of archaeological 
investigations followed till present days.

In 2011, the University of Bologna, IT, started a new archaeological project located in the 
West Plaza of the Cahokia site, thanks to which we were able to elaborate new hypothesis 
concerning settlement dynamics and use of space of the interested area.
This research followed several stages, which the first one was possible by combining Mer-
rel Tract-Unibo field work conclusions with laboratory analysis, in specific with the infor-
mation provided by the ceramic detected in place.

The Merrel Tract-Unibo project yielded evidences of domestic activities occurred during 
the Emergent Mississippian (AD 750-1050) and the Late Mississippian (AD 1200-1400) 
phases and of public and ritualistic use of the area in the middle of the Mississippian pe-
riod, during the Lohmann (AD 1050-1100) and Stirling phase (AD 1100-1200).
By the beginning of the Lohmann phase the site was undergone to a massive transfor-
mation. The area was cleared in order to construct the “Downtown Cahokia” and to 
accommodate public and ritual activities, confirmed by the high amount of Ramey Incised 
jars, specially attested for the Late Stirling/ Early Moorehead phase, and by the erection 
of the public Compounds A and B/C (Valese, 2017). The West Plaza was an integral part 
of downtown Cahokia and it seemed to cover an important religious and/or political role.  
Starting from the Early Moorehead phase and continuing into the Sand Prairie phase, the 
Merrell Tract-Unibo and 15B area witnessed the sprawling of a new Late Mississippian 
residential occupation, also proved by a variation in the ceramic assemblages. This chan-
ge have been associated as being part of the large-scale social changes that interested this 
period, to be in accord with the emergence of a Late Mississippian “new ceremonialism” 
(Pauketat 2013: 302-303, Baltus 2014).
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As long as Cahokia was declining, at the end of the Moorehead phase, other powerful cen-
tres arose in the wider Mississippian world linked by a strong presence of Cahokia artefacts 
and beliefs which spread across the Mississippian valley creating a cultural sphere called 
Pax Cahokiana (Pauketat and Alt, 2015). During this period the role of Cahokia in extra 
regional exchange was greatly diminished although evidence of interaction with societies, 
particularly those to the south, is evident in the strong similarities of certain ceramic vessels. 

The Moorehead phase has long been represented as period of decline for Cahokia. Re-
cently experts are more inclined to think the Moorehed phase as a time for socio political 
change. The Merrell Tract-Unibo excavation results supported the “Cahokia’s Second 
Climax” (Kelly et al. 2001) theory, a period of reconstitution and florescence of the com-
munity on a different order and magnitude.

At that time, the area may also be the place of origin for the iconography of the Southe-
astern Ceremonial Complex, which subsequently spread throughout the southeastern 
United States (Brown and Kelly, 2000; Kelly et al., 2001). This “international art style” 
(SECC), became an elaborate, pan-regional iconography, appearing on a variety of media 
including shell, copper, and pottery. Krieger (1945) suggested the SECC reflected the “be-
liefs in ritualism, in supernatural creatures and their magic powers, division of the universe 
into quarters or ‘winds’ and perhaps also matters of social status, rank, heraldry, and other 
aspects of the mental life of the times.

The religious system was made up of a set of cult institutions, each with its own constituen-
cy and associated key artifacts or objects known as sacra. 
Mississippian societies have multi-century and multi-cultural history, for example cer-
tain core iconographic themes-such as the Birdman (forked eye symbol) and the chunkey 
player, had roots extending into the Emergent Mississippian Period. By recasting these 
elements of the SECC, they were integrated into local Mississippian society. While it is 
clear that there are temporal and regional variations, at the same time they are historically 
and functionally related and therefore warrant consideration as part of the same concept, 
the SECC.

The Ramey Incised pottery is one of the elements of the SECC and it has also been used 
as a marker of Cahokia’s influence all over the Midwest and at the base of the hypothesis of 
possible Cahokian migrations and interactions (Kelly, 1991; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991). 
The strong stylistic congruence in these ceramics emphasizes the importance of Cahokia 
in the continued web of interaction among the various Mississippian groups (Kelly, 1991). 

After the previous considerations, the author focused the following stage of the research on 
Ramey Incised pottery variety, developing an iconographic analysis by comparing pottery 
sherds discovered during the Italian excavation, which is the classic Ramey Incised style 
example, to those detected across Cahokians northern hinterland’s sites, in order to inve-
stigate political and religious interactions between the interested areas.

Ramey Incised jars were cosmograms through which Cahokians attempted to frame re-
lationships among different social groups and the broader cosmos. In the middle of the 
Mississippian period (AD 1100 – 1200) Ramey Incised pots were most popular at Cahokia 
and the displayed motifs were used for political and religious propaganda purposes. 
The Mississippian cosmological model, in general, includes upper and lower world re-
presented around a central axis, or axis mundi (Emerson, 1989; Lankford, 2004, 2007; 
Pauketat, 2004; Pauketat and Emerson 1991). This model also embodies a quadripartite 
world view community organization, as seen in villages orientated to cardinal directions 
with mounds or houses surrounding a plaza with a central pole (Kelly, 1996a; Kelly and 
Brown, 2014). Ramey Incised pots had a huge geographic distribution and are commonly 
found in both ceremonial and domestic context, highlighting their value in Mississippian 
communities (Emerson and Pauketat, 2008; Griffith, 1981; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991). 
Mostly during the latest phases of the Mississippian period all the civilizations touched 
by the Mississippi river shared these vessels. Thanks to the Ramey Incised pottery icono-
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graphic analysis and to the goods distribution study in general, we know that different and 
therefore distant communities were in contact. 

Traditionally, it is granted that the presence of Cahokia-style cosmograms outside of the 
American Bottom represents a local desire to participate in the Cahokian cultural pheno-
menon. Early theories of cultural contact suggest that inhabitants of peripheral settlements 
passively adopted the practices of a more powerful core polity. 
However, thanks to recent researches, many experts disagreed and suggested that peri-
pheral inhabitants reinterpreted and negotiate these practices on their own term and in 
reference to their own histories and existing worldviews (Dietler, 2010; Lightfoot and Mar-
tinez, 1995; Pauketat and Alt, 2005; Silliman, 2005; Stein, 2002).

The author supports the theory that the presence of Cahokia style cosmograms outside of 
the American Bottom for sure represents a local desire to participate in the big polity cultu-
ral phenomenon, although, we verified that there is a relevant interregional variation in the 
ways Cahokian religion concept was localized and practiced. In fact, the evidences proved 
that Mississippian pottery in Cahokia’s northern hinterland exhibits patterns of Woodland 
– Mississippian hybridity (Bardolph, 2014; Delaney-Rivera, 2000; Delaney-Rivera, 2004; 
Emerson, 1991b; Finney, 1993; Millhouse, 2012; Richards, 1992; Wilson, 2015; Wilson et 
al., 2017; Zych, 2013). Most of the Ramey Incised jars found north of Cahokia appear to be 
produced locally, with a minority of samples being Cahokian imports (Hall, 1991; Harn, 
1991; Pauketat and Emerson, 1991; Stoltman, 1991). Iconographic analysis revealed that 
many northern hinterland Ramey Incised pots statistically differed from those found in the 
greater Cahokia area (Conrad, 1991; Delaney-Rivera, 2000; Emerson, 1991a; Mollerud, 
2005). Unquestionably this variation indicates that these groups did not adopt Mississip-
pian religion wholesale, on the contrary it suggests differences in the perceived composition 
and structure of the cosmos from region to region and reveals the power of local worldview 
in the negotiation of Cahokian religious influence. 

We concluded that inhabitants of peripheral  Cahokia’s settlements did not passively 
adopt the practices of more powerful core polities, but more likely, there was an entangle-
ment between Cahokian and local ideas and symbolism.
The Ramey incised pots iconographic analysis and the comparison we made with Cahokias 
northern hinterlands, also supported by the analysis of the SECC phenomenon, demon-
strated Mississippian societies had multi-century and multi-cultural history.
In particular and in general these societies are and were composed locally and regionally 
as a result of internal and external events.

Inspired by these conclusions the author decided to focus the last part of the research by 
extending the cultural contact inquiries to a wider area. We started investigating an icono-
graphic similarity noticed between the Mississippian Ramey Incised motif “Scroll 2” and 
the Mesoamerican and Andean “Horizontal S-shape” symbol.
We demonstrated that iconographic similarities detected within the Mississippian area, 
as well as the once found within the Amerindian area, testify a cultural contact between 
different populations occupying the two separate regions.
After these affirmations, the author wonders if iconographic similarities shared between 
the Mississippian and the Amerindian area testify a contact between the two areas.
Surely the Amerindian and the Mississippian cosmology and naturalistic pantheon share 
a lot of elements and as a consequence the iconographic representations have a lot in com-
mon.

The topic regarding iconographic similarities between distant cultures was already ad-
dressed by previous experts, for example Rieff Anawalt (1992:114) stated that: “The style 
of the dress, decorative designs and production techniques illustrated in codices, ceramics 
and fabric fragments suggest the dissemination of cultural elements from the north coast 
of South America to western Mexico and the southwestern United States”; but does the 
sharing of similar iconographic traits means cultural contact?
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To summarize, thanks to this iconographic investigation we were able to provide eviden-
ces about the use of the Scroll motif across Cahokias northern hinterland regions; on a 
SECC Powell Plain beaker and we also found it represented on fabrics, paintings and 
constructions from the Amerindian area. 
It looks like the Scroll motif has been shared by communities spread all over the Pre-Co-
lumbian American territory, adapting it to local circumstances. 
We also noticed the use of a SECC iconography motif, the forked-eye motif, on Ramey 
Incised pots discovered north of the American Bottom, in the LIRV region. 
Furthermore we started to look at iconographic similarities between the Mississippian and 
Amerindian areas and we recognized a similarity between the side-face representation of 
the typical Mayan character and the representation of the faces on “De los Danzantes” 
reliefs, from Zapotec culture with the faces represented on the Mississippian Ramey Tablet 
and the two Rogan plates. In addition we identified the shared used of the spider motif 
between the SEEC and the Nazca and Moche cultures from Peru.

Thanks to a variety of evidences we were able to proof that, for several reasons, Cahokia 
s hinterland regions, from north Illinois to the Southeastern area, were surely in contact 
between them, a contact demonstrated by artifacts showing the circulation of a cultural 
and religious common idea, adapted to local circumstances.
The diversity of many locally made ceramic wares, once thought to be “trade sherds”, 
suggest a cultural interaction process, in which we believe that regardless of their culturally 
specific meanings, they had similar discursive meanings.
Till present days, a lot of authors identified common and universal symbols that may have 
suggested iconographic connections between North and Central America but lately, howe-
ver similarities of any Mississippian artistic materials to those of Mesoamerica were never 
confirmed.
If we look at the iconographic Cross theme for example, it is essentially universal and its 
combination with the circle form is common everywhere.
An example represented on a Cahokia Red Engraved beaker was found during the Mer-
rell Tract-Unibo excavations. This typology of beakers was possibly related to the con-
sumption of the Black Drink during purification rituals (Crown et al., 2012), a famous 
practice shared by Mesoamerican communities.
So, on one hand this kind of motifs can demonstrate a long chronological history and a 
great diffusion across the territory but on the other hand, due to the same reasons of basic 
and universal characteristics, it represents a poor chronological or cultural “marker” for 
archaeologists. 

The author gave information about a common but contextualized religious culture and 
socio- political interaction between Cahokia s hinterland populations, from the north por-
tion of the American Bottom to the Southeastern area and at the last stage of this research 
the author provided some evidences in order to extend the cultural contact topic to the 
Amerindian area.
Unfortunately, with the data collected till now and due to the scarcity of the Mississippian 
materials, it will not be realistic to formulate a response.
However, the intent of this research is to provide additional data and to encourage further 
researches to reflect in regard of this interesting and multidisciplinary subject. 
The long time spent studying and the knowledge gained clarified to the author that it can 
be possible to understand this complex topic only by using an interdisciplinary approach. 
This iconographic investigation came as a natural consequence of the initial archaeolo-
gical project, because of author interest; two big areas of studies which presuppose some 
knowledge of art, history, geology, topography, anthropology and oral tradition, to men-
tion a few. 

The author strongly believes that the most important tools we have to investigate hu-
man socio-political behaviors are the interchange of the studies and the interdisciplinary 
methodology, and in order to visually stress this point the author decided to edit the thesis 
using a professional graphic design layout.
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To conclude, it looks like that some SECC iconographic elements but most of all the use 
of the Ramey Incised Iconography, especially the Scroll symbol, has been shared by com-
munities spread all over the Pre-Columbian American territory, adapting it to local cir-
cumstances. 

When we analyzed the Mississippian territory first and the Amerindian territory in a se-
cond moment we confirmed that internally inhabitants of each area adopted, shared and 
locally adapted political-religious concepts and the way to iconographically reproduce it.
Of course when we compare the Mississippian and the Amerindian areas, such geographi-
cally and temporally distant territories, we cannot easily affirm that a culture may have 
passed a symbol to the other one nor we cannot prove that a culture adopted a motif with 
the intention to underline its political-religious bond with the other one. 
However, it is in the author opinion that, due to political-religious purposes, there must 
have been within the Pre-Columbian American territory, as across other areas of the wor-
ld, a shared circulation of same socio– political meaningful concepts accompanied by their 
iconographic contextualized representations, especially in the case of ancient rooted and 
universal motifs. 
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Photos

1. MT2-08-35-1-1D

2. MT2-13-36-2-1D

3. MT2-14-36-3-1D

4. MT2-87-43-2-1D

5. MT2-85-35-3-1D

6. MT2-89-36-5-1D

A: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 and 6:  Unidentified Chronology.
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Drawings

A.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 and 6:  Unidentified Chronology.

1. MT2-08-35-1-1D

2. MT2-13-36-2-1D

3. MT2-14-36-3-1D

4. MT2-87-43-2-1D

5. MT2-85-35-3-1D

6. MT2-89-36-5-1D
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Photos

7. MT2-1020-12-1-1D

8. MT2-1049-86-1D

9. MT2-1015-1-1D

10. MT2-1069-3-1D

B: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 7 and 8: Late Stirling phase.

C: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 9 and 10: Late Stirling/ Early Moorehead phase.
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Drawings

7. MT2-1020-12-1-1D

8. MT2-1049-86-1D

9. MT2-1015-1-1D

10. MT2-1069-3-1D

B.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 7 and 8: Late Stirling phase.

C.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 9 and 10: Late Stirling/ Early Moorehead phase.
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Photos

D: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16 and 17: Moorehead phase.

11. MT2-1015-2-1D 12. MT2-1019-13-3D

13. MT2-1019-14-1D

14. MT2-1019-14-2D 15. MT2-1019-14-3D

16. MT2-1019-14-4D 17. MT2-1019-14-5D
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Drawings

D.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 11; 12; 13; 14; 15; 16 and 17: Moorehead phase. 

11. MT2-1015-2-1D 12. MT2-1019-13-3D

13. MT2-1019-14-1D

14. MT2-1019-14-2D 15. MT2-1019-14-3D

16. MT2-1019-14-4D 17. MT2-1019-14-5D
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Photos

E: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 18; 19; 20 and 21: Moorehead phase.

18. MT2-1048-2-1D

19. MT2-1056-1-1D

20. MT2-1056-1-1D

21. MT2-81-35-3-1D
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Drawings

E.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds number 18; 19; 20 and 21: Moorehead phase. 

18. MT2-1048-2-1D

19. MT2-1056-1-1D

20. MT2-1056-1-1D

21. MT2-81-35-3-1D
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Table.A: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Diagnostic sherds Database Records.
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Photos

1. MT2-92-40-2-1

2. MT2-1049-43-1

G: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherd number 2: Mississippian period.

F: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherd number 1: Unidentified Chronology.
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Drawings

1. MT2-92-40-2-1

2. MT2-1049-43-1

G.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherd number 2: Mississippian period.

F.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherd number 1: Unidentified Chronology.
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Photos

H: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 3 and 4: Stirling phase.

3. MT2-1019-2-1

4. MT2-1052-1-6
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Drawings

3. MT2-1019-2-1

4. MT2-1052-1-6

H.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 3 and 4: Stirling phase.
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Photos

I: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 5; 6; 7 and 8: Late Stirling phase. 

5. MT2-1019-1-1

6. MT2-1019-9-3

7. MT2-1019-15-1

8. MT2-1019--15-2
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Drawings

5. MT2-1019-1-1

6. MT2-1019-9-3

7. MT2-1019-15-1

8. MT2-1019--15-2

I.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 5; 6; 7 and 8: Late Stirling phase. 
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Photos

K: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 10: Late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

9. MT2-1020-15-3

10. MT2-1015-1-5

J: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 9: Late Stirling phase.. 
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Drawings

K.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 10: Late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

9. MT2-1020-15-3

10. MT2-1015-1-5

J.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 9: Late Stirling phase. 
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Photos

L: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 11; 12; 13 and 14: Late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

11. MT2-1015-4-1

12. MT2-1019-4-4

13. MT2-1049-16-5

14. MT2-1048-9-1
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Drawings

L.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 11; 12; 13 and 14: Late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

11. MT2-1015-4-1

12. MT2-1019-4-4

13. MT2-1049-16-5

14. MT2-1048-9-1
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Photos

M: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 15 and 16: Late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

15. MT2-1019-15-3

16. MT2-1049-4-2
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Drawings

M.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 15 and 16: Late Stirling / Early Moorehead phase.

15. MT2-1019-15-3

16. MT2-1049-4-2
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Photos

N: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 17 and 18: Early Moorehead phase.

17. MT2-1015-1-6

18. MT2-1015-7-1
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Drawings

N.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 17 and 18: Early Moorehead phase.

17. MT2-1015-1-6

18. MT2-1015-7-1
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Photos

O: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 19; 20; 21 and 22: Moorehead phase.

19. MT2-1019-29-3

20. MT2-1049-3-1

21. MT2-1049-28-1

22. MT2-1049-80-7
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Drawings

O.1: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds number 19; 20; 21 and 22: Moorehead phase.

19. MT2-1019-29-3

20. MT2-1049-3-1

21. MT2-1049-28-1

22. MT2-1049-80-7
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Table.B: Merrell Tract- Unibo Ramey Incised Rim sherds Database Records.
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